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Abstract
ABO3-type perovskite oxides comprise a wide class of materials with numerous
technological applications, ranging from optics to electrochemistry. The ideal per-
ovskite structure is cubic, but this form usually exists only at high temperatures;
while most perovskites have lower symmetry at room temperature and below. Oxy-
gen vacancies are, perhaps, the most common intrinsic point defects observed in
these compounds and their concentration can be increased by the introduction of
acceptor impurities. It is well known that oxygen vacancies cause considerable
changes in the electroconductivity and affect material hardening, aging and fatigue
properties. For these reasons, particular emphasis has been given in recent decades
to their study and characterization.
First-principles (ab initio) calculations have been extensively used in the last
decade for describing the physical properties of perovskite oxides and oxygen va-
cancies therein. Such calculations offer a very useful source of information to ac-
company experimental measurements. The most common approximations to the
density functional theory (DFT), namely the local density approximation (LDA)
or the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), usually fail to predict import-
ant properties of these materials; such as the fundamental band gap and structural
distortions. The reason lies in the strong electron-correlation effects, which arise
from the partially filled d or f electron shells on the B-type transition metal ions.
The most common solution to this problem has been the inclusion of a Hubbard-U
term in the DFT Hamiltonian. This approach brings about an improvement to the
description of the material ground-state properties; however the results can strongly
depend on the chosen value of the U parameter. More recently hybrid functionals,
which mix the DFT Hamiltonian with part of the Hartree-Fock non-local exchange,
have proven to be able to accurately describe perovkite materials without relying on
the U parameter. Since technological, specifically electrochemical, devices usually
operate at elevated temperatures, the calculation of lattice vibrations, and their
contribution to the material thermodynamics, offers a straightforward way to ex-
tend the standard DFT formalism beyond its zero-temperature limit. However, the
computation of phonons in large systems, such as those necessary to correctly de-
scribe point defects, may require extensive computational resources. Furthermore,
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the zero-temperature limit of standard DFT does not allow one to correctly evaluate
phonon frequencies of the high-temperature cubic structure if phase transitions oc-
cur at lower temperatures, such as is the case for the anti-ferro-distortive transition
in SrTiO3 at 105 K.
From this point of view, BaZrO3 can be considered as an ideal model compound
for first-principles investigations of ABO3 perovskites. As a matter of fact, it is
one of a few perovskites which preserves the computationally desirable highly sym-
metric cubic structure down to very low temperatures. In addition, it possesses
many remarkable properties, such as low thermal conductivity, high melting point
and small thermal expansion coefficient, which make its study interesting also for
technological applications. In particular, BaZrO3 has attracted great interest as a
promising high-temperature proton conductor, showing an excellent protonic con-
ductivity after the introduction of trivalent acceptor dopants. The doping leads
to the formation of charge-compensating oxygen vacancies, the presence of which
allows for the absorption of water molecules from the atmosphere. The OH− part
of the H2O molecule occupies the vacancy, while the remaining H+ combines with
a regular O2− to form another OH−. However, the segregation of oxygen vacancies
toward the material grain boundaries is responsible for the formation of space charge
zones which strongly decrease the bulk protonic conductivity. Recently, thin films
of BaZrO3 have shown to be particularly promising due to a very high crystalline
quality and a low concentration of grain boundaries.
In the present study, we aim to investigate, by means of first-principles calcula-
tions and using BaZrO3 as a model material, the properties of oxygen vacancies
in ABO3 perovskites in the limit of low concentrations and under realistic external
conditions. In particular, we emphasize the contribution of lattice vibrations to
the thermodynamic properties of point defects in both bulk solid, surfaces and thin
films. For this purpose, we employ the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional mixed
with a 25% of the Hartree-Fock exchange, known in the literature as PBE0, which
has proven to give a very accurate description of the ground-state of ABO3 per-
ovskites. All the first-principles calculations are carried out with the computer code
CRYSTAL which employs a localized basis set.
Firstly, we show that our computational setup predicts the main ground-state
properties of BaZrO3, such as the fundamental band gap, lattice parameter, dielec-
tric constant and phonon frequencies, being in a very good agreement with the
experimental data. Next, we consider the properties of oxygen vacancies in the
bulk material, on surfaces and in thin films. In the latter case, we analyze how the
film thickness affects the defect properties (confinement effects).
The oxygen vacancies are modeled with the supercell approach and we consider
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the three different charge states that can occur in ABO3 perovskites according to
the external conditions: the neutral (v×O), the singly-charged (v
•
O) and the doubly-
charged state (v••O ). For the bulk material, we calculate and compare the formation
energy of each of these defects and we show that the most likely type of oxygen
vacancy to occur is v••O ; while v
•
O and v
×
O appear only for a narrower energy range
of the electron chemical potential. Due to the long range nature of the Coulomb
interaction, proper correction schemes are applied to compensate the spurious elec-
trostatic interactions between the periodically repeated array of charged defects
which arises from the supercell method.
Due to the high computational costs, phonon frequencies are seldom explicitly
calculated in defective solids; however, in this study we show that their contribution
can noticeably affect the defect Gibbs energy of formation at high temperature.
This is particularly true for v••O , where we show that phonon contributions are
responsible for the increase of the defect formation Gibbs energy by almost 1 eV at
1000 K, making the defect less energetically favorable than other charge states at
high temperature.
Moreover, we show that lattice vibrations affect the relative stability of defective-
free ABO3 perovskite surfaces at high temperatures. In particular, we apply a
simple thermodynamic model which makes some predictions about the relative sta-
bility of the two possible terminations of the BaZrO3 (001) surface: BaO and ZrO2.
We find that, at room temperature and below, the BaO termination is the ther-
modynamically most stable one. However, at higher temperatures (around 500 K),
the model predicts that both BaO and ZrO2 terminations can coexist; and, at even
higher temperatures (around 900 K), the ZrO2 termination turns out to become the
most stable.
Next, we consider two types of oxygen vacancies, v×O and v
••
O , on the (001)
surface of BaZrO3 and calculate their segregation Gibbs energy, which indicates
the defect tendency to migrate from the bulk to the surface. We find that lattice
vibrations have an important contribution also in this case, giving rise to a positive
segregation entropy which stabilizes the surface v••O over the bulk defect, especially
at high temperatures.
Lastly, we consider oxygen vacancies in extremely thin perovskite films, with a
thickness in the range from approximately 0.4 to 1.3 nm (that is, between three
and seven atomic planes), and we study the dimensional confinement effects on the
defect properties. We find that, except for the thinnest films, the defect properties
do not noticeably differ from the bulk, indicating that they are affected only by
their nearest neighborhood.
In summary, the findings presented in this thesis demonstrate the importance of
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lattice vibrations for evaluating the thermodynamic properties of point defects in
perovskite oxides and their surfaces at relatively high temperatures. In particular,
their inclusion is relevant for the calculation of the Gibbs formation and segrega-
tion energies of charged oxygen vacancies and for the determination of the relative
thermodynamic stabilities of different surface terminations.
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Zusammenfassung
Die zur Klasse der Perowskite (ABO3-Typ) geho¨rigen Oxide umfassen eine große
Bandbreite von Materialien, welche in einer Vielzahl von technischen Anwendun-
gen - von der Optik bis hin zur Elektrochemie - verwendet werden. Im Idealfall
kristallisieren Perowskite im kubischen Kristallsystem, jedoch liegt diese Struktur
meist nur bei hohen Temperaturen vor; die meisten Perowskite weisen eine gerin-
gere Symmetrie bei und unterhalb von Raumtemperatur auf. Sauerstoﬄeerstellen
sind die am vermutlich ha¨ufigsten vorzufindenden nativen Punkdefekte in dieser
Art von Materialien. Durch die Einfu¨hrung von Akzeptor-Sto¨rstellen kann die Kon-
zentration dieser Leerstellen weiter erho¨ht werden. Da Sauerstoﬄeerstellen bekann-
termaßen die elektrische Leitfa¨higkeit stark beeinflussen ko¨nnen, sowie Effekte auf
das Ausha¨rtungsverhalten, Altern und auf Ermu¨dungserscheinungen haben ko¨nnen,
lag in den vergangenen Jahrzehnten ein besonderes Augenmerk der Forschung in
diesem Gebiet auf der Untersuchung und Charakterisierung solcher Effekte.
Ab initio Berechnungen wurden in den letzten Jahren ausgiebig genutzt, um die
physikalischen Eigenschaften von Oxiden der Perowskit-Klasse und der darin enthal-
ten Sauerstoﬄeerstellen zu beschreiben. Informationen, die aus dieser Art von Be-
rechnungen erhalten werden, sind reichhaltig und eignen sich gut, experimentell ge-
wonnene Daten zu erga¨nzen. Gebra¨uliche Na¨herungen zur Dichtefunktionaltheorie
(density functional theory, DFT) wie die lokale Dichtena¨herung (local density appro-
ximation, LDA) oder das Nutzen eines Gradiententerms fu¨r den Ausgleich o¨rtlicher
Dichteschwankungen (generalized gradient approximation, GGA) ermo¨glichen es
ha¨ufig nicht, wichtige physikalische Eigenschaften, wie z.B. die Bandlu¨cke oder
Strukturverzerrungen, vorauszusagen. Die Ursache dafu¨r liegt in den starken elek-
tronischen Korrelationseffekte, die auf Grund der teilweise besetzten d- oder f -
Orbitale bei den U¨bergangsmetall Kationen auf B-Platz auftreten. Die ga¨ngige
Herangehensweise zur Lo¨sung dises Problems ist die Einfu¨hrung des sogenann-
ten Hubbard-U-Terms in die Hamilton-Operator der DFT Rechnung, wodurch eine
bessere Beschreibung der Materialeigenschaften im Grundzustand ermo¨glicht wird.
Dabei ist zu beru¨cksichtigen, dass die Verla¨sslichkeit der Ergebnisse stark von den
eingesetzten Werten fu¨r den U-Term abha¨ngt. In den vergangenen Jahren haben
sich daru¨ber hinaus Hybridfunktionale, welche die Hamilton-Operator der DFT
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Rechnung teilweise mit dem ortsunabha¨ngigen Hartree-Fock-Austausch vereinen,
als vom U-Term unabha¨ngige Alternativen zur genauen Beschreibung von Perow-
skiten erwiesen. Da in der technischen Anwendung elektrochemischer Prozesse meist
erho¨hlte Arbeitstemperaturen herrschen, ist die Berechnung der Gitterschwingungs-
energien und deren thermodynamische Beitragas zum Gesamtsystem ein geeigneter
Ansatz zur Erweiterung der DFT Berechnung u¨ber den Nullpunkt der Temperatur
hinaus. Die Berechnung von Phononen in Systemen hinreichender Gro¨ße, sodass
Punktdefekte zuverla¨ssig beschrieben werden ko¨nnten, wu¨rde einen erheblichen Re-
chenaufwand mit sich bringen. Daru¨ber hinaus ist zu beachten, dass die Limitierung
der Standard-DFT-Berechnung auf den Nullpunkt vor allem dann kritisch ist, wenn
unterhalb der Arbeitstemperatur eine Phasenumwandlung stattfindet. Dies ist der
Fall fu¨r SrTiO3, bei dem sich ein antiferrodistortiver U¨bergang bei 105 K ereignet.
Basierend auf diesen U¨berlegungen eignet sich BaZrO3 ideal als Modellverbin-
dung fu¨r ab initio Untersuchungen von Perowskiten des ABO3-Typs. Es handelt
sich um einen der wenigen Perowskiten, welche ihre hochsymmetrische kubische
Struktur bis zu sehr geringen Temperaturen beibehalten, was sich in Hinsicht auf
die Berechenbarkeit besonders positiv auswirkt. Daru¨ber hinaus besitzt BaZrO3
einige bemerkenswerte Eigenschaften, welche es auch fu¨r die Anwendung inter-
essant machen, wie eine geringe thermische Leitfa¨higkeit, einen hohen Schmelzpunkt
und einen kleinen thermischen Expansionskoeffizienten. Besonders als Protonenlei-
ter in Hochtemperaturanwendungen erweckte BaZrO3 auf Grund seiner exzellen-
ten Leitfa¨hihkeit - nach Einfu¨hrung von trivalenten Akzeptor-Dotierungen - in den
vergangenen Jahren viel Aufsehen. Durch die Dotierung bilden sich ladungsaus-
gleichende Sauerstoﬄeerstellen, wodurch die Absorption von Wassermoleku¨len aus
der umgebenden Atmospha¨re ermo¨glicht wird. Die Leerstelle wird daraufhin durch
ein OH− Ion besetzt, wa¨hrend sich das u¨brige H+ Kation mit einem O2− zu ei-
nem weiteren OH− verbindet. Ein wichtiger Aspekt ist, dass sich auf Grund der
ra¨umlichen Trennung von Sauerstoﬄeerstellen in der Na¨he von Korngrenzen dort
Raumladungszonen ausbilden, welche die protonische Gesamtleitfa¨higkeit stark be-
eintra¨chen. Zuletzt haben sich deswegen du¨nne Bariumzirkonatfilme wegen ihrer
hohen Kristallqualita¨t und geringen Korngrenzenkonzentration als a¨ußerst vielver-
sprechend herausgestellt.
In der vorliegenden Studie versuchen wir mittels ab initio Berechnungen und
unter Verwendung von BaZrO3 als Modellverbindung die Eigenschaften von Sauer-
stoﬄeerstellen in ABO3 Perowskiten am realistischen Limit geringer Konzentratio-
nen und unter realistischen a¨ußeren Bedingungen zu untersuchen. Dabei heben wir
den Beitrag der Gitterschwingungsenergie zu den thermodynamischen Eigenschaf-
ten von Punktdefekten im Volumen, an Oberfla¨chen und fu¨r du¨nne Filme besonders
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hervor. Hierfu¨r verwenden wir das Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof- (PBE) Funktional ge-
mischt mit 25% des Hartree-Fock-Austausch - in der Literatur als PBE0 bekannt -
welches a¨ußerst pra¨zise Beschreibungen des Grundzustands von ABO3 Perowskiten
ermo¨glichen sollte. Alle ab initio Berechnungen werden mit Hilfe des CRYSTAL-
Codes durchgefu¨hrt, welcher ein lokalisiertes Basis-Set verwendet.
Zuna¨chst zeigen wir, dass unsere Berechnungsgrundlagen geeignet sind, die Hauptei-
genschaften von BaZrO3 im Grundzustand wie Bandlu¨cke, Gitterparameter, dielek-
trische Konstante, und Phononenfrequenzen vorherzusagen, und dass die Ergebnisse
in sehr guter U¨bereinstimmung mit experimentell gewonnen Daten stehen. Darauf
aufbauend untersuchen wir die Eigenschaften der Sauerstoﬄeerstellen im Volumen-
material, an Oberfla¨chen, und in du¨nnen Filmen. Auch der Effekt der Dicke der
Filme auf die Eigenschaften der Leerstellen wird analysiert. Die Sauerstoﬄeerstel-
len werden gema¨ß des Superzellen-Ansatzes modelliert und alle drei unterschied-
lichen Ladungszusta¨nde, die in einem ABO3 Perowskit in Abha¨ngigkeit von den
a¨ußeren Bedingungen auftreten ko¨nnen, beru¨cksichtig: der neutrale Zustand (v×O),
den einfach geladenen (v•O), sowie den zweifach geladenen Zustand (v
••
O ). Fu¨r das
Volumenmaterial berechnen und vergleichen wir die Bildungsenergien jeder die-
ser Defekte und zeigen, dass der am wahrscheinlichsten auftretende Defekttyp der
zweifach geladene, v••O , ist, wa¨hrend der einfach geladene, v
•
O, und der ungeladene,
v×O , lediglich in bestimmten Bereichen des Fermi-Niveau vorkommen. Die Lang-
reichweitigkeit von coulombschen Wechselwirkungen macht die Verwendung geeig-
neter Korrekturmodelle zur Kompensierung der auf Grund der Superzellenmethode
zwischen sich periodisch wiederholenden Gittern aus geladenen Defekten auftre-
tenden, unerwu¨nschten elektrostatischen Wechselwirkungen notwendig. Wegen des
großen Rechenaufwands werden Phononenfrequenzen fu¨r Festko¨rper mit Defekten
selten explizit berechnet; in unsere Studie zeigen wir jedoch, dass deren Beitrag die
Freie Bildungsenergie von Defekten bei hohen Temperaturen wesentlich beeinflussen
kann. Dies trifft insbesondere auf v••O zu: es zeigt sich, dass Phononenbeitra¨ge fu¨r
den Anstieg der freien Bildungsenergie von Defekten um fast 1 eV bei 1000 K ver-
antwortlich sind und den zweifach geladenen Defekttyp dadurch energetisch weniger
gu¨nstig als andere Ladungszusta¨nde unter hohen Temperaturen werden lassen.
In unserer Studie zeigen wir, dass Gittervibrationen die relative Stabilita¨t von de-
fektfreien ABO3-Perowskitoberfla¨chen bei hohen Temperaturen beeinflussen. Dies
geschieht durch die Verwendung eines einfachen thermodynamischen Modells, wel-
ches Vorhersagen u¨ber die relative Stabilita¨t der beiden mo¨glichen Grenzschichten
einer BaZrO3 (001) Oberfla¨chen - BaO- und ZrO2-Terminierung - erlaubt. Es zeigt
sich, dass die BaO-Terminierung bei und unterhalb von Raumtemperatur die ther-
modynamisch stabilere ist. Unter erho¨hten Temperaturen (um ca. 500 K) sagt das
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Modell eine Koexistenz beider Terminierungen, BaO- und ZrO2, voraus, und bei
hohen Temperaturen (ab ca. 900 K) wird die ZrO2 Grenzschicht sogar die stabilere
von beiden.
In einem weiteren Teil der Arbeit betrachten wir die beiden Sauerstoﬄeerstellen,
v×O und v
••
O auf der (001) Oberfla¨che von BaZrO3 und berechnen deren Freie Se-
gregationsenergien, welche Auskunft u¨ber die Tendenz des Defekts gibt, sich aus
dem Volumenmaterial an die Oberfla¨che hin zu verschieben. Auch hier findet sich
ein wichtiger Beitrag in den Gittervibrationen, welche eine positive Segregationsen-
tropie erzeugen, die wiederum den v••O Defekt an der Oberfla¨che gegenu¨ber dessen
Auftreten im Volumenmaterial stabilisieren.
Im letzten Teil der Studie untersuchen wir Sauerstoﬄeerstellen in extrem du¨nnen
Perowskitfilmen mit Dicken von ca. 0.4 - 1.3 nm (entsprechen drei bis sieben Atom-
schichten) und betrachten dabei Confinementeffekte auf die Defekteigenschaften.
Es zeigt sich, dass sich die Eigenschaften der Defekte in den du¨nnen Filmen (außer
in den du¨nnsten) nicht merklich von den Eigenschaften im Volumenmaterial unter-
scheiden, was darauf hindeutet, dass deren Eigenschaften nur von der unmittelbaren
Umgebung der Defekte beeinflusst werden.
Zusammenfassend la¨sst sich sagen, dass die Ergebnisse, die in der vorliegenden
Arbeit pra¨sentiert werden, die bedeutende Rolle, welche Gittervibrationen zur kor-
rekten thermodynamischen Beschreibung von Punktdefekten in Perowskiten und
an deren Oberfla¨chen bei erho¨hten Temperaturen spielen, deutlich machen. Es wird
gezeigt, wie wichtig die Beru¨cksichtigung der Gittervibrationsbeitra¨ge besonders
fu¨r die Berechnung von Freien Bildungs- und Segregationsenergien geladener Sau-
erstoﬄeerstellen und fu¨r die Bestimmung der relativen thermodynamischen Stabi-
lita¨ten unterschiedlicher Oberfla¨chengrenzschichten ist.
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1. Introduction and Motivations
Perovskite oxides are a wide class of materials with considerable technological im-
portance. The ideal perovskite oxide structure is cubic and can be represented
by the formula ABO3, where A and B are cations, respectively 12-fold and 6-fold
coordinated with oxygen anions. The B cation lies in the center of a regular octa-
hedron which corners are made of oxygen anions. Corner-sharing [BO6] octahedra
form a three-dimensional regular net in which each A cation lies in a cavity formed
by four of such polyhedra, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
The ideal perovskite structure can undergo a broad range of structural distortions,
and an extremely extensive variety of cations can occupy the A and B sites. The
stability of the (ideal) cubic perovskite structure with respect to other structures can
be defined in terms of the ionic radii of the constituent ions through the Goldschmidt
tolerance factor t:
t =
rA + rO√
2(rB + rO)
, (1.1)
where rA, rB and rO are the the ionic radii of the A-site cation, B-site cation
and oxygen anion, respectively. The ideal cubic structure is obtained when t = 1;
the more t deviates from unity, the more the cubic structure becomes distorted
with the lattice becoming first rhombohedral and then orthorhombic [1]. Stable
perovskite structures are predicted in the range of 0.77 ≤ t ≤ 1.00 [2]; while for
Figure 1.1.: The ideal ABO3 perovskite structure. The [BO6] octahedra are high-
lighted.
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t > 1 only the hexagonal structure is stable [2]. The perovskite structure is also
highly stable with respect to the introduction of vacancies and cation substitutions,
and many classes of materials with different compositions stem from this simple
structure. For example, the family of tungsten bronzes, based on the NaWO3
compound, can be seen as strongly A-deficient ABO3 perovskites; while the family
of SrFrOx compounds is an example of oxygen-deficient perovskites. Furthermore,
dopant cations can substitute some of the ions occupying the A- and/or B-sites,
originating a variety of structures with different compositions and properties. An
example is the structures of the high temperature superconductors YBa2Cu3O7−x
or that of the relaxor ferroelectrics Pb(Zr,Ti)O3; in both cases, cations of different
valence randomly occupy part of both the A- and B-sites of the perovskite structure.
Such a variety of structures and chemical compositions endow perovskite oxides and
perovskite-like oxides with an enormous variety of electronic, dielectric, ferroic and
magnetic properties [3]. In addition, the ability to tailor such properties modifying
the material chemical composition make perovskite oxides and related material of
utmost importance in several technological fields such as optics, electrochemistry,
catalysis, superconductivity and thin film growth [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
As in all solids, point defects can affect the properties of ABO3 perovskites in
a significant way. In particular, oxygen vacancies are probably the most common
point defect in these systems and their presence is relevant for many applications
[8]. For example, ferroelectric perovskites are being used as memory elements in
microcircuits and oxygen vacancies are known to be related to polarization degrad-
ation phenomena, as fatigue and aging [9, 10, 11]. Furthermore, the concentration
of oxygen vacancies, easily modified by tuning the atmosphere oxygen partial pres-
sure, highly influences the type of conductivity of ABO3 perovkistes, as in the case
of SrTiO3-BaTiO3 solid solutions, where, as the concentration of oxygen vacancies
decreases, the material conductivity switches from n-type to p-type [12]; or as in
the case of the mixed conducting Sr(FexTi1−x)O3−δ perovskite, where, according
to the concentration of oxygen vacancies, the conductivity changes from electronic
to ionic [13]. In addition, the content of oxygen vacancies can affect the magnetic
properties of materials, such as the magnetoresistance in SrFeO3−x perovskites [14];
and can also influence the critical temperature for the conductor to superconductor
phase transition in the YBa2Cu3O7−x perovskite-like oxide [15]. Finally, oxygen
vacancies are the most relevant charge carriers in several ion-conducting perovskite
oxides and their presence is fundamental for the function and performance of many
electrochemical devices, first of all, solid oxide fuel cells (see e.g. Refs. [4, 16] and
references therein).
Nowadays, first principles calculations are routinely applied to the study of ox-
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ides, and they have proved to be a very useful complement to experimental measure-
ments, due to their ability to give a deep insight on the material atomic structure.
In particular, due to the decisive role of point defects in determining the properties
of materials, first principles calculations of such defects became with time more and
more popular, and are nowadays able to estimate many quantities which can be
compared directly with experiments, such as defect concentrations, NMR chemical
shifts, local atomic structure and vibrational frequencies [17]. Most of first principles
studies rely on the density functional theory (DFT), in which the time-independed,
non-relativistic, many-body problem is translated in a one-particle problem with
an effective potential which is usually obtained approximately (e.g. by the local
density approximation [18] or the generalized-gradient approximation [19]. A more
detailed introduction to DFT is reported in Section 2). Standard DFT approxim-
ations are inadequate to describe systems containing rare-earth or transition metal
atoms with localized d and/or f electrons, due to the “averaged” way in which
the Coulombic potential is represented; therefore, first-principles studies of ABO3
perovskites often employ the DFT+U method, in which the strong Coulombic re-
pulsion between localized electrons is taken into account introducing an additional
term (the Hubbard-like U parameter) to the system hamiltonian [20]. However,
there is no unique choice for the U parameter and the predicted properties can
show a very strong dependence on the U-value; furthermore, this term is selectively
applied to the orbitals of the localized electrons only, and as a consequence, parts
of the same system result treated with different frameworks. An alternative to the
DFT+U method is given by the hybrid functionals, which have proved to describe
very accurately the structural, electronic, magnetic and energetics properties of
ABO3 perovskites [21] and oxygen vacancies therein [22, 23].
A key quantity in the characterization of point defects is the defect Gibbs energy
of formation, which value can be readily obtained from first-principles calculations.
In the case of low defect concentrations (dilute limit) the significance of the defect
Gibbs energy of formation is particularly meaningful for defect chemistry, due to
its simple relation with the point defect electrochemical potential, µ˜d [24]:
µ˜d = µ
0
d + kBT ln xd + zdeφ (1.2)
where, xd =
Nd
N
is defect molar fraction, i.e. the ratio between the number of point
defects and the number of the possible equivalent sites in which the defect can
occur; kB is the Boltzmann constant, z is the defect charge, e is the electron charge
and φ is the local electrostatic potential. The standard state chemical potential of
the defect, µ0d, corresponds thus to the Gibbs energy of formation of a single defect:
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∆fgd. For point defects, this quantity cannot be easily measured and, therefore,
first-principles calculations offer an invaluable tool in complementing experiments.
As the study of ionic transport at the nanoscale (nanoionics) is gaining momentum
for applications in the field of energy conversion and storage (e.g. nanostructured
electrodes and electrolytes in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and batteries) [25, 26],
the investigation of point defects in confined systems and, the dependence of the
standard state chemical potential on the system size in particular, acquires special
importance.
Even though, in its original formulation, DFT is principally limited to a system
ground-state, a connection with classical and statistical thermodynamics is possible.
Such a connection assumes particular importance since many technological applic-
ations of ABO3 perovskites involve temperatures considerably above room one. A
straightforward and successful way to extend DFT to finite temperatures in given by
the so-called method of ab initio atomistic thermodynamics [27], outlined in Section
3.1. This approach consists in combining the system total energy, provided by the
DFT calculations, with statistical thermodynamics arguments, in order to calculate
the thermodynamic potentials of interest for the studied system. As vibrational de-
grees of freedom are usually the most relevant contribution to the partition function
of most ABO3 perovskites, and of solids in general, the calculation of lattice vibra-
tions becomes a fundamental point in determining the temperature dependence
of thermodynamic quantities; above all the Gibbs energy, which characterizes the
equilibrium state of a system under the common experimental conditions of con-
stant temperature and pressure. The harmonic approximation is usually adequate
to reproduce the vibrational spectrum of many materials in non-pathological condi-
tions (e.g. near the melting point) but calculation of lattice vibrations is inherently
a very time-consuming task and, therefore, is rarely performed on large systems.
This is specially true when hybrid functionals are employed and/or the system has
a very low symmetry due to the presence of point defects.
Notwithstanding the fact that the ideal cubic perovskite structure can be regarded
as a starting template for a very large class of materials, the majority of ABO3 per-
ovskites are cubic only at high temperatures (room temperature and above) and
undergo structural phase transitions at low temperatures. A well studied example
of such structural changes is the cubic-to-tetragonal phase transition in SrTiO3
which occurs at around 105 K. This is a typical example of an antiferrodistort-
ive (AFD) phase transition mediated by the condensation of a phonon mode [28].
Both first- and second-order phase transitions can be triggered by a soft mode; i.e.
a phonon mode which frequency decreases lowering the temperature and vanishes
(or almost) as the temperature reach the phase transition critical temperature Tc.
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In particular, as the temperature reaches Tc, the atomic displacements related to
the soft mode (i.e. the ionic motions described by the soft mode eigenvector) begin
to “freeze”, imposing a structural distortion that lead to the phase transition (see
for example Refs. [29, 30]). The AFD phase transition in SrTiO3 occurs due to the
condensation of a soft mode at the R-point of the first Brillouin Zone, which leads
to a rotation of the [ZrO6] octahedra and a lowering of the crystal symmetry to
tetragonal [28, 31]. Calculations of lattice vibrations for the high-temperature per-
ovskite cubic structure often show unphysical imaginary phonon frequencies, which
reflect the fact that the ground state structure of that particular material is really
not cubic at 0 K. This has been shown in detail in first principles calculations of
SrTiO3 [32, 33, 34]. The low-temperature structure of many ABO3 perovskites can
contain a much larger number of atoms than the ideal cubic structure and there-
fore its modeling can require considerably larger computational resources, especially
when the model includes the presence of point defects, which additionally lowers the
system symmetry. On the other hand, at the working temperature range of many
technological applications, these perovskites are already in the cubic phase. A cubic
symmetry is desirable since requires the least computational resources; but, due to
the zero-temperature formalism of DFT, first-principles calculations cannot predict
the vibrational frequencies of perovskites which do not possess a cubic ground-state
structure. Therefore, the wish, on the one hand, to model materials at realistic
working conditions, and, on the other hand, to keep the computational model as
simple as possible, leads to the necessity to find a perovskite material which main-
tains the cubic structure not only at high, but also at low temperatures. One of a
few such perovskites is BaZrO3.
BaZrO3 (BZO) is a ceramic oxide with the ideal cubic perovskite structure, which
is remarkably preserved down to 2 K [35]. In addition, BZO possesses several im-
portant properties, as high melting point, small thermal expansion coefficient, low
thermal conductivity and low dielectric loss (see e.g. Refs. [36] and [37]) which
make it suitable for different technological applications, such as wireless commu-
nications [38], production of substrates for deposition of superconducting thin films
[39] and production of hybrid perovskite-polymer magnetic nanocomposites [40].
Since the last decade, BZO has been receiving a great deal of attention as a
very promising high-temperature proton conductor (HTPC) electrolyte. These are
solid materials able to efficiently conduct protons at temperatures between 400 and
700 ◦C; much higher than the 100 ◦C at which polymer proton conductors usually
work. Remarkably, Y-doped BZO shows both an excellent protonic conductivity
(> 10−2 S cm−1 at around 700 ◦C) [41, 42] and a very high chemical stability at
high temperatures [43, 44], which make the material a perfect HTPC candidate for
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ceramic fuel cells. Ceramic fuel cells based on proton conducting electrolytes are
becoming more and more important and they are nowadays generally referred to as
protonic ceramic fuel cells (PCFCs).
Ceramic fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy into
electricity with a much higher efficiency than conventional systems based on com-
bustion (around 50-70% and up to 90%, including heat recovery, for fuel cells com-
pared to an average of 20-30% for combustion engines) [45]. In the most basic
set up, a fuel cell consists of two electrodes (anode and cathode) separated by an
electrolyte (in ceramic fuel cells all the components are solid), hydrogen is the most
employed fuel and oxygen is the oxidant gas. The fuel is fed to the anode and
the oxygen to the cathode and the two electrodes are connected by an electric cir-
cuit. The reaction between hydrogen and oxygen gives as the only exhaust gas
water, making fuel cells ideal devices for the environmental-friendly energy policies
required in modern societies. Fuel cells benefit of additional features; such as the
ability to produce power constantly, as long as the fuel and oxidant are provided,
and a high versatility in the fuel choice, since hydrogen can be extracted from many
natural gases. The electrolyte plays a crucial role in the fuel cell performance and
should possess a high ionic conductivity and negligible electronic conductivity.
According to the nature of the mobile species in the electrolyte, ceramic fuel
cells can be divided in different technological classes. Fuel cells based on oxygen
conductors (SOFCs) are perhaps the most well established thereof. As the name
suggests, in these devices, the solid electrolyte is an oxygen anion conductor; the
most popular of which is probably yttria-stabilized zirconia. The oxygen is reduced
at the cathode triple phase boundary: the zone where the electrolyte, cathode and
gas come into contact. After this electrochemical reaction, the newly created O2−
species migrate through the porous cathode toward the electrolyte by means of
which they reach the anode and can react with the fuel [4, 46], as illustrated in
Figure 1.2. SOFCs operate usually in the temperature range of 900-1000 ◦C to
ensure an adequate ionic conductivity. If on the one hand, the high temperatures
can also allow the internal reforming of hydrocarbon fuels [47], on the other hand,
they result detrimental for the device lifetime; hastening the components degrada-
tion and increasing the operational costs, due to the need of specific and expensive
interconnecting materials [48].
PCFCs make a promising class of ceramic fuel cell which employs HTPC elec-
trolytes and can work at much lower temperatures than SOFCs, since the proton
migration mechanisms require much lower activation energies than those necessary
for the transport of the much larger oxygen anions (activation energies around
0.3-0.6 eV for proton diffusion [50, 43], compared to around 1 eV found for oxygen
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(a) SOFC (b) PCFC
Figure 1.2.: Schematic representation of processes involved in solid oxide fuel cells
(a) and protonic ceramic fuel cells (b). Picture adapted from reference
[49] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
anions in yttria-stabilized zirconia [51]). The electrochemical processes occurring in
PCFC are similar to those described for SOFCs; as shown in Figure 1.2, the main
difference is that, this time, the mobile species are protons, which migrate from the
anode, through the electrolyte, to the cathode, where they react with the oxygen
atoms.
Several ABO3 perovskites show protonic conductivity after being doped with
trivalent acceptors, such as Y, Gd, Nd, Eu, etc. The dopant, M, usually substitutes
a B cation, generating charge compensating oxygen vacancies. In Kro¨ger-Vink
notation [52] this process can be described by the following equation [53, 49]:
2B×B + O
×
O + M2O3 
 2M
′
B + v
••
O + 2BO2 (1.3)
Doping with too large cations can lead to a substitution of the dopant M with the A
cations, decreasing the concentration of oxygen vacancies v••O from the ideal value:
[v••O ] =
[M′B]
2
[54]. The presence of oxygen vacancies is crucial in the mechanism
involving the incorporation and formation of mobile protons inside the electrolyte
[55], since the most important process, which allows the creation of protonic defects
in these materials, is the dissociative adsorption of water [56, 54, 42]. This reaction
involves the adsorption of water molecules, present as vapour in the atmosphere,
into oxygen vacancies, with their subsequent dissociation into a proton and an
8
hydroxide anion:
H2O + v
••
O + O
×
O 
 2(OH)
•
O (1.4)
The detailed study of the formation of oxygen vacancies represents therefore a
necessary step in the characterization of this process.
As already mentioned above, Y-doped BZO possess both an excellent protonic
conductivity and chemical stability to all the fuel cell components in the interme-
diate temperature range of 400 and 700 ◦C; unfortunately, its implementation in
actual devices has been hindered so far, due to two principal factors: firstly, the
conductivity in the grain boundary region is much lower than in the bulk and,
secondly, the material has a very poor sinterability which leads to sintered pel-
lets with a large grain- boundary-volume-to-total-material-volume ratio. Different
methods have been applied recently to solve this problem. There are two main
strategies: either to improve the grain boundary conductivity, or increase the grain
size, minimizing thus the grain boundary contribution to the total ionic conductiv-
ity. The latter approach has proved to be more successful; in particular, epitaxially
grown thin films, deposited through pulsed laser deposition techniques, have shown
the most promising results, with a high crystalline quality, and the consequent re-
duction of grain boundary effects. These systems possess an ionic conductivity just
slightly lower than that observed in the bulk [57].
The aim of this study is to investigate the properties of oxygen vacancies in ABO3
perovskites; considering the bulk material, surfaces and ultra-thin films, which can
be used as a model of a solid electrolyte. The results can be compared in order to
analyze possible spatial confinement effects on the defect properties. Throughout
the study, BaZrO3 is considered as a model material and particular emphasis in
given to the contribution of lattice vibrations to the defect formation energy at
high operational temperatures. The Thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 introduce the theoretical framework on which this
study is based. From Section 2.1 to Section 2.2 , the basics of density func-
tional theory and its implementation in the linear combination of atomic orbit-
als method are outlined. Section 2.3 summarizes the ideas behind the frozen-
phonon method, employed in this study to calculate lattice vibrations in the
harmonic approximation. Section 3.1 introduces the ab initio atomistic ther-
modynamics formalism, with applications to the study of ABO3 perovskite
surfaces stability reported in Section 3.1.1. Section 3.2 outlines the concepts
behind the first-principles determination of the defect formation energy and
illustrates the strategies employed for its determination.
• Chapter 4 demonstrates the ability of our theoretical method to reproduce
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the main properties of pristine bulk BaZrO3. The results are compared with
experiments and other computational studies and show that our computa-
tional scheme can describe the system ground-state properties with extreme
accuracy.
• Chapter 5 reports the results obtained for bulk BaZrO3 containing neutral or
charged oxygen vacancies. The electronic (Section 5.1), atomic (Section 5.2)
and vibrational (Section 5.3) properties of the system are considered and the
defect formation energy is calculated over a range of temperatures (Section
5.4).
• In Chapter 6 we consider the (001) surface of BaZrO3. Firstly, we study,
in Section 6.1, the electronic, atomic and vibrational properties of the clean
surface. Then, we apply the methods outlined in Sections 3.1 and 3.1.1 to
calculate the relative stability between the two possible surface terminations
as a function of the temperature (Section 6.2). Finally, in Section 6.3, we
consider oxygen vacancies on the surface and we calculate their segregation
energy, with particular focus on the vibrational contribution to the segregation
enthalpy and entropy.
• In Chapter 7 we study BaZrO3 ultra-thin films and oxygen vacancies therein.
Firstly, the electronic, atomic and vibrational properties of defective-free
ultra-thin films are studied as a function of the film thickness (Section 7.1).
Afterwards, we introduce oxygen vacancies in the system and we study how
the defect properties are affected by the film thickness; with particular focus
on how the vibrational contribution to the defect formation energy is affected
(Section 7.2).
• The last Chapter, Chapter 8, summarizes the results and draws the conclu-
sions of this work.
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2. Theoretical Background: First-principles
Simulations in the Solid State
Quantum mechanical simulations of solids are nowadays extremely popular and of-
fer an essential contribution to the study of advanced materials. Since the first
appearance in the 1970s, quantum mechanical ab initio simulations have been rap-
idly gaining greater importance due to the increase in computer performances, the
availability of well implemented computer programs and the improvement of their
capabilities. From the late 1970s to the present time, the most widespread ab initio
method in the calculations of the electronic structure of periodic systems combines
the use of a plane wave (PW) basis set and the local density approximation (LDA)
[18] in the density functional theory (DFT). Due to their analytical simplicity, PWs
are very desirable functions for computer calculations and are well suited for de-
scribing systems with delocalized electrons, such as metals. On the other hand,
their employment for the study of covalent systems suffers the loss in chemical in-
sight typical of localized atomic basis sets, which are commonly used in molecular
quantum chemistry since the 1960s. The development of ab initio methods based on
local basis sets occurred simultaneously with that of PW-based methods. CRYS-
TAL [58] has been one of the first periodic ab initio computer codes using this
approach and was the first to be widely distributed internationally outside its own
research group, starting from 1989. Today, it offers powerful tools for calculating a
wide range of properties of periodic systems with different chemical compositions
and dimensionality (0D, 1D, 2D and 3D systems).
The following sections gives a brief introduction on the basics of quantum chem-
istry applied to periodic systems. Only the topics relevant to this Thesis are sum-
marized and some attention is given to explain the approach employed by the CRYS-
TAL code.
2.1. The Many-body Problem
Quantum chemistry focuses its attention on the study of atoms, molecules and
condensed systems. Its main task consists in solving the time-independent non-
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relativistic Schro¨dinger equation:
HˆΨ = EΨ, (2.1)
i.e. in finding the eigenstates, Ψ, of the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ. These rep-
resent stationary states and can be trivially used to solve the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation. The Hamiltonian operator Hˆ is obtained from the system
classical Hamiltonian H({xj}, {pj}) with the canonical substitution:
xj → Xj ,
pj → Pj = −i}∇j ,
(2.2)
where the position operator Xj simply multiplies by the position of the j-th particle,
and the momentum operator Pj differentiates with respect to the coordinates of
the j-th particle.
The main forces acting between electrons and nuclei are electrostatic and these
are usually the only interactions explicitly considered in quantum chemistry. In
this respect, considering a system composed of M nuclei and and N electrons, the
Hamiltonian operator in equation (2.1) takes the form:
Hˆ = −
N∑
j=1
1
2
∇2j −
M∑
A=1
1
2MA
∇2A −
N∑
j=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
|rj −RA|
+
N∑
j=1
N∑
k>i
1
|rj − rk|
+
M∑
A=1
M∑
B>A
ZAZB
|RA −RB |
,
(2.3)
where r and R represent, respectively, the electrons and nuclei positions, which
are the independent variables of the many-body wavefunction Ψ = Ψ({rj}, {RA}).
MA is the mass of the A-th nucleus and ZA is its atomic number. Equation (2.3)
is written in atomic units, which relationship with common SI units is reported
in Table 2.1. The terms composing the Hamiltonian operator of equation (2.3)
are, from left to right: the electronic kinetic energy, the nuclear kinetic energy,
the electrostatic attraction between nuclei and electrons, the electrostatic repulsion
between electrons and the electrostatic force between nuclei.
2.1.1. The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
A very useful approximation, with a central role in quantum chemistry, is the Born-
Oppenheimer. It allows one to simplify the many-body problem (equations (2.1)
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Dimension Name Symbol Value in SI units
Length Bohr a0 5.291 77× 10−11 m
Mass Electron rest mass me 9.109 38× 10−31 kg
Angular momentum Reduced Planck’s constant } 1.051 57× 10−34 J s
Charge Elementary charge e 1.602 18× 10−19 C
Energy Hartree Eh 4.359 74× 10−18 J
Table 2.1.: Relationship between atomic units and the SI units.
and (2.3)), decoupling the motion of electrons from that of nuclei. Very informally,
due to their much smaller mass with respect to nuclei, we can just consider the
motion of electrons, while the nuclei are held in a fixed configuration described by
their coordinates {RA}. This allows one to split the many-body equation (2.1) into
two parts (details can be found for example in ref. [59]):
HˆelecΦelec({rj}; {RA}) = Eelec({RA})Φelec({rj}; {RA}), (2.4a)
HˆnuclΦnucl({RA}) = EnuclΦnucl({RA}), (2.4b)
where Hˆelec is the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of N electrons with M
point charges representing the nuclei and Hˆelec is the Hamiltonian for the M nuclei
in the average field generated by the electrons. This average field is represented by
the potential energy surface, EPES({RA}) = Eelec({RA})+
∑M
A=1
∑M
B>A
ZAZB
|RA−RB | ,
which is obtained from solving equation (2.4a) and is a function of the position of
the nuclei {RA}. In conclusion, the Hamiltonians of equations (2.4a) and (2.4b)
usually takes the form:
Hˆelec = −
N∑
j=1
1
2
∇2j −
N∑
j=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
|rj −RA|
+
N∑
j=1
N∑
k>i
1
|rj − rk|
, (2.5a)
Hˆnucl = −
M∑
A=1
1
2MA
∇2A + EPES({RA}). (2.5b)
Quantum chemistry methods for solids are usually developed to solve the electronic
many-body problem, equation (2.4a), which determines the electronic structure
of the system and thus most of its chemical properties. On the other hand, for
molecular systems, equation (2.4b) is usually also solved, obtaining, in addition to
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the electronic energy, the vibrational, rotational and translational contributions to
the total energy of the system.
2.1.2. The Hartree-Fock Approximation
The Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation played a central role in quantum chemistry
for a long time. Nowadays, it is not so popular anymore; nevertheless, it is worth il-
lustrating its basic principles and introducing some terminology and concepts which
are also part of the Density Functional Theory (subsection 2.1.3), especially in the
framework of hybrid functionals. Furthermore, the HF approximation offers the
starting point for developing more accurate theories such as the Configuration In-
teraction, Coupled Cluster and perturbation theory methods [60, 61].
It is not possible to analytically solve the many-electron problem, i.e. finding the
eigenfunctions of the electronic Hamiltonian in equation (2.5a), and many approx-
imation can be made. As a starting point, one can expect that, since the eigenfunc-
tions Φelec({rj}; {RA}) of equation (2.5a) belong to some function space, it can be
found a basis of orthonormal functions which allows one to express any function as
a proper linear combination of them. Such ‘many-particle’ basis functions may, in
turn, be expressed employing ‘single-particle’ functions. We will generally call spin
orbitals any set of orthonormal single-particle functions:
χ(x) = φ(r)γ(ω). (2.6)
A general spin orbital, χ, is a function of both the spatial variables r and the spin
variable ω and can be expressed as a product of a spatial orbital, φ(r), and a spin
function, γ(ω). In quantum chemistry, the spin is usually introduced only formally
since relativistic effects are normally not included in the Hamiltonian. Thus the
two possible orientations of the electron spin are simply considered introducing two
arbitrary orthonormal functions: α(ω) and β(ω). The use of spin orbitals allows
one to take into account from the beginning the Pauli exclusion principle and to
form correct antisymmetric wave functions. For a system containing N electrons,
described by spatial and spin coordinates {x1,x2, · · · ,xN} = {xj}, one can build an
N -electron antisymmetric wave function, ΦS,elec({xj}), as the Slater determinant
of N spin orbitals {χi, χj , · · · , χk}, taken from a wider set of K spin orbitals:
ΦS,elec({xj}) = (N !)−
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χi(x1) χj(x1) · · · χk(x1)
χi(x2) χj(x2) · · · χk(x2)
...
...
. . .
...
χi(xN ) χj(xN ) · · · χk(xN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.7)
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In addition, the system many-particle wave function could be approximated with a
better accuracy using a linear combination of such Slater determinants.
The HF method approximates this many-particle wave function through a single
Slater determinant and, by means of a variational principle, selects the best N spin
orbitals, among a set of K of them, which give the lowest expectation value for the
electronic Hamiltonian. Using the Slater determinant wave function of equation
(2.7), we can calculate the expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian:
〈Hˆelec〉ΦS,elec ≡ 〈ΦS,elec|Hˆelec|ΦS,elec〉 =
k∑
i
〈i|h|i〉+ 1
2
k∑
i,j
([ii|jj]− [ij|ji]) ,
(2.8)
where the one- and two-electron integrals are given by:
〈i|h|i〉 =
∫
χ∗i (x)
(
−1
2
∇2x −
∑
A
ZA
|r−RA|
)
χi(x) dx; (2.9a)
[ii|jj] =
∫ |χi(x)|2|χj(x′)|2
|r− r′| dx dx
′; (2.9b)
[ij|ji] =
∫ χ∗i (x)χj(x)χ∗j (x′)χi(x′)
|r− r′| dx dx
′. (2.9c)
Integrals in the form of equation (2.9b) are called Coulomb integrals since they
give the classical electrostatic interaction energy between the charge distributions
|χi(x)|2 and |χj(x′)|2. The sum 12
∑k
i,j [ii|jj] of Coulomb integrals is called Hartree
energy. Integrals in the form of equation (2.9c) are called exchange integrals and
they have no classical counterpart. The sum − 1
2
∑k
i,j [ij|ji] of exchange integrals
is called exchange energy. A single Slater determinant does not consider electron
correlation, except through the Pauli exclusion principle, and this make the HF
approximation not useful for the study of systems in which electron-correlation
effects are not negligible.
It can be shown (e.g. [60]) that the set of N spin orbitals {χa, χb, · · · , χn}, form-
ing the Slater determinant which minimize the expectation value of the electronic
Hamiltonian ,〈Hˆelec〉ΦS,elec (equation (2.8)), with the constraint that their spa-
tial parts φ(r) are mutually orthonormal, can be obtained solving the Hartree-Fock
equations:
fˆφa(r) = aφa(r). (2.10)
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Once the spatial orbitals are found solving the Hartree-Fock equations, the spin
orbitals are simply obtained from equation (2.6). Despite its simple appearance,
equation (2.10) is not linear. The Fock operator, fˆ , has the form:
fˆ = hˆ+
n∑
b=a
(
Jˆb − Kˆb
)
, (2.11)
where hˆ, Jˆb and Kˆb are, respectively, the core-Hamiltonian operator, Coulomb
operator and exchange operator :
hˆφa(r) =
(
−1
2
∇2x −
∑
A
ZA
|r−RA|
)
φa(r); (2.12a)
Jˆbφa(r) =
(∫ |φb(x′)|2
|r− r′| dx
′
)
φa(r); (2.12b)
Kˆbφa(r) =
(∫
φ∗b (x
′)φa(x′)
|r− r′| dx
′
)
φa(r). (2.12c)
The core-Hamiltonian operator describes a single electron moving in the potential
originated by the fixed nuclei. The Coulomb and exchange operators bring into
account the electron-electron interaction. The Coulomb operator has a classical
interpretation for which it describes the electrostatic potential generated by an
electron originating a charge distribution |φb(x′)|2. The exchange operator has
no classical analogue, but can be thought as an electrostatic potential generated
when an electron is exchanged between two different orbitals: φb and φa. Since the
orbitals {φa, φb, · · · , φn} explicitly appear in the definition of the Fock operator
through the Coulomb and exchange operators, equation (2.10) can only be solved
iteratively and this is done through the self-consistent field scheme. Such procedure
will be outlined in Section 2.2 through the use of a basis set.
For a closed shell system composed of N electrons, the ground-state electronic
energy, equation (2.8), can be written in terms of the N/2 Hartree-Fock spatial
orbitals φ(r):
Eelec,0 = 2
N/2∑
a
〈a|hˆ|a〉+
N/2∑
a
N/2∑
b
(2[aa, bb]− [ab, ba]) ; (2.13)
where the Coulomb, [aa, bb], and exchange, [ab, ba] integrals have analogous form
of those in equation (2.9b) and (2.9c), respectively. In terms of the Hartree-Fock
eigenvalues:
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a = 〈a|fˆ |a〉 = 〈a|hˆ|a〉+
N/2∑
b
(2[aa, bb]− [ab, ba]) ; (2.14)
equation (2.13) takes the form:
Eelec,0 =
N/2∑
a
(
〈a|hˆ|a〉+ a
)
. (2.15)
2.1.3. The Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most successful quantum mechanical
method for the investigation of solids. It is an extremely versatile method and finds
applications in many branches of natural science; such as physics, chemistry, biology
and mineralogy. The success of DFT is mainly due to its flexibility and optimized
implementation in computer codes, which allow one to accurately describe a broad
variety of systems with affordable computational resources. The core idea of DFT
is based on two main papers: the 1964 paper of Hohenberg and Kohn [62], which
outlines the two fundamental theorems on which the theory lies, and the 1965
paper of Kohn and Sham [18], which introduces a method for practically solving
the many-body quantum mechanical problem within the theory framework. In this
subsection, we outline the fundamentals of the original formulation of DFT, which
provides only the ground-state properties of the system and is adequate for the
work presented in this Thesis.
Equation (2.4a) formulates the fundamental problem of quantum chemistry. For
our purposes, the electronic Hamiltonian of equation (2.5a) can be rewritten in a
more concise way as:
Hˆ = Tˆ + Uˆ + Vˆ , (2.16)
where for a system of N electrons, Tˆ represents the kinetic energy operator:
Tˆ = −
N∑
j=1
1
2
∇2j , (2.17)
Uˆ is the electron-electron operator:
Uˆ =
N∑
j=1
N∑
k>i
U(rj , rk) =
N∑
j=1
N∑
k>i
1
|rj − rk|
, (2.18)
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and Vˆ is the external potential operator:
Vˆ = v(r) =
N∑
j=1
v(rj) = −
N∑
j=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
|rj −RA|
. (2.19)
The operators Tˆ and Uˆ are called universal operators since their form depends only
on the system of N interacting electrons itself, and is thus fixed once the number of
electrons has been chosen. The external potential, v(r) in equation (2.19), defines
the particular properties of the system. According to the form of v(r), we can
describe N electrons of a molecule, a solid, a gas or something else.
The key quantity in DFT is the electronic density n(r) which is given by the
expectation value of the density operator nˆ(r) =
∑N
j=1 δ(r− rj) in a given state Ψ:
n(r) = 〈Ψ|nˆ(r)|Ψ〉. (2.20)
The expectation value of the electronic energy for a system in the state Ψ is there-
fore:
〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|Tˆ + Uˆ + Vˆ |Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|Tˆ + Uˆ |Ψ〉+
∫
n(r)v(r) dr. (2.21)
If Ψ0 is the exact system ground-state, then 〈Ψ0|Hˆ|Ψ0〉 = E0, where E0 is the
system ground-energy. In their original paper, reference [62], Hohenberg and Kohn
proved that, for a given external potential v(r), there exist an universal functional
of the electronic density, F [n] ≡ 〈Ψ|Tˆ + Uˆ |Ψ〉, which is independent on the external
potential itself and has the property that the functional:
E[n] ≡ F [n] +
∫
n(r)v(r) dr = T [n] + U [n] + V [n], (2.22)
has its minimum value equal to the exact ground-state energy E0. The importance
of this result consists in highlighting the role of the electronic density as a funda-
mental variable for the many-body problem. The two fundamental consequences of
this result, are the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, which can be summarize as (see
for example reference [63]):
1. The nondegenerate ground-state wave function, Ψ0, is univocally defined by
the ground-state electronic density, n0, which is in turn uniquely defined by
the external potential v(r) (within an additive constant):
Ψ0(r1, r2, · · · , rN ) = Ψ[n0]. (2.23)
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There is therefore a one-to-one correspondence between the system ground-
state density and its wave function. Since the wave function completely de-
scribes a quantum system, it follows that knowing the ground-state electronic
density is enough to determine the ground-state expectation value of any phys-
ical observable. The ability of DFT to fully describe a system with a function
of only three variables (the electronic density) rather than with one of at
least 3N variables (the wave function) led to a paradigm shift in many-body
quantum theory.
2. The system energy generally depends on the external potential v. For a fixed
external potential, the energy expectation value, with respect to a state of
the system with some density n′ 6= n0, is always larger than the energy
expectation value for the system in its ground-state:
Ev [n0] = 〈Ψ[n0]|Hˆ|Ψ[n0]〉 ≤ 〈Ψ[n′]|Hˆ|Ψ[n′]〉 = Ev [n′]. (2.24)
This result offers a practical way to find the closest approximation to the
ground-state density, n0, through a variational process in which equation
(2.22) is minimized with respect to the density n. However, such process
readily leads to an insurmountable problem, since, in general, only the form
of the term V [n] of equation (2.21) is known. In practice, it is necessary to
represent the functionals T [n] and U [n] through appropriate approximations.
The most widely used approach to implement density functional theory is the
Kohn-Sham method [18] which reduces the problem to find the electronic ground-
state density, through a minimization of the functional E[n] for a system on inter-
acting electron, to the problem of solving a single-particle Schro¨dinger equation for
a system of non-interacting electrons. Equation (2.22) may be rewritten in such a
way to emphasize the presence of functionals of known form. In particular, it is
usually considered an auxiliary system of electrons with density n which is exactly
described by a single Slater determinant (equation (2.7)), i.e. a system of uncorrel-
ated electrons. The orbitals, {φj [n]}, forming the determinant, are still a functional
of the system electronic density; however their introduction allows one to express
part of the functional F [n] of equation (2.22) in terms known from the Hartree-Fock
method. In particular, for such a system, the energy functional (equation (2.22))
ca be written as:
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E[n] ≡ F [n] +
∫
n(r)v(r) dr = TS({φj [n]}) + UH({φj [n]}) + UX({φj [n]}) + V [n],
(2.25)
where the notation f({φj [n]}) emphasizes that the functionals explicitly depend on
the single-particle orbitals, φj , and through them, implicitly on the system density
n. TS , UH and UX are, respectively, the kinetic energy, the Hartree energy and the
exchange energy, which have the form (cf. with equations (2.9a), (2.9b) and (2.9c),
respectively):
TS [n] = −1
2
N∑
j=1
∫
φ∗j (r)∇2φj(r) dr; (2.26a)
UH [n] =
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
∫ ∫ φ∗i (r)φ∗j (r′)φi(r)φj(r′)
|r− r′| dr dr
′; (2.26b)
UX [n] = −1
2
N∑
i,j=1
∫ ∫ φ∗i (r)φ∗j (r′)φi(r′)φj(r)
|r− r′| dr dr
′. (2.26c)
The correlation energy is defined as the difference between the exact energy of
the system and the energy obtained by the Hartree-Fock approximation. There-
fore, for a general system of electrons, we can express the energy functional by
equation (2.25) plus an extra term which takes into account all the correlations ef-
fects neglected by the Hartree-Fock method; that is, the universal functional, F [n],
introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn can always be written as:
F [n] ≡ T [n] + U [n] ≡ TS [n] + UH [n] + UX [n] + EC [n]
≡ TS [n] + UH [n] + EXC [n],
(2.27)
where EC is called the correlation energy and EXC = UX + EC is called the
exchange-correlation energy. In general, in the density functional theory, the ex-
change energy is different from that obtained from the HF method (equation (2.26c))
and its form is related to the approximation made to study the particular electron
system. Furthermore, expressing the exchange-correlation energy as a sum of the
exchange and correlation energy is another common approximation due to the dif-
ficulty of finding an expression for EXC , even for simple systems. With this form-
alism, the energy functional for an electronic system with electron density n can be
written as:
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E[n] = TS [n] + UH [n] + EXC [n] + V [n]. (2.28)
No approximation was made to derive equation (2.28); we simply transfered all the
difficulties related in finding the correct functional form of T [n] and U [n] to the
problem of finding the functional form of EXC . Indeed, a very important aspect of
DFT calculations consists in choosing an adequate approximation of EXC .
It would be possible to obtain the ground-state density by minimizing equation
(2.28) with respect to n and invoke the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem:
0 =
δE[n]
δn(r)
=
δTS [n]
δn(r)
+
δUH [n]
δn(r)
+
δEXC [n]
δn(r)
+
δV [n]
δn(r)
=
δTS [n]
δn(r)
+ vH(r) + vxc(r) + v(r),
(2.29)
where vxc(r) ≡ δEXC [n]δn(r) . vH(r) is the Hartree potential, which for a system of
electrons with density n, takes the form:
1
2
∫
n(r′)
|r− r′| dr
′, (2.30)
and finally, v(r) is the external potential of equation (2.19) (cf. with equation
(2.22)). The idea of Kohn and Sham was to introduce a system of non-interacting
electrons moving in an external potential vni. For such non-interacting electrons,
equation (2.29) simply becomes:
0 =
δEni[nni]
δnni(r)
=
δTni[nni]
δnni(r)
+ vni(r)
=
δTS [nni]
δnni(r)
+ vni(r).
(2.31)
Comparing this equation with equation (2.29), we see that both minimizations lead
to the same ground-state density, n = nni, if vni is choosen to be equal to:
vni(r) = vH(r) + vxc(r) + v(r). (2.32)
Therefore, we can find the electronic density which minimizes the energy functional
of equation (2.29) by solving the single-particle Schro¨dinger equation:(
−1
2
∇2 + vni(r)
)
ψj(r) = jψj(r), (2.33)
where the potential vni is expressed as in equation (2.32) and acts as an effective
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potential for the auxiliary system of non-interacting electrons. The equations (2.33)
are called the Kohn-Sham equations; the ground-state electronic density can be
retrieved from the Kohn-Sham orbitals {ψj(r)}, noticing that for an non-interacting
electron gas the electronic density is simply:
n(r) =
N∑
j=1
fj |ψj(r)|2, (2.34)
where fj is the occupational number of the orbital ψj . The Kohn-Sham equations
are solved iteratively, in an analogous way as in the Hartree-Fock equations. The
general procedure is outlined in Section 2.2.
We can express the system electronic ground-state energy, equation (2.28), in
term of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, j = 〈j|−1/2∇2|j〉+〈j|vni|j〉, which sum gives
the total energy of the auxiliary non-interacting system: Eni[n] = Ts[n] + Vni[n] .
The various terms of equation (2.28) can be expressed as a function of the electron
density n:
Ts[n] =
N∑
j
j − Vni[n]; (2.35)
next, the Hartree energy, UH [n] is given by:
UH [n] =
1
2
∫
vH(r) dr =
1
2
∫ ∫
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| dr dr
′; (2.36)
and finally, from equation (2.32), we can find the value of V [n]:
V [n] =
∫
v(r)n(r) dr =
∫
[vni(r)− vH(r)− vxc(r)]n(r) dr
= Vni[n]−
∫
[vH(r) + vxc(r)]n(r) dr
= Vni[n]− 2UH [n]−
∫
vxc(r)n(r) dr.
(2.37)
Plugging the results of the last three equations into the corresponding term of
equation (2.28), we obtain the expression:
Eelec,0 =
N∑
j
j− 1
2
∫ ∫
n0(r)n0(r′)
|r− r′| dr dr
′−
∫
vxc(r)n0(r) dr+EXC [n0]. (2.38)
In practice, the solution of the Kohn-Sham equations, (2.33), requires two main
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approximations: the choice of the basis set used to express the Kohn-Sham orbitals,
and the choice of the functional which approximates the exchange-correlation energy
EXC [n]. Considerations related to the basis set will be outlined in Section 2.2; here
we will briefly introduce the most common functionals used to approximate EXC [n].
Local Functionals
Local functionals give the first and most important type of approximation for the
exchange-correlation energy. The most relevant local functional for estimate the
exchange-correlation energy is given by the Local Density Approximation (LDA)
[62, 18]:
ELDAXC =
∫
n(r)εxc[n] dr, (2.39)
where εxc is the exchange-correlation energy per particle for the system with density
n(r). It is related to the exchange-correlation potential vxc(r) of equation (2.29)
by:
vxc(r) ≈ vLDAxc (r) = εxc[n] + n(r)
δεxc[n]
δn(r)
. (2.40)
For practical purposes, εxc[n] is then split into the exchange and correlation contri-
butions. The exchange part is estimated considering an homogeneous interacting
gas with constant density n, a many-body problem studied in the 1930s for which
the exchange energy can be analytically found [64]:
εx[n] = −3
4
(
3
pi
) 1
3
n. (2.41)
Within the local density approximation, the density of the general inhomogeneous
system n(r) is locally treated as the density of the homogeneous electron gas; there-
fore:
εx[n] ≡ −3
4
(
3
pi
) 1
3
n(r). (2.42)
The correlation part of εxc is not known even for the homogeneous interacting gas
and, nowadays, is usually estimated through Quantum Montecarlo Calculations
[65].
The LDA has proven to be extremely successful for a great variety of solid sys-
tems; in particular metals, where the electron density slowly varies in space and the
system behaves similarly to the homogeneous interacting electron gas, and semicon-
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ductors which bonds have sp character. In the latter case, the good results obtained
by LDA, are actually caused by a systematic error cancellation, since LDA under-
stimates the correlation energy but overestimates the exchange energy [66, 67] . On
the other hand, the LDA tends to over-bind molecules and the disagreement with
experiments is particularly severe for weakly-bonded system where van der Waals
forces or hydrogen bonds are relevant [68].
Semi-local Functionals
To improve the description of an inhomogeneous electron system, it seemed reas-
onable, at the beginning of DFT, to include in the expression of the exchange-
correlation energy also the gradient of the electron-density and higher order terms.
Such a series expansion of the electron density, around the uniform limit considered
in the LDA, was thought to explicitly take into account the inhomogeneity of the
systems electron density. On this idea is based the gradient expansion approxima-
tion (GEA) [62]:
EXC ≈ EGEAXC = ELDAXC +
∫
Cxc[n]
|∇n(r)|2
n(r)4/3
dr, (2.43)
where the gradient coefficient Cxc is known [69]. Unfortunately, the GEA does not
give any noticeable improvement over the LDA. Higher terms in the expansion of n
are furthermore difficult to calculate and, therefore, these kind of approximation are
not commonly employed. A different approach consisted in express the exchange-
correlation energy, not as a series expansion of the electron density, but as a function
of some general functional of both n and ∇n:
EXC ≈ EGGAXC =
∫
f [n(r),∇n(r)] dr. (2.44)
Such an expression for the exchange-correlation energy has been named general
gradient approximation (GGA) [70]. Different GGAs are possible, according to
the functional form of f [n(r),∇n(r)]. These GGAs are usually obtained by fitting
some parameters; either to experimental data, obtained for a particular sample
of compounds, or to correctly describe physical constraints on the system. Two
of the most popular GGAs are the functionals proposed by Perdew, Burke and
Ernzerhof (PBE) [71] and the functional BLYP, obtained from the combination of
the exchange functional proposed by Becke [72] and the correlation functional of
Lee, Yang and Parr [73].
The GGAs offer a noticeable improvement over LDA, in particular in describing
covalent and hydrogen-bonded systems. On the other hand, as LDA, it poorly
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estimates the band gap of semiconductors and insulator solids and it fails to describe
van der Waals interactions.
Non-local Functionals
The severe underestimate of the band gap of semiconductors and insulators by
LDA and GGA is a well known issue in the implementation of DFT for solids [74].
The fundamental gap is defined as the difference between the system ionization
energy, I, and (negative) electron affinity, A, and represents the minimum energy
difference between the system ground-state and an excited state. Ionization energy
and electron affinity for the species X are respectively defined by the reactions:
X → X+ + e−, (2.45)
X− → X + e−. (2.46)
Setting the energy reference of the vacuum level to zero, we can calculate I and A,
relative to a neutral system with N electrons, through the total energies:
I = E0(N − 1)− E0(N); (2.47)
A = E0(N)− E0(N + 1), (2.48)
where E0(M) represents the ground-state energy of the M -electron system. Janak’s
theorem [75] helps to give some physical significance to the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues
(j in the Kohn-Sham equations (2.33)). It states that the derivative of the system
energy, equation (2.28), with respect to the occupational number of the j-th Kohn-
Sham eigenfunction, fj , is equal to the Kohn-Sham j-th eigenvalue j :
∂E
∂fj
= j . (2.49)
From equation (2.49), it follows that:
−I = E0(N)− E0(N − 1) =
∫ 1
0
N (N − 1 + f) df, (2.50)
−A = E0(N + 1)− E0(N) =
∫ 1
0
N+1(N + f) df, (2.51)
where M (S + f) is the M -th eigenvalue of the M -th Kohn-Sham eigenfunction for
the S + f -electron system. In practice, when one considers extended systems such
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as solids, M → ∞ and adding or removing one electron affects in a negligible way
the ground-state density and, thus, the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues. Therefore, it is
commonly accepted to approximate I and A for a crystal with N electron as:
I = −N (N) = −V BM (N); (2.52)
A = −N+1(N) = −CBM (N), (2.53)
where V BM (N) and CBM (N) are, respectively, the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues of the
valence band maximum and conduction band minimum of the N -electron crystal.
The fundamental gap of solids is commonly calculated in first-principles calculations
through these single-particle eigenvalues: Eg = CBM (N)−V BM (N). Calculating
the band gap in this way is a very convenient approximation because it requires
just a single band structure calculation instead of three and, foremost, it avoids
altogether the problem of calculate the total energy of a charged periodic system .
However, for LDA and GGA, this approach severely underestimates the band gap
and this issue is known as the “energy gap problem”.
The error behind the relation Eg = CBM (N) − V BM (N), consists in the fact
that even for an infinitesimal change in the density n, due to the removal of one
electron from an infinite crystal, the exchange-correlation energy has, in general, a
discontinuity with respect to the number of electrons in the system:
δEXC [n]
δn
∣∣∣∣
N+σ
− δEXC [n]
δn
∣∣∣∣
N−σ
= v+xc(r)− v−xc(r) 6= 0, (2.54)
for any σ > 0 [76, 77]. Therefore, the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues predict, in general, the
fundamental band gap plus a system-dependent constant equal to v+xc(r)− v−xc(r).
Such a constant is generally positive and, therefore, the Kohm-Sham implement-
ation of DFT will generally underestimate the band gap. The underestimation is
particularly severe in LDA and GGA, which also fail to reproduce the discontinuity
in the exchange-correlation energy.
It has been shown that non-local, and in particular orbital-dependent, functionals
are able, on the other hand, to predict very accurately the band gap values through
the single-particle eigenvalues. One example of orbital-dependent functionals is
the self-interaction correction (SIC) [78], introduced to remove the spurious self-
interaction term in the LDA and GGAs. The main idea behind SIC is to subtract,
from each Kohn-Sham orbital, the Hartree and exchange-correlation energy corres-
ponding to a single-electron system. The self-interaction term particularly affects
systems with very localized electrons, such as transition-metal compounds, which
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are overdelocalized within the LDA and GGAs, and thus SIC offers a good solution
to this problem. Another orbital-dependent approach is that of the Meta-GGA
functionals, for which the exchange-correlation energy is a functional of the density,
n, its gradient ∇n and the orbital-dependent Kohn-Sham kinetic energy density
τ(r) [79]:
τ(r) =
1
2
∑
j
|∇ψj(r)|2 . (2.55)
The most popular class of orbital-dependent functionals is probably that of hybrid
functionals. The basic approach was originally proposed by Becke in the 1990s
[80] and consists in correcting the exchange-correlation energy by incorporating a
fraction of the Hartree-Fock non-local exchange energy (equation (2.26c)). The
remaining contribution to the exchange-correlation energy is usually taken from
LDA or GGAs; the ratio between the various terms in the expression of EXC is
tuned by a variable number of parameters which are generally found empirically,
for example by calibration on a wide class of molecules. The theory of hybrid
functionals is justified by the adiabatic connection formula [81], which allows one
to decompose the exchange-correlation energy, EXC [n], with respect to the coupling
strength constant λ:
EXC [n] =
∫ 1
0
EXC,λ[n] dλ. (2.56)
This constant describes the strength of the system electron-electron interaction.
For λ = 0, electrons interact weakly between each other and therefore the Hartree-
Fock method represents an adequate approximation; whereas, for a strong electron-
electron coupling DFT is better suited. Remarkably, hybrid functionals predict with
a high accuracy both the fundamental band gap, due to the orbital-dependence of
the Hartree-Fock exchange, and correct the self-interaction error, again thanks to
the presence of the Hartree-Fock exchange. Perhaps, the most popular functional
in quantum chemistry of molecules is the Becke-three-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr hy-
brid functional (B3LYP), which combine the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) GGA
correlation [73] with the Becke three-parameters B3 hybrid functional [82].
In this Thesis, we employed the PBE0 hybrid functional [83]. It consists in
mixing the Hatree-Fock exchange, EHFX , with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange [71], EPBEX , in ratio 1:3; while keeping the PBE correlation energy, E
PBE
C :
EXC ≈ EPBE0XC =
1
4
EHFX +
3
4
EPBEX + E
PBE
C . (2.57)
This functional is attractive since it does not rely on fitted parameters and avoids
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the empiricism of traditional hybrid functional; as a matter of fact, the parameters
values are fixed according to physical constraints (the choice of 25% of HF exchange
in equation (2.57) is justified by some general considerations [84]) rather than by
fitting to experimental data as done for B3LYP and other hybrid functionals. In
particular, this functional has shown to be particularly suitable for the study of
perovskite materials and surfaces [21].
2.2. The Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals in Periodic
Systems
Solving either the Hartree-Fock equations (equation (2.10)) or the Kohn-Sham equa-
tions (equation (2.33)), requires to find an analytical expression of the HF or KS
orbitals, respectively. As the name suggests, the linear combination of atomic orbit-
als (LCAO) method approximates the one-electron (molecular) HF or KS orbitals
through a linear combination of localized atomic orbitals. For periodic systems,
both the Fock operator and the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian are invariant under the
action of the underlining lattice translations and therefore, according to Bloch’s
theorem, the single-electron wave function will have the form:
ψk(r) = e
ik·ruk(r), (2.58)
where uk(r) is a periodic function, with the same periodicity of the crystalline
lattice, and k is the wave function wave vector which labels the k-th irreducible
representation of the crystal translational group [61]. To be able to normalize
the functions in equation (2.58), periodic boundary conditions are imposed. These
conditions consider a finite crystal made of M = M1M2M3 unit cells (with M →∞
and where the subscript j indicates the number of cells along the lattice vector aj)
and assume the cyclic relation between translations:
r+mMjaj = r for any integer m and j = 1, 2, 3. (2.59)
We denote, hereafter, with ψ a general HF or KS orbital since the LCAO formulation
is formally identical both for the HF and the KS equations. In the framework
of quantum chemistry of molecules, such ψ are called molecular orbitals (MOs);
while when periodic systems are considered, they are referred as crystalline orbitals
(COs).
The LCAO is extremely popular in the quantum chemistry of molecules and
the basis functions used for solids are derived from those employed for molecules.
The general idea behind the concept of a basis set is the search for a (finite) set
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of functions which can accurately approximate a given family of functions, in our
case the COs. The LCAO proposes to use as basis functions single-electron atomic
orbitals (AOs). For building a CO, AOs are chosen in the reference primitive cell
(denoted by the lattice vector 0) and are replicated in all the other primitive cells
(labeled by the lattice vector Rn). If we denote the AO of type ν of the atom in
position µ in the Rn-cell, as χν(r − rµ −Rn), one can build a function with the
translational symmetry of the lattice using a combination of such AOs:
uν,k(r) =
1√
M
e−ik·r
∑
Rnµ
eik·Rnχν(r− rµ −Rn), (2.60)
where the µ-sum runs over all the atoms of type µ in the 0-cell. From this function
one can build the Bloch function of type ν by multiplying the function of equation
(2.60) by a plane wave:
φν,k(r) =
1√
M
∑
Rnµ
eik·Rnχν(r− rµ −Rn). (2.61)
Finally, one can express the n-th CO as a linear combination of the Bloch functions
of equation (2.61):
ψk,n(r) =
∑
ν
cν,n(k)φν,k(r). (2.62)
In the basis of Bloch functions φν,k(r), we can express the HF or KS equations in
matrix form:
H(k)C(k) = S(k)C(k)E(k), (2.63)
where the entries for the matrixH(k) are given byHRnνρ (k) = 〈φν,k(r−rµ)|Hˆ|φρ,k(r−
rµ − Rn)〉 (the operator Hˆ can be either the Fock operator or the Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian), C(k) is the matrix of the coefficients, cν,n(k), and the overlap mat-
rix S(k) takes into account the non-orthogonality of the Bloch functions of equation
(2.61), SRnνρ (k) = 〈φν,k(r− rµ)|φρ,k(r− rµ −Rn)〉.
In principle, the analytical formula of the AOs is known, but it is too complicated
to be practically handled. Therefore, the AOs are themselves typically expressed as
a linear combination of a given number of simpler functions. The choice normally
falls on Gaussian-type functions (GTFs) which are particular useful, given the large
number of integrals in equation (2.63) and the possibility to calculate analytically
integrals involving GTFs. The GTF centered on the atom in position Rµ has the
following form:
gGTFP (r−Rµ) = Axlymzne−α|r−Rµ|
2
, (2.64)
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where α is the GTF exponent, which describe the extension of the GTF in space,
A is the normalization constant and l, m, n are natural numbers which define the
GTF angular momentum quantum number, L = l + m + n. A GTF with angular
momentum L, or a linear combination thereof, approximates an atomic orbital with
the same angular momentum quantum number. GTFs are easy to handle, but a
single GTF describes an AO quite poorly; especially for r→ Rµ and for r→∞. A
more accurate analytical approximation of AOs are given by Slater-type functions
(STFs):
χSTFnlm (r−Rµ) = A|r−Rµ|n−1e−ζ|r−Rµ|Yl,m(θ, φ), (2.65)
where Yl,m(θ, φ) is the l,m-th spherical harmonic and ζ is the STF exponent. STFs
are however much more computationally expensive than GTFs; therefore, in prac-
tice, most LCAO codes approximate STFs with a certain number of GTFs, called
primitive Gaussians. The STFs resulting from the linear combination of Gaussian
primitives are called contractions and the basis set employed in the calculation is
formed by these contractions. The use of contractions, instead of primitive Gaus-
sians only, allows one to employ a smaller number of total primitive Gaussians
keeping the same accuracy. In general a contraction has the form:
χcj(r−Rµ) =
Nc∑
k=1
dkg
GTF
P (r−Rµ); (2.66)
where the primitive Gaussians used to form the contraction have the same L but
different exponents α. By tuning the contraction coefficients dk, the number of
primitive Gaussians Nc and the exponents α, it is possible to approximate any AO.
We will now outline the general procedure to solve equation (2.63) employed in
the LCAO approach for solids.
1. A basis set {χnu} is chosen for describing the AOs of the atoms forming the
system. Each AO is represented by a contraction of primitive Gaussians. The
COs (equation (2.62)) are formed using an initial guess for the value of the
coefficients {cν,n}. In practice and in a completely equivalent way, the initial
guess is made on the density matrix Pν,ρ(k) =
∑
n c
∗
ν,n(k)cρ,n(k).
2. The elements of the Hamiltonian matrix H are evaluated:
HRnνρ = 〈φν(r− rµ)|Hˆ|φρ(r− rµ −Rn)〉, (2.67)
where Rn indicates that the considered AO lies in the Rn-th unit cell.
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3. The overlap matrix S, the density matrix P(k) and the Hamiltonian matrix
H are also evaluated, with respect to the Bloch functions of equation (2.61),
for any wave vector k:
Hνρ(k) =
∑
Rm
eik·Rm 〈φν(r− rµ)|Hˆ|φρ(r− rµ −Rm)〉. (2.68)
An analogous formula holds for the overlap and density matrices. Equa-
tion (2.68) is the Fourier transform of the Hamiltonian matrix of equation
(2.67) and includes information about the reciprocal space influence over the
Hamiltonian.
4. Equation (2.63) is solved, giving the entries of E(k) (eigenvalues) and C(k).
5. The eigenvalues are filled according to the Aufbau principle: the lowest avail-
able energy levels are filled before any other level with higher energy. The
Fermi energy EF is determined as the highest energy value among the occu-
pied state energies (at every k).
6. A new density matrix is then formed from C(k). In particular, the density
matrix is obtained as the Fourier anti-transform of the density matrix repres-
entation in reciprocal space of step 3.
7. Steps 3 through 6 are repeated until the new obtained density matrix differs
from the one obtained in the the previous iteration by less than a predefined
threshold value. When this happens at the outlined cycle, it is said to have
reached self-consistency.
8. Once the self-consistency is reached, the system ground-state properties can
be calculated employing the self-consistent density matrix.
The self-consistent procedure outlined above is similar to the analogous procedure
employed for molecules; the two main differences are that matrix elements have to
be evaluated for AOs in an infinite number of primitive cells and that they have
to take into account an infinite number of reciprocal space points k. In practice,
one can handle only a finite number of matrix elements. For the direct space
sums, threshold parameters are introduce in such a way to set to zero the matrix
elements arising from AOs which overlap less than the threshold value (for more
details see CRYSTAL manual, reference [58]). For the reciprocal space sums, the
finite number of k-points to take into account is specified by some algorithm. The
most popular was proposed by Monkhorst and Pack [85] and consists to create a
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homogeneous mesh of reciprocal lattice points in the first Brillouin zone by choosing
a given number of k-points to take into account along each of the reciprocal lattice
basis vectors. As a general rule, the mesh is built to avoid k-points with high
symmetry, since this would reduce the number of symmetry-independent points in
the reciprocal space summations. However, for semiconductors and insulators, even
a small number of k-points (on the order of 100) could already be sufficient for
obtaining convergence of the the reciprocal lattice sums. More details on quantum
chemical methods for solids can be found in reference [61].
2.3. The Calculation of Vibrational Frequencies in Solids and
the Frozen-Phonon method
This section summarizes the usual techniques employed to calculate the vibrational
frequencies and normal modes of a solid system within a first-principles scheme. A
more complete general introduction can be found in textbooks (for example, [86]);
while the specific way in which the computer code CRYSTAL calculates vibrational
frequencies can be found in reference [87].
2.3.1. Classical Determination of the Normal Modes of Vibration
and their Characteristic Frequencies
The calculation of vibrational frequencies in solids is related to the old problem
of finding the normal modes, and their characteristic frequencies, for a system of
coupled oscillators. Consider a crystal with p atoms in the primitive unit cell and let
Rα(0) = (R1,α(0), R2,α(0), R3,α(0)) (α = 1, 2, · · · , p) be the Cartesian coordinates
of atom α in the equilibrium configuration. Due to the translational symmetry of
the crystal, for every direct lattice vector T =
∑3
j=1 njaj = (n1, n2, n3) = n, we
have an atom with coordinates Rα(0) + T = Rα,n(0) (α = 1, 2, · · · , p). We will
use the notation Ri,α,n to indicate the i-th Cartesian coordinate for the atom α in
the n-th unit cell.
The atoms will generally oscillate around their equilibrium position and their
trajectories are described by some vector valued function:
R(t) = (R1(t),R2(t), · · · ,Rp(t),R1,(1,0,0)(t),R2,(1,0,0)(t), · · · ), (2.69)
where one has to sum over all the direct lattice vectors T = (n1, n2, n3) = n.
For notational convenience, we use the symbol R(t) also for indicating the column
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vector:

R1(t)
R2(t)
...
Rp(t)
...

=

R1,1(t)
R2,1(t)
R3,1(t)
R1,2(t)
..
.
R1,p(t)
R2,p(t)
R3,p(t)
...

, (2.70)
We can express the crystal potential V (R(t)) as a Taylor series around the equilib-
rium configuration and we will include only terms up to the second order (harmonic
approximation). This is a valid approximation if we assume the amplitude of atomic
vibrations to be rather small (i.e. temperatures far from the melting point). Noti-
cing that in the equilibrium configuration the forces acting on the atoms are zero,
the potential expansion acquires a rather simple form:
V (R(t)) = V (R(0)) +
1
2
uTD2[V (R(0))]u, (2.71)
where the column vector u represents the atomic displacements with respect to the
equilibrium configuration: u = u(t) = R(t)−R(0) and D2[V (R(0))] is the Hessian
matrix of V (R(0)), and each of its entries defines a force constant:
D2[V (R(0))]iαn,jβm =
[
∂V (R)
∂Riαn∂Rjβm
]
R=R(0)
=
[
∂V (R)
∂uiαn∂ujβm
]
R=R(0)
.
(2.72)
Equation (2.71) represents the potential energy of a system of coupled harmonic
oscillators and the force acting on atom α in the n-th unit cell, along the Cartesian
direction i, is given by:
Fiαn = −∂V (R)
∂uiαn
= −
∑
jβm
D2[V (R(0))]iαn,jβmujβm, (2.73)
therefore, the newtonian equations of motion take the form:
Mu¨ = −D2[V (R(0))]u, (2.74)
where M represents the mass matrix: Miαn,jβm = mαδiαn,jβm. A solution of the
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differential equation (2.74) can be found using the ansatz:
ujαn(t) = Ujα(q)e
i(qRαn−ω(q)t). (2.75)
Equation (2.75) defines the system normal modes of vibration, characterized by
the wave vector q and frequency ω(q). Note that for each unit cell, containing
p atoms, and for a fixed q, there are 3p different normal modes. Furthermore,
the three normal modes relative to atom α in the unit cell n differ from those
relative to the same atom in the primitive unit cell situated at the origin, only by
a phase factor exp[i(qn)] (see equation (2.75)). This phase factor arises from the
translational symmetry of the crystal and, as for electronic states, the number of
wave vectors q is equal to the number of distinct irreducible representations of the
crystal translational group, which is, in turn, equal to the number of primitive unit
cells in the crystal (assuming periodic boundary conditions are applied). Therefore,
each q can be represented by a point in the crystal first Brillouin zone.
Substituting equation (2.75) into equation (2.74), we obtain simple algebraic
equations:
− ω2Mu = −D2[V (R(0))]u
−→ (D2[V (R(0))]− ω2M)u = 0
−→ (M−1D2[V (R(0))]− ω2I)u = 0.
(2.76)
Equation (2.76) is s system of 3pN linear equations, where p is the number of atoms
in the primitive unit cell and N is the number of unit cells in the crystal (and thus
the number of wave vectors q). The square frequencies, ω2, are the eigenvalues
of the matrix M−1D2[V (R(0))] and can be found by solving the characteristic
equation of equation (2.76):
det
(
M−1D2[V (R(0))]− ω2I) = 0. (2.77)
Since M−1D2[V (R(0))] is a self-adjoint matrix, its eigenvalues are real numbers
and thus the normal modes frequencies, ω, will be real too. We thus have 3p
vibrational frequencies for each point q. For a very large N , interpolation methods
allow to express ω as a continuous function of q; the functional relation ω(q) is
called dispersion relation. Since any q belongs to the first Brillouin zone, we have
3p branches of the dispersion relation inside the Brillouin zone. Once the normal
modes frequencies are found, we can substitute their values in equation (2.76) and
solve for Ujα(q). This finally determines the form of the vibrational normal modes.
The secular equation, equation (2.76), can be more easily solved through sym-
metry arguments, which can be used to simplify the Hessian matrix. For example:
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• Since the potential energy V (R) is in general a smooth function, then the
Hessian matrix is symmetric:
D2[V (R(0))]iαn,jβm = D
2[V (R(0))]jβm,iαn
• The translational symmetry of the crystal implies that
D2[V (R(0))]iαn,jβm = D
2[V (R(0))]iα0,jβ(m−n)
• Additional simplifications occur if the space group symmetry of the particular
system is considered.
2.3.2. First-principles Determination of the Hessian Matrix: the
Frozen-Phonon Method
In first-principles calculations, the crystal potential, V (R(t)), is generally taken as
the system total energy (the potential energy surface of equation (2.5b)) within the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation:
V (R(t)) = EPES({RA}). (2.78)
To calculate phonons and their characteristic frequencies, through the classical ap-
proach outlined in Section 2.3.1, it is necessary to compute the force constants,
equation (2.72). There are two main approaches to this issue: the frozen-phonon
method and the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT). The former is the
older approach, common in the study of molecules and easy to implement also in
solids. It is also the approach employed in this Thesis and is briefly described below.
The frozen-phonon method consists in explicitly displacing the iαn-th atom for
determining the forces (equation (2.73)) acting on all the other atoms. The force,
gradient of the total energy, can be calculated analytically through different al-
gorithms based on the Hellman-Feynman theorem. An example of algorithms used
in the CRYSTAL code can found in reference [88]. For each atom, the forces are
calculated for a given number of points along the cartesian coordinates. In the code
CRYSTAL, the value of the calculated forces is used for numerical evaluation of the
force constant through a 2- or 3-point formula (equation (2.79) and equation (2.80)
respectively):
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D2[V (R(0))]iαn,jβm ≈
∂V (R)
∂uiαn
∣∣∣
uiαn
ujβm
; (2.79)
D2[V (R(0))]iαn,jβm ≈
∂V (R)
∂uiαn
∣∣∣
uiαn
− ∂V (R)
∂uiαn
∣∣∣
−uiαn
2ujβm
. (2.80)
The frozen-phonon method is generally much easier to implement and require less
computational resources than the DFPT; however the displacement can be used
to calculate phonons at the Γ point only and other Brillouin Zone points can be
sampled only through expanding the primitive cell into a supercell (Section 3.2).
This requires to calculate the forces for a much larger number of atoms making the
operation extremely time-consuming.
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Systems in Realistic Environments and
Point Defects
The methods for the calculation of the electronic structure, outlined in Chapter
2, are very powerful and accurate but appear somewhat limited for studying real
systems. The two main limitations consist in the maximum possible size of the
system under study, and the restriction to zero temperatures and pressures. Due to
the high consumption of computational resources, first-principles calculations can
handle systems containing a maximum of few hundreds of atoms. Nonetheless, this
number is sufficient for the study of homogeneous systems and is adequate to accur-
ately describe local microscopic phenomena such as the adsorption of molecules on
surfaces or point defects, where ab initio methods have proven to be a very reliable
source of information from an atomistic point of view. On the other hand, even
when microscopic phenomena are concerned, real systems are mostly not isolated
and interact with the surrounding environment. Furthermore, the zero-temperature
limit appears quite severe, considering that the working conditions of materials, im-
portant for technological applications, require finite temperatures and pressures.
In this Section, we outline a straightforward and general method able to extend
the ab initio formalism to the study of macroscopic systems (in particular surfaces
and thin films) in thermodynamic equilibrium with a temperature and pressure
reservoirs. This method is based on classical statistical mechanics and in the lit-
erature is usually referred to as the ab initio atomistic thermodynamic approach
(Scheﬄer, Reuter et al. [27, 89, 90] and Finnis et al. [91, 92, 93]). In Section 3.2,
we apply this approach to the study of point defects, where we describe how to
estimate their formation energy.
3.1. Ab Initio Thermodynamics
An important step in the study of a material is its characterization after the ther-
modynamic equilibrium is reached. Laboratory conditions imply, most of the times,
constant pressures and temperatures; this make the Gibbs free energyG(T, p, {Nj}),
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where Nj represents the number of particles of type j in the system, to be the
relevant thermodynamic potential. In this section, we illustrate how to employ
first-principles electronic calculations to estimate G for macroscopic solids.
A key quantity in first-principles calculations is the system potential energy sur-
face (PES) EPES({RA}), which expresses the variation of the electronic and nuc-
lear repulsion energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates {RA}:
EPES({RA}) = Eelec({RA}) +
M∑
A=1
M∑
B>A
ZAZB
|RA −RB |
, (3.1)
where Eelec({RA}) is obtained solving the electronic secular equation (2.4a). A
connection between first-principles calculations and classical thermodynamics is
given by the PES, which gives a first approximation of the system internal en-
ergy U(S, V, {Nj}). The PES includes only the electronic ground-state energy and
the Coulomb interaction between point-charges representing the nuclei; yet, even
though many contributions to the system internal energy are left out, it represents
the leading term in U for a wide range of materials. First-principles calculations
explicitly consider just a microscopic portion of real materials and the PES is ob-
tained for this system. However, choosing the system properly, allows us to predict
some properties of a whole macroscopic system.
For a general system, the Gibbs free energy can be written as:
G(T, p, {Nj}) = EPES({RA}) +
∑
k
Fk(T, V, {Nj}) + pV, (3.2)
where Fk is the Helmholtz free energy contribution given by the k-th system excit-
ation and p, V are the system pressure and volume, respectively. The form of G in
equation (3.2) indicates a weak interaction between the system possible excitations;
for the materials in this study, and for the accuracy level of our interest, we consider
this approximation to be always valid. Furthermore, we restrict ourself to consider
only the electronic, vibrational, rotational and translational excitations, which are
most relevant for the p, T ranges pertinent to the studied material. For example,
electronic and nuclear excitations generally require energies much larger than kBT
and, therefore, is enough to consider their ground-state only. For the electronic
part, the ground-state energy is fully contained in the PES; whereas, for the nuc-
lear part, only the Coulomb interaction is included and all other contributions are
neglected.
Despite we are mainly interested in the study of solids, the gas phase has to be
also explicitly taken into account, since it represents the temperature and pressure
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reservoir the system is in contact with. Of the possible excitations listed above,
only vibrational ones are relevant for solids. This allows one to simplify equation
(3.2) to:
G(T, p, {Nj}) = EPES({RA}) + F vib(T, V, {Nj}) + pV, for a solid. (3.3)
This equation emphasizes the fact that, within this model, all the temperature-
dependent information are given by the calculation of lattice vibrations. For gases,
equation (3.2) takes the more general form:
G(T, p, {Nj}) = EPES({RA}) + F vib(T, V, {Nj})+
F rot(T, V, {Nj}) + F trans(T, V, {Nj}) + pV, for a gas.
(3.4)
The various contributions to the Helmholtz free energy can be estimated from stat-
istical thermodynamics. Strictly speaking, our system, a solid, is in contact with
the atmosphere, which acts as a temperature and pressure (particle) reservoir. The
proper statistical ensemble which can represent such situation is the grand canon-
ical ; however, we can assume that the exchange of particles, between the system
and the reservoir, to be so moderate that the system excitations are affected only
by the presence of the heat bath. This approximation is reasonable for the systems
of our interest and allows one to consider the system microstates to be distributed
according to the canonical distribution, which is easier to handle.
We start with finding the vibrational contribution to the Helmholtz free energy,
F vib(T, V, {Nj}) for a solid. For convenience, throughout this discussion, we em-
ploy the usual SI units. Let us consider a system with M nuclei, in the harmonic
approximation, the Hamiltonian is given by:
Hˆ =
3M∑
s=1
hˆs, (3.5)
where hˆs = − }2∇22ms +
1
2
msω(k)2x2s is the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator
representing the s-th mode of vibration. The n-th eigenvalue of hˆs represent one of
the possible energies of the oscillator:
Es,n(k) = (ns,k +
1
2
)}ωs(k) = Es,0(k) + ns,k}ωs(k), (3.6)
where ωs(k) is the angular frequency of the oscillator s at the point k of the first
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Brillouin zone and ns,k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Es,0(k) = 12}ωs(k) is the zero-point energy
of the mode s at the point k. Each microstate of the system has a total energy
specified by the vibrational quantum numbers (n1, n2, · · · , ns, · · · , n3M ) ≡ n at
any k-point:
En =
∑
k
3M∑
s=1
(ns,k +
1
2
)}ωs(k) =
∑
k
3M∑
s=1
(
ns,k}ωs(k) + Es,0(k)
)
. (3.7)
The system vibrational canonical partition function is therefore:
Zvib =
∑
n
e−βEn
=
∑
n
exp
[
−β
(∑
k
3M∑
s=1
(ns,k +
1
2
)}ωs(k)
)]
=
[∏
k
3M∏
s=1
exp (−βEs,0(k))
]
×
 ∑
n1,n2,···
∏
k
3M∏
s=1
exp (−β}ωs(k))ns,k
 ,
(3.8)
where β = 1
kBT
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The expression can be simplified
by noticing that each geometric series
∑∞
ns,k=1
exp (−β}ωs(k))ns,k converges to
(1− exp [−β}ωs(k)])−1; therefore the vibrational partition function can be written
as:
Zvib =
∏
k
3M∏
s=1
e−β
}ωs(k)
2
1− e−β}ωs(k)
=
∏
k
3M∏
s=1
eβ
}ωs(k)
2
eβ}ωs(k) − 1
=
∏
k
3M∏
s=1
eβ
}ωs(k)
2 〈ns,k〉,
(3.9)
where we introduced the Planck distribution:
〈ns,k〉 =
1(
eβ}ωs(k) − 1) , (3.10)
which gives the average number of phonons s at the point k. From equation (3.9),
we can obtain the thermodynamic potentials of our interest through the relations:
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F vib = −kBT lnZvib; (3.11)
Uvib = kBT
2 ∂ lnZ
vib
∂T
; (3.12)
Svib = kB
(
lnZvib +
Uvib
kBT
)
. (3.13)
Evaluation of the expressions 3.11-3.13 gives the following explicit form for the
vibrational contribution to the Helmholtz free energy [94]:
Uvib =
3M∑
s=1
∑
k
(
〈ns,k〉+
1
2
)
}ωs(k); (3.14)
Svib =
3M∑
s=1
∑
k
[ 〈ns,k〉
T
}ωs(k)− kB ln
(
1− e−
}ωs(k)
kBT
)]
; (3.15)
F vib = Uvib − TSvib. (3.16)
With the methods outlines in Section 2.3, it is possible to calculate ωs(k) for every
s and for a discrete number of points k. Since these calculations are very time
consuming, F vib is usually neglected or estimated with simpler models (e.g. the
Einstein model which assign the same angular frequency to all the modes). Such
approximation is justified by the fact that only energy differences are relevant and,
it is assumed, that the vibrational frequencies are not noticeably affected by the
introduction of a point defect or a surface. In Part II, we will show that, at high
temperatures, F vib gives a considerable contribution to the formation energy of
charged defects and highly influences the relative stability between competitive
surfaces.
We will treat the gas reservoir according to the ideal gas model, for which is
sufficient to consider the partition function of a single molecule:
z = zvibzrotztrans. (3.17)
We are concerned here with the study of ABO3 perovskites and, therefore, the
gas reservoir will be made of oxygen molecules. The various contributions to the
partition function z of a diatomic molecule can be found in several textbooks (for
example, reference [95]) and we will list only the resulting values for the vibrational,
rotational and translational contributions to the Helmholtz free energy of an ideal
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gas made of Ng molecules:
F vib = kBTNg ln
[
2 sinh
(
}ωO2
2kBT
)]
; (3.18)
F rot = −kBTNg ln
(
2I
}2
kBT
)
; (3.19)
F trans = −3
2
kBTNg ln
(
2pimO2kBT
)
. (3.20)
where ωO2 is the characteristic frequency of the oxygen molecule vibration, I is the
molecule momentum of inertia and mO2 is the mass of the oxygen molecule. Since
the systems under study are at the thermodynamic equilibrium, it is sufficient to
explicitly consider equation (3.16) just for the small portion of the system included
in the first-principles calculations.
3.1.1. ABO3 Perovskite Surface Stability
In this subsection, we apply the method introduced in Section 3.1 to study the
stability of ABO3 perovskite surfaces, following the ideas discussed in reference
[96]. In the thermodynamic equilibrium, the internal energy of a system made by
bulk ABO3 perovskite, is a function of the entropy S, the volume V and the number
of atomic species in the system: NA, NB and NO. According to the Euler relation,
the internal energy and the Gibbs free energy can be written as:
Ubulk = TS − pV +
∑
i
Niµi; (3.21)
Gbulk =
∑
i
Niµi. (3.22)
When a crystalline surface is created, the system internal energy will be dependent
also on the surface area A. The generalized force conjugated to A is called the
surface energy, ω:
Usurf = TS − pV +
∑
i
Niµi + ωA; (3.23)
Gsurf =
∑
i
Niµi + ωA. (3.24)
The surface energy can be then rewritten as:
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ω =
1
A
(
Gsurf −
∑
i
Niµi
)
. (3.25)
The definition of ω in equation (3.25) is equivalent to the definition of the system
grand canonical potential (per unit area). In the literature, the two terms are used
interchangeably.
The surface energy can also be defined by a slightly different equation. As an
example, let us consider the (001) surface of an ABO3 perovskite. The surface can
be modeled using a slab with a certain number of planes, m, and a total area A. For
convenience, we use mostly symmetric slabs which have the same chemical compos-
ition for both sides (terminations). This entails the presence of a mirror plane in
the slab central layer and, consequently, an extra symmetry operator which consid-
erably reduces the calculation time. The (001) surface of an ABO3 perovskite can
have two different chemical compositions: AO or BO2. We will use such chemical
formulas also to label the different slabs, since each symmetrical slab can be uniquely
associated with the chemical composition of its surface. We consider the surface in
thermodynamic equilibrium with ABO3 bulk and the external atmosphere, which
acts, as already stated, as the temperature and pressure reservoir. When the bulk
crystal is cleaved, two types of surfaces are formed. In our model, these two surfaces
are represented by two slabs: one terminated by planes with chemical composition
AO and the other one by planes with composition BO2, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The cleavage energy can be calculated as:
Gcleavage(m) =
1
4A
(
GunrelAO (m) +G
unrel
BO2
(m)−NgbulkABO3
)
, (3.26)
where GunrelXY (m) is the Gibbs free energy calculated for an unrelaxed slab made of
m planes and with termination plane XY, N is the total number of primitive unit
cells in the bulk material, before the cleavage, and gbulkABO3 is the Gibbs free energy
per unit formula of bulk ABO3. The factor
1
4
arises from the fact that we model
surfaces using two slabs, and each slab possesses two surfaces.
The cleavage energy indicates the energy cost, per unit area, needed to cleave
a surface from the bulk material and gives the first contribution to the surface
energy. Unrelaxed surfaces are however metastable, since once the surface is formed,
the outer atoms will rearrange themselves in response to the reduction of their
coordination numbers. The energy gain due to this process is called the relaxation
energy:
GXYrelax(m) =
1
2A
(
GrelXY(m)−GunrelXY (m)
)
, (3.27)
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Figure 3.1.: The bulk ABO3 perovskite (left) is cleaved and two (001) surfaces, with
AO (top middle) and BO2 (bottom middle) terminations, are created.
The two surfaces are represented in our model by two symmetric slabs
with a finite number of atomic planes (right). The A-type atoms are
gray and O are red. Due to the figure prospective, B-type atoms are
not visible.
where XY is the kind of termination of the considered slab and GrelXY and G
unrel
XY are
the Gibbs free energy of the relaxed and unrelaxed slabs, respectively. The surface
energy is obtained combining equation (3.26) with equation (3.27):
GXYsurface(m) = Gcleavage(m) +G
XY
relax(m). (3.28)
Equation (3.28) is analogous to equation (3.25) but the former emphasizes the
physical process which leads to the surface formation; in particular, the slab relax-
ation. Using equation (3.24) is equation (3.28), we obtain:
GXYsurface(m) =
1
2A
(
GrelXY(m)−
∑
i
Niµ
unrel
i
)
+
ωunrelBO2 − ωunrelAO
4
;
ω′XY =
1
2A
(
GrelXY(m)−
∑
i
Niµ
unrel
i
)
.
(3.29)
The superscript ‘unrel’ indicates that the quantities are expressed by their value in
the unrelaxed system. The extra 1
2
contribution in the first term, absent in equation
(3.25), arises again due to the presence of two surface in the slab. In the literature,
both definitions 3.25 and 3.28 are used but we will mainly consider the former.
For a surface, modeled as a XY-terminated symmetric slab with m planes (where
m should be sufficiently large so that the two opposite surfaces will not interact
and an isolated surface can be well reproduced), equation (3.25) takes the form:
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ωXY(m) =
1
2A
(
GrelXY(m)−
∑
i
Niµi
)
. (3.30)
Since the surface is in equilibrium with the bulk material, the chemical potential
for each atom in the slab assume the same value as in the bulk and, in particular:
gbulkABO3 = µ
bulk
ABO3
= µA + µB + 3µO. (3.31)
Plugging equation (3.31) into equation (3.30) allows one to reduce the number of
variables chemical potentials from three to two. For example, after eliminating µA,
equation (3.30) becomes:
ωXY(m) =
1
2A
(
GrelXY(m)−NAgbulkABO3 − (NB −NA)µB − (NO − 3NA)µO
)
.
(3.32)
The surface grand canonical potential of equation (3.32) attains a minimum for a
system in contact with a temperature and particle reservoir, which in our case is
equivalent to a temperature and pressure reservoir, since the chemical potential of
an ideal gas is uniquely determined by the values of T and p:
µO2 (T, p) = µ
0
O2
+ kBT ln
p
p0
. (3.33)
The surface grand canonical potential can therefore be employed to study the sta-
bility of different surfaces with respect to different environmental conditions (para-
metrized by the chemical potential values). The values of GrelXY(m) and g
bulk
ABO3
can be obtained directly from first-principles calculations; whereas, the chemical
potential values can be obtained as explained in the next subsection.
Range of Allowed Chemical Potentials
The values of the atomic chemical potentials in equation (3.32) depend on the
environmental conditions of the system. Except for simple systems, as an ideal gas,
it is in general not possible to obtain an explicit relation between chemical potentials
and T , p. Therefore, atomic chemical potentials are usually considered as free
parameters which can vary in a given limited range. The range can be established
from some considerations on the system under study. We denote by µ0X(T, p) the
standard state chemical potential, that is the chemical potential for the pure species
X in the most stable state at given T and p. The first constraint in the chemical
potential range, for the atomic species contained in an ABO3 perovskite, is given
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by the fact that the chemical potential µX(T, p) of the species X in the system
must be lower than the standard state chemical potential of X. For example, if
µO(T, p) > µ
0
O(T, p), then the oxygen would leave the system and migrate into the
atmosphere. Similar considerations affect the range of the metal chemical potentials.
Thus the first set of constraints is then given by the relations:
µO(T, p) ≤ µ0O(T, p); (3.34)
µA(T, p) ≤ µ0A(T, p); (3.35)
µB(T, p) ≤ µ0B(T, p). (3.36)
Similar constraints can be introduced to avoid the decomposition of the ABO3
perovskite into its binary oxides AO and BO2:
µA(T, p) + µO(T, p) ≤ µbulkAO (T, p); (3.37)
µB(T, p) + 2µO(T, p) ≤ µbulkBO2 (T, p). (3.38)
The standard state chemical potentials (µbulkAO and µ
bulk
BO2
) can be calculated from
first-principles, calculating the pure system Gibbs free energy, as outlined in Sec-
tion 3.1, and using the fact that for pure species, µbulkX (T, p) = g
bulk
X (T, p). This
approach has an advantage since treats all the terms within the same method and
accuracy; however it may be difficult to perform these calculations for certain sys-
tems. For example, plane wave-based codes are not very suited to study gas mo-
lecules, since the plane wave formalism requires a system with a three-dimensional
periodicity. Regarding our computational approach, hybrid functionals are less re-
liable in calculating properties of metals, due to the presence of the Hartree-Fock
exchange which poorly describes the electronic structure near the Fermi energy
[97, 98]. Therefore, it is commonly used to take the standard chemical potential
values from the available experimental data.
The range in which the chemical potentials, µX(T, p), can vary is defined as:
∆µX(T, p) ≡ µX(T, p)− µ0X(T, p). (3.39)
Equations (3.34)-(3.36) gives an upper-limit to the value of ∆µX:
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∆µO(T, p) ≤ 0; (3.40)
∆µB(T, p) ≤ 0. (3.41)
Using equation (3.31), we can consider only two independent chemical potential
ranges, we choose µB and µO. From the definition of ∆µX in equation (3.39) and
from the relation (3.31), equation (3.35) becomes:
∆µB(T, p) + 3∆µO(T, p) ≥ ∆fg0ABO3 (T, p), (3.42)
where ∆fg
0
ABO3
(T, p) = gbulkABO3 (T, p)−µ0A(T, p)−µ0B(T, p)−3µ0O(T, p) is the molar
formation energy of the bulk ABO3 perovskite, defined with respect to the standard
state for the pure species. Using the same arguments, equations (3.37) and (3.38)
can be written as:
∆µB(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) ≥ ∆fg0ABO3 (T, p)−∆fg0AO(T, p); (3.43)
∆µB(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) ≤ ∆fg0BO2 (T, p). (3.44)
Equations (3.40) to (3.44) impose the permitted limits for ∆µB and ∆µO and allow
to calculate the surface grand canonical potential (equation (3.32)) and plot a phase
diagram in the (∆µB,∆µO)-plane for a fixed value of (p, T ). In particular, from
these five inequalities one can extract five equations, defining the equilibrium lines
in the (∆µB,∆µO)-phase diagram:
∆µO(T, p) = 0; (3.45)
∆µB(T, p) = 0; (3.46)
∆µB(T, p) + 3∆µO(T, p) = ∆fg
0
ABO3
(T, p); (3.47)
∆µB(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) = ∆fg
0
ABO3
(T, p)−∆fg0AO(T, p); (3.48)
∆µB(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) = ∆fg
0
BO2
(T, p). (3.49)
We have chosen ∆µB and ∆µO as independent variables, but any other chemical
potential range can be equivalently used. It is important to recall that this family
of equations was obtained from intuitive insight on the chemical system. Such an
approach does not take into account all the possible phases that could be formed for
given chemical potential ranges, but only those phases, which by inspection, can be
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considered the most significant. A scan over the possible configurations and phases
can be performed by other techniques, such as Quantum Montecarlo simulations,
which usually are much more computationally demanding.
3.2. The Supercell Approach and Calculations of Defective
Systems
Finite concentrations of point defects always exits in solids at the thermodynam-
ical equilibrium. Let us consider an isolated system composed of a solid and the
surrounding environment, if a single point defect, d, is introduced in the solid, the
defect Gibbs energy of formation, ∆fgd is defined as the Gibbs energy of the process:
System with the pristine solid
 System with the defective solid. (3.50)
The environment acts as a matter reservoir and has to be taken into account in
the formation of extrinsic point defects; i.e. point defects composed by species not
existing in the ideal pristine solid. The formation of intrinsic point defects does not
affect the environment and, therefore, ∆fgd is given by the Gibbs energy difference
between the defective and pristine solids:
∆fgd = Gd −Gprist, (3.51)
where Gd and Gprist represent the Gibbs free energy of the solid with a point defect
d and the Gibbs free energy of the pristine solid, respectively. Throughout this work,
we focus mostly on point defects in a very small concentration (dilute limit) such
that interactions between them are negligible. In such a case, the formation energy
of Nd point defects d is simply given by Nd∆fgd, and the Gibbs energy of the
system with Nd defects is thus given by:
Gd(Nd) = Gprist +Nd∆fgd +NdkBT ln
(
Nd
N −Nd
)
. (3.52)
The last term in equation (3.52) gives the contribution to the defective solid Gibbs
energy arising from the possible configurations in which Nd defects can be distrib-
uted over N sites (see, for example, reference [24]). This configurational Gibbs
energy is fundamental in ensuring the presence of point defects at the thermody-
namic equilibrium.
Equation (3.52) gives explicitly the Gibbs energy of the defective solid as a func-
tion of the number of point defects d and, therefore, allows us to define the chemical
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potential of the defect d:
µd =
∂Gd(Nd)
∂Nd
∣∣∣∣
T,p,N1,N2,···
= µ0d + kBT ln
xd
1− xd
, (3.53)
where µ0d ≡ ∆fgd and xd ≡ NdN . For low defect concentrations, xd → 0, µd can be
written in a simpler form:
µd = µ
0
d + kBT lnxd. (3.54)
The definition of the defect chemical potential, allows one to rewrite equation (3.52)
in a very convenient way:
Gd(Nd) = Npristµprist +Ndµd, (3.55)
where µprist = Gprist/Nprist is the chemical potential of the solid formula unit.
At the thermodynamic equilibrium equation (3.54) has to be equal to zero. These
conditions easily allow to find the equilibrium concentration of the defect d, xeqd :
xeqd = e
− µ
0
d
kBT , (3.56)
which defines the mass action law of the reaction 3.50.
Let us consider the formation of an isolated oxygen vacancy in ABO3 perovskites.
One can imagine the formation of an isolated oxygen vacancy as the result of a
Frenkel reaction in the oxygen sublattice (anti-Frenkel reaction: the anion leaves its
lattice site and occupies a crystal interstitial position, vi) and a successive migration
of the interstitial oxygen atom far from the vacancy or to the surface. The anti-
Frenkel reaction can be written in the structure element or Kro¨ger-Vink notation
[52] as:
OO + vi 
 vO + Oi, (3.57)
or, more concisely in the building element notation:
Nil
 |O|+ O. (3.58)
This latter equation is obtained from equation (3.57) subtracting the pristine struc-
ture from both sides; i.e. |O| ≡ (vO −OO) and O ≡ (Oi − vi). The building
element notation is less illustrative than the Kro¨ger-Vink one, but it is the correct
one to use in the discussion of the thermodynamic properties. Indeed, from equa-
tions (3.51) and (3.52) it is clear that that when we consider the chemical potential
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of the defect d, equation (3.54), we actually mean the chemical potential of the
building element d. Thus, with chemical potential of an oxygen vacancy vO, we
mean the chemical potential of the building element |O|.
In equations (3.57) and 3.58, we assumed that the oxygen vacancy and intersti-
tial are neutral. However, the formation of point defects is often associated with a
charge transfer and the creation of charged defects. ABO3 pervoskites are charac-
terized by mixed ionic-covalent chemical bonds; therefore in this work we consider
oxygen vacancies in three possible charge states: 0 (neutral vacancy, v×O or |O|),
+1 (singly charged vacancy, v•O or |O|•) and +2 (doubly charged vacancy, v••O or
|O|••). Conforming to the conventions commonly followed in the first-principles
calculations of point defects studies, we use only the Kro¨ger-Vink nomenclature in
the rest of this Thesis.
3.2.1. The Supercell Approach
The ideal modeling of a single point defect in a solid would involve the treatment
of an infinitely large crystal containing the defective site. Such a model is clearly
practically inapplicable and it is also not always necessary, since, sufficiently far
from the defect location, the host material is left unperturbed. Point defects in
solids can thus be modeled including only a finite number of atoms, which should
be, although, large enough to avoid the emergence of unphysical interactions in
the system. Defective crystal models can be roughly divided into two categories:
molecular-cluster models and model with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The
former considers the defective solid as a large molecule with a defect located in its
center; the latter explicitly takes into account the characteristic periodicity of solids
applying PBC on a fraction of the host crystal containing the point defect. PBC-
based models are widely used nowadays since they avoid the termination problems
encountered in molecular-cluster models; furthermore, the use of the translational
symmetry, introduced through PBC, allows one to extensively exploit the crystal
space group symmetry. The supercell approach is perhaps the most used model for
describing point defects using PBC [61]. It consists to use a fraction of the host
material, the supercell, as a new primitive unit cell. The cell parameters defining
the supercell are obtained from a linear combination of the original primitive cell
unit vectors:
a
′
b′
c′
 =
c11 c12 c13c21 c22 c23
c31 c32 c33

ab
c
 (3.59)
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Figure 3.2.: The primitive unit cell of an ideal ABO3 perovskite (left) is expanded
to form a supercell with eight times its volume (right). This supercell is
simply obtained setting a′ = 2a, b′ = 2b and c′ = 2c. The expansion
matrix is thus diagonal with c11 = c22 = c33 = 2.
where a, b and c are the primitive vectors of the original unit cell and a′, b′ and
c′ are those of the supercell. The coefficients cij are positive integers and form the
supercell expansion matrix, which describes how the supercell is generated from
the original primitive cell. A simple example of supercell expansion is illustrated in
Figure 3.2. In this example, the expansion matrix is diagonal and all the coefficients
have the same value, equal to two. The generated supercell is therefore obtained
repeating the primitive cell twice along each dimension.
The point defect is inserted inside the supercell, which is periodically repeated
along the directions of a′, b′ and c′ through PBC. The result is an array of peri-
odically repeated point defects. To avoid spurious defect-defect interactions (in this
context, generally called finite-size effects), which appear between the defect in-
serted in the supercell and its spurious images in the neighboring supercells, the
supercell size should be properly chosen. The defect-defect interactions can have
quantum mechanical (overlap of the defect wave functions), elastic, magnetic and/or
electrostatic origins. Among these, electrostatic interactions cannot be really can-
celed increasing the supercell size, due to the very long range nature of the Coulomb
forces, and proper correction schemes must be introduced. The other kind of defect-
defect interactions can be made sufficiently small just by increasing the supercell to
a size which can be usually handled with moderate computational resources. The
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correction schemes for the mentioned interactions can be found in reference [17].
Due to the importance given in this work to charged defects, correction schemes
for electrostatic interactions between defects will be explicitly described in a later
Subsection.
The calculations employing PBC face an old problem of condensed matter physics:
the determination of the electrostatic potential of a periodically repeated system.
Consider a crystal defined by a primitive unit cell (PUC) periodically repeated an
infinite number of times. Let ρ(r) be the charge density of the primitive unit cell;
then the crystal electrostatic potential is given by:
φ(r) =
∑
Rn
∫
PUC
ρ(r′)
|r− r′ +Rn|
dr′, (3.60)
where the sum runs over all the (infinite) possible lattice vectors Rn. The direct
evaluation of equation (3.60) is very problematic since the result depends on the
order of the summation. This problem was solved at the beginning of the twentieth
century by Ewald [99], who divided the terms in the sum of equation (3.60) into
a short- and long-range parts. The former is quickly convergent in direct space;
while the latter in reciprocal space. However, even if the electrostatic potential
can be in principle calculated, some spurious terms can be included, depending on
the system nature. Makov and Payne [100] summarized the spurious terms that
can affect the total energy of a system calculated employing PBC and found the
asymptotic behavior of its total energy with respect to the supercell size. Since the
electrostatic energy of an infinite system is clearly infinite; much more useful is to
consider the electrostatic energy per unit cell (UC), given by:
E =
1
2
∫
UC
ρ(r)φ(r) dr, (3.61)
where φ(r) is the system electrostatic potential defined by equation (3.60). In the
supercell approach, the UC is the employed supercell, which size, following Makov-
Payne treatment, can be characterized by the dimensional parameter L. Equation
(3.61) must be compared with the energy of the infinitely aperiodic system, E0
(which could be, for example, an isolated molecule or a crystal with a single point
defect). In case of point defects, equation (3.61) gives the electrostatic energy per
UC of a system composed of a periodically repeated array of defects; while E0 is
the electrostatic energy, per UC, of an infinite system with a single point defect.
Makov and Payne demonstrated the asymptotic (for L→∞) difference between
E and E0 as a function of the lowest non-zero multipole, n, present in the UC.
Summarizing their results:
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1. If the system is overall neutral and the lowest non-zero multipole term is
the octupole (n = 3) or higher, then the potential in equation (3.60) easily
converges and E is well defined and equal to E0.
2. If the system is overall neutral and the lowest non-zero multipole term is the
quadrupole (n = 2), then quadrupole interactions occur between a supercell
and its images and therefore: E(L) = E0 +O(L−5).
3. If the system is overall neutral and a dipole is present (n = 1), then the energy
E is not well defined and its value depends on the supercell shape. However,
once the supercell shape is chosen, we have: E(L) = E0 +O(L−3).
4. If the system is not neutral (n = 0), the electrostatic energy E diverges and
an homogeneous charge background, with density n0 = −q/VUC (q is the net
charge in the supercell and VUC is the supercell volume) must be included
in the system. As the supercell size increases, n0 → 0, and asymptotically:
E(L) = E0 +O(L−1).
These considerations suggest that, when a supercell model is employed, the effect
of the supercell energy dependence on its size L should be checked. Except for the
case of charged systems, the spurious interactions between periodic images are quite
short-range and the energy of the supercell converges quickly, even for rather small
L.
3.2.2. First-principle Calculation of the Defect Formation Energy
The defect formation energy is a quantity which contains important information
about the defect chemistry of a solid and can be readily calculated from first-
principles. The relation for calculating it was first proposed by Zhang and Northrup
[101] and is meant to express equation (3.50) through quantities which can be easily
calculated by first-principles with the supercell approach. Considering a single
defect d in the charge state q, its formation Gibbs energy, ∆fg(d,q), is given by:
∆fg(d,q) = G(d,q) −Gprist +
∑
i
Niµi + qµe− + Ecorr, (3.62)
where G(d,q) is the Gibbs free energy calculated for the supercell containing the
defect d, and Gprist is the Gibbs free energy calculated for a pristine supercell of
the same size. Ni is the number of atoms of type i added (Ni < 0) or removed
(Ni > 0) in order to create the defect d and µi is the chemical potential of these
atoms. Similarly, µe− is the chemical potential of the electrons which were added or
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removed from the system in order to create the charged defect. All these chemical
potentials are not explicitly calculated; this reflects the fact that these species are
simply not present in the supercell model describing the defective crystal. Their
values can vary in a range estimated from physical insight on the particular system,
as outlined in Section 3.1.1. For atomic species, the range is connected to the
chemistry of the solid under study; whereas the electron chemical potential is usually
simply let varied between the solid valence band maximum and conduction band
minimum, even if the presence of the defect d automatically poses some constraints
on the value µe− can have. Therefore, µe− is usually written as:
µe− = V BM + EF , (3.63)
where V BM is the value of the valence band maximum and EF , which ranges
between 0 and the band gap, is the position of the Fermi level with respect to
the valence band maximum. The value of V BM can be taken from first-principles
calculations as the single-particle eigenvalue of the last occupied electron level.
An additional constant is usually added to expression 3.63 in order to align the
reference of the defective system with that of the pristine host material. This
alignment term arises from the fact that the average electrostatic potential value
obtained through the Ewald summation method is conventionally set to zero. This
procedure makes the system electrostatic energy (equation (3.61)) independent on
the value of the Ewald parameter, but simultaneously causes a constant shift in the
system electrostatic potential (equation (3.60)) [102]. This shift does not affect the
total energy of a neutral systems but only shifts the eigenvalues; however, in the
case of charged systems, both the eigenvalues and the total energy are affected [103].
Furthermore, since the constant shift depends on the system charge q, it is often
incorporated in the value of V BM . Equation (2.52) suggests a way to calculate this
shift: the ionization energy I can be calculated as the energy difference between a
system with N−1 electrons and the pristine system with N electrons. The obtained
value comprises both the negative value of the valence band maximum energy and
the constant shift (due to the fact that we are comparing the total energy of a
charged system with that of the neutral system) and can be therefore used, with a
change of sign, as V BM of equation (3.63).
The last term, Ecorr, takes into account corrections due to the presence of finite-
size effects arising from the periodically repeated array of defects generated in the
supercell approach. According to the results of Makov and Payne summarized
in the last section, in the case of charged defects, the spurious interactions with
the defect images are very long-ranged and therefore are always present for any
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supercell size. Therefore, if we wish to study charged point defects in the dilute
limit, correction terms must be a posteriori included in Ecorr, in such a way that
the spurious interactions, arising from the defective system supercell model, cancel
out. Two of the most popular of such correction schemes are shortly considered
below.
General Ideas Behind Correction Schemes for Charged Point Defects in Supercells
As previously stated, the aim of correction schemes is to cancel the spurious elec-
trostatic interactions arising in the supercell approach. Consider a point defect, d,
with charge q and charge density ρd; in the dilute limit, the defect interacts only
with the host material. Let φd,q(r) be the electrostatic potential of the system com-
posed of the isolated defect d and the host crystal, and let Eisolated be its energy.
Such a case cannot be realized within the supercell approach, due to the long-range
Coulomb interaction; instead, a system composed of a periodic array of defects d in
a neutralizing charge background, n0, has to be used. If the electrostatic potential
of such system is denoted as φarrd,q (r) and its energy as Eperiodic, then the correction
energy, Ecorr, in equation (3.62) is defined as:
Ecorr ≡ Eisolated − Eperiodic =
1
2
∫
V
(
φd,q(r)− φarrd,q (r)
)
ρd(r) dr, (3.64)
where V is the supercell volume.
In the literature, different correction schemes consider different suitable models
for approximate φd,q(r) and ρd(r).
Makov-Payne Correction Scheme
In the same paper (ref. [100]) where the multipole interaction between a supercell
and its images are considered, Makov and Payne also discussed the spurious inter-
actions, due to the electrostatic interactions between point defects, which arise from
the supercell approach. In the most simple case, one can consider a point defect d
with a charge q as a point charge in a host crystal which is characterized by a relat-
ive dielectric constant r. When a supercell is employed, we have a periodic array
of such point charges, and a homogeneous charged background is added to ensure
the convergence of the electrostatic potential, equation (3.60). The electrostatic
energy, of this periodic array of point charges embedded in a host crystal with a
compensating charge background, is given by:
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ELG = − q
2α
2rL
, (3.65)
where α is the Madelung’s constant of the crystalline structure and L represent
the defect-defect distance (for simplicity a cubic supercell is considered). The LG
subscript was used to indicate that this correction term was already found by Leslie
and Gillan in a previous work [104].
Makov and Payne further developed the model of Leslie and Gillan considering,
instead of point charges, a more extended, but still very localized, charge distribu-
tion. The interaction of such charge distribution with its periodic images give rise
to an additional interaction term [100]:
EMP = − 2piqQ
3rL3
+O(L−5), (3.66)
where Q is the quadrupole moment of the charge distribution. Therefore, according
to Makov and Payne, the energy per UC, for the supercell model of a point defect,
differs from the energy of the ideal aperiodic system by ELG + EMP :
Eperiodic = Eisolated −
q2α
2rL
− 2piqQ
3rL3
+O(L−5), (3.67)
and the correction term, Ecorr, of equation (3.62) is thus given by:
Ecorr,MP =
q2α
2rL
+
2piqQ
3rL3
+O(L−5). (3.68)
Albeit very intuitive, the Makov-Payne correction scheme not always improve, for
realistic point defects, the convergence of the defect formation energy with respect
to the supercell size. Therefore, the prefactors of the leading asymptotic terms
(L−1, L−3) are often considered as parameters. Their value can be estimated,
for example, by calculating the defect formation energy employing supercells of
increasing size, and interpolating the obtained points using a function in the form
of AL−1 +BL−3. This procedure also allows one to extrapolate the limiting value
( L → ∞) of the defect formation energy. This technique permits to find the
defect formation energy at the dilute limit, but is computationally expensive, since
requires calculations on many different supercell for the same defect. A better
correction scheme would ensure that, already for not a too large L, the obtained
value of the defect formation energy converges to the dilute limit. For point defects,
which charge density is well localized inside the employed supercell, the correction
scheme proposed by Freysoldt, Neugebauer and Van de Walle [105, 106] offers very
satisfactory performances [107].
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Freysoldt-Neugebauer-Van de Walle Correction Scheme
The Freysoldt-Neugebauer-Van de Walle (FNV) correction scheme relies on a single
supercell calculations and no fitted parameters are needed. It considers an ideal
system composed of a single point defect d, with charge q and charge density ρd,
contained in a host crystal with relative dielectric constant r. The defective level
arising from this point defect is assumed to give rise to a charge density, ρd, in
general, more delocalized than a point charge, but still fully localized inside a finite
fraction of the host material (denoted as UC): q =
∫
UC ρd(r) dr. The electrostatic
potential of this system in denoted as φd,q(r). If the defect d were neutral, the
electrostatic potential would differ, from a charge defect, due to the lack of the
strong screening performed by the host crystal electrons. The difference in the
electrostatic potentials, for the cases in which the defect d has charge q or has no
charge, gives the defect-induced potential:
φq/0(r) = φd,q(r)− φd,0(r). (3.69)
Next, the defect d is considered within the supercell approach. It is advisable
to choose a supercell larger than UC, so that the defect charge density does not
overlap with that of neighboring supercells. When d is charged, an uniform charge
background, n0 = −q/VUC , must be introduced for compensation. Similarly as in
equation (3.69), we can consider the difference in the electrostatic potential between
an array of defects d with charge q and the same array with non-charged defects.
Such quantity is denoted as φarr
q/0
(r). From the periodic nature of the supercell
approach, we can see that φarr
q/0
(r) is given by the sum:
φarrq/0(r) =
∑
Rn
φq/0(r+Rn), (3.70)
where the sum runs over all the possible supercell lattice vectors Rn.
The artificial electrostatic potential arising from the spurious repetition of the
defect d in the supercell approach is then given by
(
φarr
q/0
(r)− φq/0(r)
)
, and the
associated spurious interaction energy per supercell is:
Einter =
1
2
∫
UC
(ρd(r) + n0)
(
φarrq/0(r)− φq/0(r)
)
dr, (3.71)
where the integration is carried over the supercell volume. The last spurious inter-
action to be taken into account is the interaction of the charge background with
the rest of the supercell, which is given by:
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Eintra =
∫
UC
n0φq/0(r) dr. (3.72)
The quantity φarr
q/0
(r) can be readily obtained from supercell calculations; on the
other hand, the evaluation of φq/0(r) relies on some approximations, since the ideal
system with a single point defect cannot be explicitly modeled. φq/0(r) is thus split
into a short-range and a long-range contribution:
φq/0(r) = φ
sr
q/0(r) + φ
lr
q/0(r). (3.73)
For r ∈ UC, φsr
q/0
(r) is essentialy equal to φarr,sr
q/0
(r) plus a constat C, since the
dominant part of the defect-defect interaction is given by the long-range part of
the electrostatic potential. The constant appears due to the presence of the charge
background in the system with a periodical array of defects [104]. The long range
part of φq/0(r) is simply taken into account by its limiting value for |r| → ∞, and
φlr
q/0
(r) is essentially equal to φlrd,q(r) because the neutral defect does not have any
appreciable long-range electrostatic potential:
φlrd,q(r) =
∫
V
ρd(r
′)
r|r− r′|
dr′, (3.74)
where the integration is carried over the volume V which contains the defect charge
density ρd. Similarly, also for the periodic system φ
arr,lr
q/0
(r) = φarr,lrd,q (r) holds, and
the difference φarr
q/0
(r)− φq/0(r) in equation (3.71) can be simplified to:
φarrq/0(r)− φq/0(r) = φarr,lrd,q (r)− φlrd,q(r) + C. (3.75)
We can then rearrange equations (3.71) and (3.72):
Ecorr,FNV = −
(
Einter + Eintra
)
= −Elatq + q∆q/0, (3.76)
where:
Elatq =
∫
UC
[
1
2
(ρd(r) + n0)
(
φarr,lrd,q (r)− φlrd,q(r)
)
+ n0φ
lr
d,q(r)
]
dr, (3.77)
∆q/0 =
1
VUC
∫
UC
φsrq/0(r) dr =
1
VUC
∫
UC
(
φarrd,q (r)− φarr,lrd,q (r)− C
)
dr. (3.78)
All the terms in equations (3.77) and (3.78) can be explicitly calculated:
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• The material dielectric constant r and the potential φarrq/0(r) can be calculated
directly from first-principles.
• The charge density associated with the defect, ρd, can be modeled by proper
functions. It has been shown that a Gaussian proves to be adequate for those
defects with a well localized ρd [105].
• Equation (3.70) suggests that the periodic potential φarr,lrq (r) can be calcu-
lated as a Fourier series:
φarr,lrq (r) =
1
VUC
∑
G 6=0
φ˜lrd,q(G)e
iGr, (3.79)
where φ˜lrd,q(G) is the Fourier transformation of the long-range potential of
equation (3.74).
• The value of the constant C is obtained assuming that far from the defect,
the quantity
(
φarr
q/0
(r)− φarr,lrq (r)− C
)
converges to zero. Therefore, φarr
q/0
(r)
and φarr,lrd,q (r) can be calculated for a set of planes along and perpendicular to
the defect-defect direction. In a region around half the defect-defect distance,
the value of their difference should converge to a constant C [105].
The pristine bulk can be chosen as the reference system instead of the neutral
defect. This has been shown to offer a more reliable approach, since it automatically
takes into account the possible shift in the average potentials for defect in different
charge states [106]. Using the pristine bulk as the reference and considering a
spherical model charge density, ρd, the FNV finite-size correction energy can be
calculated as [106]:
Ecorr,FNV = − 2pi
rVUC
∑
G 6=0
ρ˜d(G)
2
|G|2 +
1
pir
∫
ρ˜d(G)
2 dG− qφ˜arr,lrd,q (0)− q∆q/b,
(3.80)
where φ˜arr,lrd,q (0) is the Fourier coefficient of φ
arr,lr
d,q (r) for G = 0, excluded in the
first sum of the equation (3.80), and which value is given by:
φ˜arr,lrd,q (0) =
2pi
VUCr
∂2ρ˜d(G)
∂G2
∣∣∣∣
G=0
. (3.81)
∆q/b is defined similarly to ∆q/0 in equation (3.78), but with the pristine system,
instead of the neutral defect, chosen as reference:
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∆q/b =
1
VUC
∫
UC
(
φarrd,q (r)− φprist(r)− φarr,lrd,q (r)− C
)
dr. (3.82)
Within this correction scheme, the valence band maximum eigenvalue, in equation
(3.63), can be simply taken as the single-particle eigenvalue of the last occupied
electron level of the pristine bulk system, as the electrostatic potential alignment
term has already been taken into account by φ˜arr,lrd,q (0) and ∆q/b.
In this work, we model the charge distribution of the defect d in the charge state
q, through a 3-dimensional Gaussian function, centered at the origin of the host
crystal and normalized to q:
ρd(r) =
q
(
√
2piσ)3
e
− r2
2σ2 , (3.83)
where σ is the Gaussian standard deviation. The Fourier transform of the charge
density is:
ρ˜d(G) = qe
−G2σ2
2 , (3.84)
and the alignment term φ˜arr,lrd,q (0) turns out to be a constant:
qφ˜arr,lrd,q (0) = −
2piσ2
VUCr
q. (3.85)
The FNV correction scheme has recently been extended to 2D [108] and 1D
systems [109]. New difficulties arise in the study of charge defects in low-dimensional
systems, with respect to that 3D crystals, due to the presence of two different media
(the system and the surrounding vacuum). The introduction of the neutralizing
charge background, commonly used in 3D systems, is unclear when a vacuum region
is present. The extension of the FNV correction scheme to 2D and 1D systems
requires a mapping of the material dielectric constant throughout the system, which
makes the correction procedure much more demanding. For this reason, we calculate
the formation energy of oxygen vacancy only in bulk BaZrO3; while for surfaces and
thin films, we consider only the vibrational contribution to the defect Gibbs energy
of formation and we calculate the defect segregation energy without applying any
correction scheme.
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This Chapter reports the atomic, electronic and vibrational properties of the perfect
BaZrO3 crystal and compares the results of our calculations with the values found
in the literature. Details about the setup used in the calculations can be found in
Appendix A and Appendix B.
4.1. Atomic Structure
BaZrO3 possesses the ideal cubic perovskite structure (Figure 1.1) with space group
Pm3¯m (O1h, space group number: 221). The cubic primitive cell contains one
BaZrO3 formula unit with five atoms and is specified by a single lattice parameter,
a, with an approximate length of 4.19 A˚ (experimental values range between 4.189 A˚
[110] and 4.192 A˚ [111]). The 3 primitive lattice vectors a, b and c are orthogonal
and we can express them with respect to the cell parameter a and the cartesian
unit vectors ex, ey, ez as:
a = aex, b = aey, c = aez (4.1)
If not otherwise specified, coordinates will be always given in units of the lattice
primitive vectors expressed above.
The crystal structure can be defined by the Wyckoff positions occupied by the
atoms in the primitive cell. In BaZrO3, Zr occupies the Wyckoff position a with co-
ordinates (0, 0, 0), Ba occupies position b with coordinates (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) (the cube
center) and the three oxygen atoms occupy positions d with coordinates (1/2, 0, 0),
(0, 1/2, 0) and (0, 0, 1/2) (Figure 4.1). All the information needed to specify the
crystal structure of this compound are summarized in Table 4.1. A comprehensive
list of the possible Wyckoff positions for the crystallographic space groups can be
found in reference [112].
Our computational setup predicts the cell parameter a with a value of 4.195 A˚, a
very good agreement with the experimental data [110, 111]. Calculations employing
hybrid functionals usually predict well the cell parameter of BaZrO3; compared
with the literature, we find that the PBE0 functional, employed in this study, offers
the best results [113]. The hybrid functional B3LYP, used in a recent LCAO study,
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4.1. Atomic Structure
Figure 4.1.: Simple cubic cell of BaZrO3. The unit cell contains Ba in the cube
center, Zr in the coordinate origin and 3 O in the middle of the cube
edges.
Formula Space Group Cell Parameters Wyckoff Positions
BaZrO3 Pm3¯m, O1h (221) a = 4.19 A˚ Zr(1a), Ba(1b), O(3d)
Table 4.1.: Crystallographic structure of BaZrO3.
slightly overestimates the cell parameter, predicting a value of 4.234 A˚ [114]. A slight
overestimation is also commonly found with the standard DFT-GGA functionals,
such as PBE, RPBE and PW91 which also overestimate the bond distances between
the cations and oxygens, see Table 4.2.
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LCAO PW
PBE0a PBE[115] PBE0[113] B3LYP[114] PBE[116] RPBE[116] PW91[115] Expt.
a (A˚) 4.195 4.242 4.198 4.234 4.235 4.269 4.207 4.189[110], 4.192[111]
d(Zr-O) (A˚) 2.098 2.118 2.135
d(Ba-O) (A˚) 2.966 2.995 3.019
d(O-O) (A˚) 2.966 2.995 3.019
q(Ba)(e) 1.66 1.87 1.81
q(Zr)(e) 2.35 2.21 2.15
q(O)(e) −1.33 −1.36 −1.32
Z∗(Ba)(e) 2.63 2.58 2.56 2.72 2.73 2.75
Z∗(Zr)(e) 5.89 6.44 5.88 6.13 6.15 6.05
Z∗(O‖)(e) −4.61 −4.99 −4.58 −4.86 −4.91 −4.84
Z∗(O⊥)(e) −1.95 −2.02 −1.94 −1.99 −1.99 −2.05
∞ 3.98 4.8 4[117]
0 37.70 38.4[118]
Eg(eV) 5.36 5.4 4.79 3.12 3.11 5.33[117]
a Present study
Table 4.2.: Selected gound-state properties of BaZrO3 calculated in this work and
compared with experiments and other computational studies. The table
is divided into two categories according to the type of basis set: loc-
alized Gaussian-like functions (LCAO) or plane-waves (PW). Reported
properties: cell parameter a; length of the Zr−O, Ba−O and O−O
bonds, d( - ); net Mulliken charges and Born effective charges of Ba, Zr
and O, q(elem.) and Z∗(elem), respectively; electronic, ∞, and static,
0, dielectric constants; fundamental band gap, Eg .
4.2. Electronic Structure
BaZrO3 is an insulating material with a wide indirect band gap of 5.33 eV [117].
Ba is an alkaline earth metal with the electronic configuration [Xe]6s2 and Zr is
a transition metal with the electronic configuration [Kr]4d25s2. While forming
BaZrO3, both metals formally give their 8 outer electrons to the 3 O atoms, ob-
taining an oxidation number of +2 (Ba2+) and +4 (Zr4+), respectively. However,
the calculated Mulliken atomic charges suggests that BaZrO3 is not a purely ionic
solid, but is rather characterized by mixed ionic-covalent chemical bonds. The net
Mulliken charges are found to be: 1.66 e on Ba, 2.35 e on Zr and −1.33 e on O;
indicating a considerable covalency. In particular, the Mulliken overlap charge of
68 me between Zr and O shows that the Zr−O bond possesses a larger covalent
character than the Ba−O bond, which has basically no overlap population at all.
This fact is confirmed by the electronic density maps plotted in Figure 4.2. These
plots were obtained calculating the system electronic density and subtracting from
its value the electronic density arising from an analogous system in which each atom
maintains its ground-state neutral electronic configuration. The electronic density
maps emphasize the charge transfer between atoms upon the crystal formation and
give a graphical representation of the chemical bond nature. The maps were plotted
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Figure 4.2.: Difference between the calculated electronic density and that arising
from corresponding neutral atoms. The full lines indicate values greater
than zero, while the dashed lines negative values. The maps were cal-
culated for the (001) plane (left) and (002) plane and the isodensity
curves are drawn from −0.05 to 0.05 e a0−3. An accumulation of the
electronic density can be noticed between the Zr and O atoms, indic-
ating the formation of covalent bonds.
for the (001) and (002) atomic planes, containing Zr-O and Ba-O bonds, respect-
ively. In the (001) plane, we note an accumulation of electrons between the O and
Zr atoms, indicating the formation of a covalent bond. On the other hand, in the
(002) plane, the electron redistribution suggests a strong ionicity and no electron
accumulation along the Ba-O direction.
Our computational scheme predicts a fundamental band gap of 5.36 eV, in a very
close agreement with the experimental value. Not all the hybrid functionals perform
so well; the hybrid functional B3LYP underestimates the band gap by around 0.5 eV
[114]. As expected, the DFT-GGA severely underestimate this quantity by more
than 2 eV (see Table 4.2). Figure 4.3 shows the calculated band structure and
the density of states (DOS). The band structure is plotted along chosen directions
joining the high-symmetry points in the first Brillouin Zone, which is reported
in Figure 4.4. The valence band maximum is formed predominantly by the O2p
orbitals. As predicted by group theory, three O2p orbitals form three electronic
bands, which are degenerate at the Γ-point and belong to the small representation
Γ15. Similarly, the remaining six O2p orbitals, of the other two oxygen atoms, form
two analogous sets, each composed of three electronic bands which are three-fold
degenerate at the Γ-point. These three sets, of three electronic bands each, have an
overall band width of ≈ 5 eV.
The degeneracy of the Γ15 bands is broken if we move from the Γ-point, but
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is attained again at the R-point which possesses the same wave vector group as
the Γ-point [61, 119]. According to our calculations, the top of the valence band
lies at the R-point; while the minimum of the conduction band at the Γ-point.
In particular, at the Γ-point, the Γ15 bands have an energy ≈ 0.3 eV lower than
at the R-point. The finding of an indirect band gap agrees with experimental
observations [118] and is commonly found in electronic structure calculations of
related perovskite oxides; such as, SrTiO3 [120], BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 [121]. The
bottom of the conduction band is formed mainly by Zr4d orbitals. As known from
group theory, the five degenerate d functions are split by the octahedral crystal
field into 3-fold degenerate t2g and 2-fold degenerate eg states. These maintain
their characteristic degeneracy at the Γ-point, where they form the Γ′25 and Γ12
bands, respectively. These bands are quite wide in the reciprocal space (≈ 7 eV)
and overlap with those originated by the Ba5d and O2p atomic orbitals, which form
the rest of the conduction bands illustrated in the bottom window in Figure 4.3.
The electronic contribution to the dielectric function, ∞, was calculated through
the Coupled Perturbed Kohn-Sham (CPKS) method, which allows one to solve the
Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of an electric field perturbation [122, 123]. The
calculated value of 3.8 is in very good agreement with the experimental value of 4
[117]. The largest contribution to the material dielectric constant, 0, is, however
given by lattice vibrations. This part can be evaluated calculating the Born effective
charge tensor,Z∗, which relates the change of the system macroscopic polarization
with the displacement of atoms, and the phonon frequencies [124]. In Table 4.2 we
compile the Z∗ values. Due to the cubic symmetry of the ideal ABO3 perovskite
structure, the local environment of A and B sites has a cubical site symmetry; while
for the O ions the site symmetry is tetragonal. Therefore, for the A and B species,
Z∗ is isotropic and is describe by a single number. For O, Z∗ is still a diagonal tensor
but with two different values, indicating the change of the polarization induced by
a displacement of O atoms either parallel (Z∗(O‖)) or perpendicular (Z∗(O⊥))
to the B-O direction. A comparison with the literature shows that the results
of the calculations depend both on the choice of functional and, in a minor way,
the computational set-up (LCAO or PW, basis set completeness, etc.). The DFT-
GGA gives larger dynamic charges for Ba and Zr and lower for O than the PBE0
functional. The large variations of the Born effective charges of Zr and O, with
respect to their nominal ionic charges, are commonly found in ABO3 perovskites
and originate from the covalent character of the B-O bond [125].
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Figure 4.3.: The band structure and density of states of BaZrO3. In the top window,
the electronic bands close to the Fermi energy are plotted and the
contribution of atoms to the DOS is shown. In the bottom window, only
the electronic bands around the valence band maximum and conduction
band minimum are plotted. The DOS was projected into a set of atomic
orbitals to show their contribution to the bands edges.
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Figure 4.4.: First Brillouin Zone of the Pm3¯m space group. The first Brillouin Zone
is simple cubic like the corresponding Bravais Lattice. The picture is
taken from the Bilbao Crystallographic Server website [112].
4.3. Vibrational Properties
Table 4.3 reports the phonon frequencies calculated at the Γ-point and a compar-
ison with the experimental values. Cubic ABO3 perovskites have 5 atoms in the
primitive cell from which 15 vibrational branches arise: 3 acoustic and 12 optical.
The wave vector group at the Γ-point coincides with the crystal point group, Oh,
and the lattice modes representation, Γlat.mod., can be expressed as the direct sum
of the irreducible representations of Oh [61]:
Γlat.mod. = 4T1u ⊕ T2u. (4.2)
This result shows that, at the Γ-point, the 15 branches are divided into five 3-fold
degenerate groups. The acoustic modes have zero frequencies at the Γ-point and,
therefore, only four frequencies, relative to the 12 optical modes, are reported in
Table 4.3. Due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction between the
vibrating ions, the modes degeneracy is partially lifted and the frequencies of the
transverse optical (T. O.) modes differ from those of the longitudinal optical (L. O.)
modes [124]. In particular, each of the four groups, in which the optical branches
can be subdivided, is characterized by two degenerate T.O. and one L.O. modes.
The calculated T.O.-L.O. splitting, reported in Table 4.3, is very large for the O-
Zr- O stretch and Zr-O stretch modes. Due to symmetry, no L.O. mode is neither
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Calculated Exp. [127]
Mode (cm−1) T.O. L.O. T.O.
Ba-ZrO3 stretch 125 145 115
O-Zr- O stretch 219 406 210
Zr-O3 torsion 220 - Inactive
Zr-O stretch 511 718 505
Table 4.3.: BaZrO3 phonon frequencies calculated at the Γ-point and comparison
with the experimental values. The Zr-O3 torsion mode is silent due to
its T2u symmetry. The longitudinal optical modes (L. O.) cannot be
measured experimentally since, due to symmetry, they are not Raman
active.
IR nor Raman active and therefore cannot be measured experimentally. However,
a very large T.O.-L.O. is typical of ABO3 perovskites and has been observed in
BaTiO3, SrTiO3, KNbO3 and other compounds [126]. Regarding the T.O. modes,
the calculated frequencies are in very good agreement with the experimental values.
The Zr-O3 torsion mode has symmetry T2u which is both IR and Raman inactive
and, therefore, not measurable.
More information on the material vibrational properties and structural stability
can be obtained considering phonons at additional points in the reciprocal space.
Figure 4.5 shows the phonon dispersion relations calculated for BaZrO3 along re-
ciprocal space directions connecting the high-symmetry point of the first Brillouin
Zone (Figure 4.4). Due to technical reasons, the T.O.-L.O. split could not be calcu-
lated in the dispersion relations and a high degeneracy is preserved at the Γ-point.
The O-Zr-O stretch and Zr-O3 torsion modes have very close frequencies, differing
only by 1 cm−1, resulting in six branches which stick together at the Γ-point around
220 cm−1.
ABO3 perovskites usually have a cubic structure only at relatively high temper-
atures, but are characterized by a lower symmetry at lower temperatures. BaZrO3
is an exception since it remains cubic, at least down to 2 K [35]. However, some
recent first-principles calculations have found imaginary vibrational modes at the
R-point, suggesting the possibility of a structural instability [35, 128, 115]. This
imaginary mode would cause a tilting of the ZrO6 octahedra with a reduction of
symmetry from cubic to tetragonal. It has been argued that the disagreement
between experimental observations and the calculations is due to the stabilization
of the soft mode by anharmonic effects [129] or zero-point vibrations [35]. However,
further careful calculations have shown that the appearance of the imaginary modes
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Figure 4.5.: Calculated BaZrO3 phonon dispersion relations. Due to technical reas-
ons, the T.O.-L.O. split was not calculated.
could be related to the functional and pseudo-potentials choice. In particular, LDA
calculations predicts imaginary modes at the R- and/or M-point [35, 128]. With
the GGA-PW91 functional, the imaginary modes appear when the semicore 5s2
electrons are removed from the pseudo-potential [115]; while the PBE and RPBE
functionals predict no imaginary mode at all, even considering Ba 5s2 electrons in
the valence configuration, but, nevertheless, produce a rather soft mode (around
40 cm−1) at the R-point [116]. In our study, the lowest frequency at the R-point is
at around 63 cm−1; ≈ 30 cm−1 lower than that found in another PBE0 study [113].
In general, the LDA and GGA overestimate the lattice constant and, therefore,
lower vibrational frequencies than those found with hybrid functionals, which well
reproduce the geometrical structure, are expected.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the calculated vibrational contributions to some thermody-
namic quantities of interest. The left hand side shows the molar vibrational internal
energy, uvib, and the molar vibrational entropy, svib, as a function of the temper-
ature. We can see that the largest part of the vibrational Helmholtz free energy,
equation (3.16), is given by the vibrational entropy, since the Tsvib term grows
much more rapidly than uvib. At around 350 K, uvib and Tsvib contribute about
equally to the free energy, but already at 600 K, the contribution of Tsvib is twice
as large than that of uvib.
The right hand side of Figure 4.6 shows a comparison between the calculated
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molar constant volume heat capacity, cvibv , and the measured molar constant pres-
sure heat capacity, cp. The values of the latter were taken from two different studies.
In study [a] [130] the authors measured the heat capacity, in the temperature range
from room temperature to 1400 K, using a differential scanning calorimeter. By
fitting the obtained data, the authors obtained an empirical equation for cp which
we plotted in Figure 4.6. In study [b] [131] the authors measured cp only in a low
temperature range between 2 and 300 K. The relation between heat capacities at
constant pressure and volume is known from standard thermodynamics books (for
example, ref. [132]) and is:
cp = cv + vT
α2
βT
, (4.3)
where, v is the system molar volume, α is the volumetric thermal expansion coef-
ficient and βT is the isothermal compressibility. In solids, the difference between
cp and cv is usually very small and these quantities can approximately be con-
sidered as equal. The paper in reference [36] reports the measured linear expansion
coefficient, αl, and isothermal compressibility for BaZrO3. αl was calculated by
measuring with a dilatometer the material thermal expansion in the temperature
range between room temperature and 1000 K; a value of 7.13× 10−6 K−1 was found.
The βT was calculated measuring the sound velocities, through an ultrasonic pulse-
echo method, at room temperature, and a value of 7.86× 10−3 GPa−1 was found.
Indeed, the ratio α
2
βT
is extremely small for BaZrO3; however, we can notice from
Figure 4.6 that cp ∝ T at high temperature. This may be explained from the fact
that βT might decrease with temperature, to the point where the coefficient
α2
βT
v
differs from zero and anharmonic effects may not be negligible.
We have calculated cv by computing the phonon frequencies at the Γ-point and
using the relation:
cvibv =
∂uvib
∂T
∣∣∣∣
V
. (4.4)
As is clear from the right hand side of Figure 4.6, neglect of the rest of the first
Brillouin Zone in the calculations, lead to an underestimate of cv . In paricular, at
high temperatures, the calculated cv is by around 25 J mol−1 K−1 smaller than the
classical Dulong-Petit limit of ≈ 125 J mol−1 K−1. At low temperature, the zoomed
inset shows that the experimental measured cp correctly approaches the ∝ T 3 limit
expected in a wide gap insulator, where the only low temperature contributions to
cv and cp are given by the lattice vibrations.
To better understand how much the calculated thermodynamic properties are af-
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Figure 4.6.: Calculated vibrational contributions to selected thermodynamic quant-
ities of BaZrO3. The calculations took into account only the vibrational
frequencies computed at the Γ-point of the first Brillouin Zone. On the
upper-left graph, the molar vibrational internal energy, uvib, and the
molar vibrational entropy times the absolute temperature, Tsvib, are
compared. It is clear that, at high temperatures, the largest part of the
vibrational molar Helmholtz free energy, fvib = uvib − Tsvib, is given
by the entropy term. In the lower-left graph, the molar vibrational
entropy is plotted as a function of the temperature. On the right hand
side, we report the calculated constant volume molar heat capacity,
cvibv , compared with the measured constant pressure heat capacity, cp.
The experimental data were taken from [a]: ref. [130] and [b]: ref. [131].
The Dulong-Petit limit, of 3R per mole of atom, is also shown. Not
surprisingly, the consideration of the phonon frequencies at the Γ-point
only, leads to an underestimate of the heat capacity.
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Figure 4.7.: Improvement, over the results shown in Figure 4.6, for the heat capacity
of BaZrO3, obtained by including more phonon wave vectors in the
calculation. On the left hand side, 8 phonon wave vectors were included
in the calculation and on the right hand side the number was increased
to 27. Already with 8 wave vectors, the agreement with the experiments
is very good and cvibv correctly approaches the Dulong-Petit limit at
high temperatures.
fected by the limited number of sampled phonon wave vectors, we re-calculated cvibv
considering a total of 8 and 27 phonon wave vectors. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 4.7. We can see that, already with 8 reciprocal lattice points, the description of
cv is highly improved, both at low temperature, where the computed values agree
well with the experimental ones, and at high temperature, where the computed
values differ from the expected Dulong-Petit limit only by about 5 J mol−1 K−1.
Increasing the total number of reciprocal lattice points to 27 further improves the
agreement. These results clearly show the importance of non-Γ-points for the cor-
rect description of the thermodynamical properties of crystals. A total number of
8 points in the first Brillouin Zone is probably sufficient for BaZrO3, and the im-
provement obtained by adding more points may not justify the much larger amount
of required computational resources.
In summary, this Chapter shows that our computational set up predicts the main
ground-state properties of bulk BaZrO3 with a very good accuracy, which poses a
solid basis for the determination of the properties of defective system. The last part
of this Chapter has also shown that a correct representation of the thermodynamic
properties requires calculations of phonons at more than a single reciprocal lattice
point. This, however, may be challenging due to the high computational costs the
determination of lattice vibrations require.
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This Chapter deals with the properties of oxygen vacancies in bulk BaZrO3. This
defect, one of the most common in oxides, is considered in three different charge
states: 0 (neutral oxygen vacancy, v×O), +1 (singly-charged oxygen vacancy, v
•
O)
and +2 (doubly-charged oxygen vacancy, v••O ). For each of these defect states,
we analyze the electronic and atomic structure, and the vibrational properties. In
the last Section, the relevant defect formation Gibbs energies are calculated as a
function of temperature, with a particular emphasis on the phonon contributions.
The vacancy is obtained removing from the simulation cell an oxygen atom and
a number of electrons equal to the defect charge state. To have more variational
freedom inside the vacant site, the basis set of the removed oxygen atom is kept
after the vacancy is formed (a ghost atom represent the oxygen vacancy). This
allows us to employ orbital population analysis techniques on the vacancy site itself;
furthermore, the additional variational freedom leads to a lower total energy. Details
on the setup employed in the calculations can be found in Appendix A.
All the calculations employ a supercell model (Section 3.2 ) and two expansions
of the unit cell, denoted as the 2 × 2 × 2 and the 3 × 3 × 3 supercell expansion,
are considered. Both expansions are described by a diagonal expansion matrix,
in which all the three diagonal elements assume the same value. Such a diagonal
expansion is desirable to maintain the symmetry of the original primitive cell. In
the 2 × 2 × 2 expansion this value is equal to 2 and this corresponds to supercell
cell vectors twice as large as those of the primitive unit cell. The supercell volume
is eight times larger than that of the primitive cell and thus contains a total of 40
atoms. Similarly, in the 3×3×3 expansion, each supercell cell vector is three times
larger than the corresponding primitive cell vector. This supercell has twenty-seven
times the volume of the primitive cell and contains 135 atoms. To simulate the
dilute defect limit, the cell parameter is held fixed in the calculations to the pristine
crystal value, but the atoms inside the cell are free to relax to the configuration
with the lowest total energy.
We will see that the 40-atom supercell is not large enough to describe correctly
the dilute defect limit, even in the absence of charged defects; therefore most of the
calculations are performed employing the 135-atom supercell.
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5.1. Electronic Structure
The formation of the oxygen vacancy perturbs the host material and affects its
atomic and electronic structure. Figure 5.1 shows the electronic density of states
(DOS) calculated for the oxygen vacancies in all three possible charge states. One
can notice that the defect introduction leads to the creation of a defective band
within the material band gap, as it is commonly observed for F color centers in
ABO3 perovskites [133, 134]. This new band originates mainly from the overlap
between the dangling Zrd orbitals of the two Zr ions nearest to the oxygen vacancy
(Figure 5.2 ). The DOS, calculated employing the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell expansion,
shows that the defective band has a considerable width of ≈ 0.8 eV, as reported in
Table 5.1. This is a clear indication that the employed supercell is not large enough
to avoid some spurious overlap between the wave functions of the periodically re-
peated defects. With a 3 × 3 × 3 supercell expansion, the defective band width
is noticeably smaller, ≈ 0.15 eV, indicating a much smaller overlap. However, the
width is still not completely zero and a defect-defect interaction, albeit very small,
is still present. This stems from the fact that the defective band arises not only
from the d orbitals of the Zr atoms nearest to the defect, but it also involves, to
a lesser extent, also the O 2p orbitals, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. As is known,
for some defects, even supercells with several hundred atoms are not sufficiently
large to avoid these finite-size effects [135]. This may depend both on the defect
localization and the particular electronic structure of the host material (e.g. degree
of covalency).
Table 5.1 reports also the Mulliken population analysis performed for the vacancy.
In particular, it shows that, due to the overlap between the Zr atoms dangling bonds,
some fraction of the electron density remains localized within the vacancy in all the
charge states. For v×O and v
•
O, the Mulliken charge, q(vO), is quite considerable: ≈
−1 e and −0.7 e, respectively. For the doubly-charged vacancy, the Mulliken charge
within the vacancy is just −0.2 e. In general, the introduction of the defect induces
a slight accumulation of electronic density around the two nearest Zr atoms, as can
be seen from Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.1, one can see that the defective level is empty
for the vacancy in the charge state of +2; while is fully occupied in the other two
charge states. This fact may explain why the defective level induced by v••O is much
more shallow (around 0.2 eV from the conduction band minimum, Table 5.1) than
those induced by v×O and v
•
O. Recall that the defective level arises mainly from the
overlap between the d orbitals of the two Zr atoms siding the vacancy. As a simple
model, we can consider these two Zrd orbitals to form a hydrogen molecule-like
system. In the ground-state configuration, the energy of the molecular orbital (i.e.
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Figure 5.1.: Calculated electronic density of states (DOS) for oxygen vacancies in all
the three charge states. The defect induces a defective level (magnified
3 times in the plot) inside the fundamental band gap. The left window
shows the DOS calculated employing a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell expansion.
The large width of the defective band (≈ 0.8 eV) is a sign of a strong
defect-defect interaction, arising from the supercell method. The width
noticeably decreases for a 3×3×3 expansion (right window). For each
system, the DOS is plotted using the valence band maximum (VBM)
eigenvalue as the zero energy reference. The blue filling indicates the
occupied states.
defective level in our case) is inversely proportional to the Zrd orbitals overlap, S
(see, for example, reference [136]). Therefore, as the defective level is fully occupied,
a maximization of the overlap S would keep the system (defective site plus host
material) total energy as low as possible. In contrast, in the case of v••O , where the
defective level is empty, there is no such effect and the Zr atoms situated next to
the vacancy can be brought widely outwards without increasing the system total
energy.
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Supercell expansion 2× 2× 2 3× 3× 3
v×O v
•
O v
••
O v
×
O v
•
O v
••
O
q(vO) (e) -1.02 -0.71 -0.21 -1.03 -0.71 -0.20
∆ (eV) 1.32 2.40 0.20 1.74 2.50 0.18
δ (eV) 0.77 0.77 0.72 0.15 0.14 0.13
Table 5.1.: Mulliken electronic charge localized within the oxygen vacancy, q(vO),
position of the defective level with respect to the conduction band min-
imum, ∆, and its width, δ, calculated for both the 2×2×2 and 3×3×3
supercells. For comparison, the net Mulliken charge calculated for the
O ion amounts to −1.33 e.
Figure 5.2.: Electronic density projected on the defective level induced by a neutral
oxygen vacancy, v×O , in bulk BaZrO3. One can see that the defective
band arises mainly from the overlap between the dangling d orbitals
of the two Zr atoms situated at the sides of the oxygen vacancy. To a
lesser extension, some of the O p and Ba d orbitals also contribute to
the band. The isosurface threshold level is set to -0.005 e a0−3.
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(a) v×O (b) v
•
O
(c) v••O
Figure 5.3.: Calculated electronic density redistribution induced by oxygen vacan-
cies. The calculations were done for all the three charge states ( v×O , v
•
O,
v••O ) employing the 135-atom supercell. Continuous lines represent an
increase in the electronic charge density with respect to the formal ionic
electronic configuration; dashed lines represent a depletion thereof. The
electronic density localized inside the vacancy is considerable for v×O ,
but monotonically decreases as the defect charge state increases.
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5.2. Atomic Structure
The lattice distortions around the oxygen vacancy and its neighbors are summarized
in Table 5.2. As the Table reports for v×O , the neighboring atoms tend to slightly
relax toward the vacant site; however this displacement is practically negligible.
The situation changes when the defect possesses a positive charge. Electrostatic
forces cause the positive cations, Zr and Ba, to move outward, while the negative
O anions are attracted toward the defect. The displacement magnitude is twice
as large for the doubly-charged v••O than for the singly-charged v
•
O. The reason is
related to both the larger net charge of v••O , and, in a minor way, to the occupation
of the defective level and the related quantum-mechanical constraints on the lattice
relaxation, explained in the previous Section. Clearly, the electrostatic forces have
the largest role and for v•O, even if the defective level is fully occupied, its two
nearest Zr atoms are still noticeably outward displaced; albeit the displacement
magnitude is about half that noticed for v••O .
The lattice distortion mostly involves only the atoms in the proximity of the
defect. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the rest of the crystalline structure is only
slightly affected by this perturbation. In general, the atomic displacements are
larger in the 135-atom supercell. This fact confirms the idea that the relatively small
40-atom supercell does not allow a complete atomic relaxation and is, therefore, not
large enough to describe the defective system properly.
Table 5.2 shows a monotonic increase in the lattice distortions, as a function of the
defect charge state. The ions most affected by the introduction of oxygen vacancies
are the two Zr atoms closest to it. These positively charge ions are strongly repulsed
by the defect in the charge state +1 or +2. As mentioned above, the displacement is
larger, ≈ 0.15 A˚, for v••O , compared with the 0.7 A˚ for v•O. The situation changes for
Supercell expansion 2× 2× 2 3× 3× 3
v×O v
•
O v
••
O v
×
O v
•
O v
••
O
∆d(Zr-vO)/d0(Zr-O) (%) -0.24 2.11 4.44 -0.28 3.62 7.46
∆d(Ba-vO)/d0(Ba-O) (%) -0.01 0.61 1.34 -0.01 1.35 3.63
∆d(O-vO)/d0(O-O) (%) -0.92 -3.36 -6.86 -1.13 -3.30 -6.20
Table 5.2.: Calculated structural distortions induced by the oxygen vacancy in three
different charge states. ∆d(X-vO)/d0(X-O) indicates the relative dis-
placement of atom X with respect to the original X-O distance in the
pristine system (d0(X-O)). The displacements are reported only for the
nearest neighbors. A negative value indicates an inward relaxation, a
positive one an outward relaxation from the oxygen vacancy.
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the neutral vacancy v×O ; in this case there are no electrostatic interactions and the
two Zr atoms slightly move toward the vacant site. Similarly, the charged defects
attract the oxygen ions in the surroundings and, again, the distortion is larger as
the charge state increases. The least affected ions are the surrounding Ba, which are
unaffected by the presence of the neutral oxygen vacancy but are slightly repelled
by the charged defect.
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(a) v×O (b) v
•
O
(c) v••O
Figure 5.4.: Lattice distortions induced by the oxygen vacancy (represented as a
white square). The neutral vacancy brings only minor perturbations.
As the charge increases, lattice distortions are more pronounced. The
distortions affect mostly the defect nearest neighbors only, and become
larger as the defect charge increases.
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5.3. Vibrational Properties
Figure 5.5a shows the vibrational density of states (VDOS) calculated for bulk
BaZrO3 with three types of oxygen vacancies, v
×
O , v
•
O and v
••
O . The first thing we
can notice is that the defect introduces a characteristic new peak in the vibrational
frequencies gap situated between 550 and 750 cm−1. The position of the peak
is affected by the defect charge state. In particular, for v×O the peak appears at
676 cm−1, for v•O the peak is split into two components at 571 and 707 cm
−1 and for
v••O the two peaks appear at 612 and 634 cm
−1, respectively. In all these cases, the
new vibrational modes arise from the stretching of the Zr-O bonds involving the two
Zr atoms surrounding the vacancy and their nearest oxygen atoms. The symmetry
of these new vibrational modes belongs to the A1 irreducible representation of the
crystal point group and, therefore, the new peak is, in principle, detectable by IR
spectroscopy. These results agree with those found in a related study on SrTiO3,
which shown the appearance of a new peak at around 630 cm−1, originated by the
Ti-O bond stretching around v×O [137].
The oxygen vacancy, produces not only new vibrational modes; the induced struc-
tural distortions, illustrated in Section 5.2, affect the whole VDOS. Qualitatively,
we expect that, if the vacancy brings some strain on the host crystal, the resulting
stiffening of the atomic bonds should lead to an increase in the force constants and
thus in the vibrational frequencies. This can be seen in Figure 5.5a for v•O and
v••O , which, according to our previous discussion, introduce the largest distortions
in the host material (see also Figure 5.4). In particular, the effect is larger for v••O
than v•O, in agreement with the fact that the former defect perturbs the crystal
structure much stronger than the latter. This blue-shift of the phonon frequencies
is particularly important for the calculation of the Gibbs free energy of the defective
system, and it especially relevant when the lowest frequencies are affected. Let us
consider the crystal vibrational entropy, Svib, expressed by equation (3.15). Svib
is plotted in Figure 5.6 as a function of the vibrational frequency of a single mode,
ω, for different temperatures T . It can be seen that the contribution of ω to Svib
becomes larger and larger as ω decreases. Therefore, this phenomenon affects the
whole Gibbs free energy since, as shown in Figure 4.6, the TSvib term is dominant
over the internal vibrational energy Uvib for temperatures above room temperature.
From Figure 5.5b we see that the vibrational frequencies in the low-frequency
range are shifted toward higher values in the presence of the singly-charged, v•O,
and especially the doubly-charged, v••O , oxygen vacancies. This shift causes S
vib of
these defective systems to decrease with respect to Svib of the pristine material. The
calculated value of the lattice vibrational entropy difference between defective and
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5.: (a) Vibrational density of states (VDOS) calculated for bulk BaZrO3
with oxygen vacancies in three charge states. The calculations were
done employing the 135-atom supercell, which takes into account
phonon frequencies at 27 points in the first Brillouin Zone. (b) The
VDOS is zoomed in the low-frequency region to emphasize the shift to-
ward higher frequencies introduced by the presence of charged defects.
The defect-induced peak has been magnified 5 times.
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Figure 5.6.: Vibrational entropy, Svib as a function of the vibrational frequency of
a single mode, ω, at different temperatures T .
perfect system, ∆fS
vib = Svib
(vO,q)
−Svibprist is shown in Figure 5.7 as a function of the
temperature. Indeed, we see that ∆fS
vib turns out to be negative for each charge
state of the oxygen vacancy and becomes even more negative as the charge state,
q, increases. On the other hand, the difference in the lattice vibrational enthalpy,
∆fH
vib = Hvib
(vO,q)
− Hvibprist, is less affected by the defect charge state and overall
contributes only to a few hundreds of meV to the lattice vibrational contribution
to the defect Helmholtz free energy, defined as:
∆fF
vib = F vib(vO,q) − F
vib
prist = ∆fU
vib − T∆fSvib. (5.1)
∆Hvib is indeed equal to the difference in the internal energy, ∆Uvib, since we
kept in the calculations the volume constant and, thus, differences in enthalpy
are equivalent to differences in internal energies. Therefore, at 0 K, ∆Hvib gives
the difference in the zero-point energy between the defective and pristine system.
This value is negative for v×O and v
•
O, in agreement with the fact that the loss
of one oxygen atom decreases the number of vibrational modes in the system by
three. On the other hand, the value is positive for v••O due to the blue shift of
the phonon frequencies, which compensates the loss of vibrational modes. The net
contribution of ∆fH
vib and ∆fS
vib to ∆fF
vib is shown in Figure 5.7. In the bottom
window, the (negative of) oxygen standard chemical potential difference ∆µO(T ) ≡
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1/2
(
µ0O2 (T )− E0,O2
)
, where E0,O2 represents the oxygen molecule ground-state
electronic energy, is plotted for a comparison with ∆fF
vib. ∆µO(T ) quantifies the
molecular thermal energy, given by the vibrational, rotational and translational
contributions to the gas phase chemical potential. This quantity corresponds, in
general, to the largest contributor in the temperature dependence in the defect
Gibbs energy of formation; while, on the other hand, the contribution given by
lattice vibration is usually negligible in comparison. In our case, this is true for
v×O , where ∆fF
vib is not very large, being around 0.1 eV even at temperatures as
high as 1000 K. This was expected since both ∆Hvib and T∆Svib are not very
large and tend to cancel each other out. However, the situation changes when the
defect is charged. In agreement with our previous discussion, ∆fF
vib increases
monotonically with the charge state q, as ∆fS
vib monotonically decreases with
q. Keeping the temperature of 1000 K as reference, we see that, for v•O, ∆fF
vib
becomes almost 0.4 eV and for v••O almost 1 eV. Therefore, for v
••
O , the contribution
of lattice vibrations to the defect formation energy is no longer negligible at high
temperatures and has the same magnitude of ∆µO(T ).
Our results differ from those reported in a previous DFT study on oxygen vacan-
cies in bulk BaZrO3, performed by Sundell et al. [138]. In this paper, the authors
calculated the vibrational contribution to the formation energy of v••O employing a
simple Einstein model, in which the system is described by just one vibrational fre-
quency. The only frequencies explicitly calculated were those relative to the oxygen
atoms in proximity of the defect; all the other vibrational frequencies were con-
sidered to remain constant upon the insertion of the defect and, therefore, to not
contribute at all to ∆fF
vib. With this simplified model, the authors found a value
of ∆fF
vib of just around 0.2 eV at 1000 K. The value is much lower than that re-
ported above and negligible in comparison with ∆µO(T ). The disagreement arises
from the simplified model employed by Sundell et al. which ignores the important
contributions to ∆fF
vib given by the rest of the phonon spectrum.
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Figure 5.7.: Contribution to the defect formation energy due to lattice vibrations,
∆fF
vib, and its components, ∆fH
vib(≡ ∆Uvib) and ∆fSvib, as a func-
tion of the temperature T , calculated for oxygen vacancies in three
charge states. For comparison, the thermal (non-electronic) part of the
oxygen atom chemical potential, ∆µO(T ), is reported. The major con-
tribution to ∆fF
vib is given by ∆fS
vib, which absolute value increases
monotonically, as the charge state increases, due to the blue-shift of
low phonon frequencies caused by the defect and described in the main
text. Note that, for v••O , ∆fF
vib is larger than |∆µO(T )|.
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5.4. Defect Formation Energy
In this Section we report the formation energy calculated for oxygen vacancies in
different charge states in bulk BaZrO3. The formation energy is given by equation
3.62 of Section 3.2.2 and, in particular, the valence band maximum has been calcu-
lated as explained in Appendix C. Firstly, we consider the formation energy taking
into account only the system electronic and zero-point energy. Next, we include the
thermal contributions given by lattice vibrations and the gas phase internal degrees
of freedom, which allow us to estimate the defect Gibbs free energy of formation at
a given temperature. All the calculations were done employing the large 135-atoms
supercell in order to reduce as much as possible any type of finite-size error.
The zero-temperature chemical potential of the oxygen atom, µO, is evaluated
as half the electronic energy of the free O2 molecule plus half of the zero-point
energy. This corresponds to considering an oxygen rich atmosphere as the gas phase
reservoir. The ability of the PBE0 functional to correctly describe ground-state
properties of the gas-phase O2 molecule was assessed in previous first-principles
studies, e.g. ref. [139] and we confirm it in the present work. In particular, the
calculated equilibrium distance, d0, rotational and vibrational temperature, Θr and
Θv , respectively, are in good agreement with the experimental values, as reported
in Table 5.3.
The correction energy arising from the presence of finite-size effects in supercells
containing charged defects, Ecorr, was calculated employing the Makov-Payne (MP)
and the Freysoldt-Neugebauer-Van de Walle (FNV) correction schemes, discussed
in Section 3.2.2. The computed values are reported in Table 5.4. For the MP
scheme, we calculated only the Leslie-Gillan term reported in equation (3.65). For
the FNV correction scheme, we use a Gaussian function with a standard deviation
equal to half the lattice parameter of the BaZrO3 primitive unit cell, which roughly
PBE0 expt.[140]
d0 (A˚) 1.20 1.21
Θr (K) 2.11 2.07
Θv (K) 2421 2230
Table 5.3.: Comparison of calculated and measured ground-state properties of the
free O2 molecule. The equilibrium distance, d0, and the rotational tem-
perature, Θr, are in very good agreement with the experimental val-
ues. On the other hand the vibrational temperature is overestimated
by approximately 8 %. Θr and Θv indicate the temperatures at which
rotational and vibrational excitation, respectively, are not negligible.
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Ecorr,LG Ecorr,FNV
q/ Supercell Size +1 +2 +1 +2
2× 2× 2 (eV) 0.064 0.258 0.065 0.225
3× 3× 3 (eV) 0.043 0.172 0.043 0.162
4× 4× 4 (eV) 0.032 0.129 0.032 0.125
Table 5.4.: Energy correction for the finite-size effects due to the introduction of
charged defects within a supercell. The correction energy was calcu-
lated considering the Leslie-Gillian term of the Makov-Payne correc-
tion scheme, Ecorr,LG, and considering the Freysoldt-Neugebauer-Van
de Walle scheme, Ecorr,FNV. The values are computed for two relevant
charge states, q, and for different supercell sizes.
corresponds to the vO-Zr distance. The employed value for r was estimated by
first principles as explained in Section 4.2. From Table 5.4 we can notice that
both schemes give very similar results. These findings agree with those reported
by Komsa et al. for v•O in MgO [107], where the authors found that for this defect
the MP and FNV correction schemes give very similar results. This fact suggests
that, in bulk BaZrO3 and other oxides, charged oxygen vacancies are characterized
by a defective charge density that is mostly localized within the vacancy itself, and
therefore a simple point-charge model is good enough for correcting electrostatic
finite-size effects. Overall, the correction energy itself is in the range of few tenth of
eV, but decreases very slowly with the supercell size, as expected for the long-range
electrostatic forces.
We have now all the ingredients to compute the defect formation energy of oxy-
gen vacancies in BaZrO3 in the dilute limit of very low defect concentrations. The
results are summarized in Figure 5.8a, which represent the formation energy, cal-
culated at 0 K, as a function of the Fermi level, EF , defined in equation 3.63. For
comparison, Figure 5.8b shows the same quantity calculated at 1000 K. Equation
(3.62) indicates that the defect formation energy, ∆fg(d,q), depends linearly on the
defect charge state, q. Hence, Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show different straight lines
with characteristic slopes given by q. The points at which the lines intersect de-
termine the defect thermodynamic charge transition levels, ε(q/q′), i.e. the value of
EF for which the defect in the charge state q has the same formation energy as in
the charge state q′: ∆fg(d,q) = ∆fg(d,q′). At 0 K, the defect stable over the largest
EF range is v
••
O . The charge transition level between v
••
O and v
•
O, ε(+2/ + 1), is
situated at EF = 3.05 eV. v
•
O is the most stable defect only over a narrow range of
EF , approximately 1 eV, and from EF = 4.08 eV on, the neutral vacancy v
×
O has
the lowest formation energy.
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The effect of phonons as high temperatures is captured by Figure 5.8b, which
shows the same quantities calculated at 1000 K. All the defect formation energies
are raised by the positive ∆fF
vib, shown in Figure 5.7, and are lowered by ∆µO,
also plotted in Figure 5.7. The effect of ∆µO is the same for all the charge states
and, hence, is enough to consider ∆fF
vib for describing the differences in the Gibbs
free energy of formation of the various oxygen vacancies. ∆fF
vib attains the largest
value for v••O and therefore ε(+2/ + 1) decreases to EF = 2.36 eV. Similarly, the
larger ∆fF
vib of v•O, compared to v
×
O , makes also ε(+1/0) to decrease to EF = 3.76
eV. The effect of phonons consists hence in stabilizing vacancies in low charge states.
Please note that, albeit Figure 5.8a and 5.8b give an immediate qualitative picture
of the stability of charged defects, they offer only an approximated view of the
defect chemistry of a real solid. In fact, a real material contains different type of
defects which influence each other; in particular, the defect concentrations, and thus
their chemical potentials, cannot vary independently since they are related by, for
example, the relevant mass action laws. Therefore, according to the defect types
inside the solid, the electrons chemical potential cannot freely vary between the
valence band maximum and conduction band minimum as shown in Figure 5.8a
and 5.8b.
The values of the formation energy, calculated at selected temperatures, and
the corresponding charge transition levels are reported in Table 5.5. At 0 K, the
formation energies of v×O , v
•
O and v
••
O are 7.35, 3.28 and 0.23 eV, respectively. The
values are calculated for the Fermi level coinciding with the valence band maximum
and in the limit of high oxygen partial pressure. The zero-point energy of the solids
and oxygen molecules are included in the value. Compared with the results found
by Sundell et al. [138] in analogous conditions, the values disagree by around 1 eV.
In particular, for v×O , Sundell et al. report a formation energy of 6.55 eV and of
1.21 eV for v••O . The discrepancy could arise from several factors. In particular,
from the fact that the calculations employed the GGA functional of Perdew and
Wang which is known to underestimate the material bang gap (the authors found
indeed a value of only 3 eV). The incorrect description of this gap can lead to a
shift of the band edges and, therefore, of the electron chemical potential, which, in
turn, determines the formation energy of charged defects.
Table 5.5 quantifies also the effect of the temperature on the defect Gibbs free
energy and the charge transition levels. It is important to underline the fact that
our calculations assume a temperature-independent bang gap, which is generally
not true for perovskite materials, where the band gap can change by tenth of eV as
the temperature is increased by few hundreds of K [141].
In conclusion, we have shown how oxygen vacancies affect bulk BaZrO3 prop-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.8.: (a) Defect Gibbs free energy of formation, ∆fg(d,q), calculated at 0 K for
oxygen vacancies in bulk BaZrO3 as a function of the Fermi level, EF .
(b) Same quantity calculated at 1000 K. Lattice vibrations increase
the formation energy of the oxygen vacancies in all charge states and
shift the thermodynamic charge transition levels toward lower EF , thus
decreasing the electron chemical potential range in which v••O is the
most stable.
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∆fg(d,q) (eV) ε(q/q
′) (eV)
T (K) v×O v
•
O v
••
O ε(+2/+ 1) ε(+1/0)
0 7.35 3.28 0.23 3.05 4.08
300 7.07 3.11 0.30 2.82 3.96
600 6.87 3.00 0.38 2.62 3.88
1000 6.49 2.74 0.39 2.36 3.76
Table 5.5.: Calculated Gibbs free energy of formation, ∆fg(d,q), and thermody-
namic charge transition levels, ε(q/q′), for oxygen vacancies in bulk
BaZrO3. The values were calculated at the high oxygen partial pressure
limit and for an electron chemical potential value equal to the valence
band maximum. The temperature-dependence is obtained including the
contributions of lattice vibrations and molecular translation, rotations
and vibrations.
erties. In particular, vacancies induce a distinguishable electronic level inside the
fundamental band gap and IR-active new vibrations. The defective is quite well
localized inside a 3× 3× 3 supercell and electrostatic finite-size effects can be cor-
rected equally well with either the Makov-Payne or the Freysoldt-Neugebaur-Van
de Walle scheme. At 0 K, the oxygen vacancy formation energy decreases with
the charge state; in particular, the charge transition level ε(+2/ + 1) is located at
3.05 eV and ε(+1/ + 0) at 4.08 eV. Furthermore, an oxygen vacancy produces a
structural stress on the surrounding lattice, which strongly depends on the defect
charge state. In particular, as the stress is caused mainly by electrostatic forces,
the crystal distortion increases with the defect charge. As a consequence of the
defect-induced stress field, the phonon frequencies increase. This blue-shift affects,
in particular, the lattice vibrational entropy difference,∆fS
vib, which becomes neg-
ative. The effect is that the vibrational contribution to the defect formation energy,
∆fF
vib, rapidly increases with the temperature. For charged oxygen vacancies
and, especially for v••O , ∆fF
vib is not negligible and its value is comparable with
the temperature-dependent term in the oxygen chemical potential. The general
effect of lattice vibrations on the vacancy Gibbs energy of formation is to lower the
thermodynamic charge transition levels as the temperature is raised, increasing,
therefore, the stability range of vacancies with a low charge.
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6. Two Dimensional Defects in ABO3
Perovskites: The BaZrO3 (001) Surface
ABO3 perovskite surfaces are important for many technological applications such
as the growth of high-TC superconductors, catalysis and electrochemistry. In par-
ticular, the promising applications of BaZrO3, as electrolyte material in protonic
ceramic fuel cells, makes the study of its surfaces a first important step in under-
standing the structure and behavior of interfaces with other phases and materials.
Several first-principles and experimental studies have been carried out on BaZrO3
surfaces, especially on the (001) which is supposed to be the most stable. Indeed, the
(001) surface was directly observed on BaZrO3 nanoparticles through transmission
electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction measurements [142, 143]. Furthermore,
the first-principles studies in reference [144] and reference [145], have shown that
the (001) surface is more stable than other low-index surfaces.
The (001) surface of ABO3 perovskites has two possible termination planes: the
chemical composition of the outer monolayer can either be AO or BO2. Experiment-
ally, it is not easy to discern which chemical composition of the surface termination
is actually present, but with the method outlined in Section 3.1.1 it is possible to
estimate that through the use of first-principles calculations. The author of the
paper in reference [146] employed this method at T = 0 K and predicted that the
BaO termination of BaZrO3 (001) surfaces is the most stable. In this Chapter, we
calculate the atomic and electronic properties of the BaZrO3 (001) surface. Sur-
faces are modeled employing the symmetrical non-stoichiometric slabs introduced
in Section 3.1.1. These slabs contain fifteen atomic planes, which can be considered
thick enough for modeling the material surface, since we found that a further in-
crement of the number of atomic plane in the slab changes the system energy by
less than 0.001 eV per formula unit. The slabs with the two possible terminations
are illustrated in Figure 6.1. The cell parameter is fixed to the bulk value but all
the ions are free to relax to reach a potential energy surface local minimum.
In addition, we extend the study [146] to finite temperatures, as described in
Section 3.1, and show how the termination stability is affected by the temperature.
Finally, we consider the electronic properties of the oxygen vacancies v×O and v
••
O
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Figure 6.1.: Slab models employed for modeling the (001) surface of BaZrO3. Both
the BaO (left) and ZrO2 (right) terminations are represented.
on the ZrO2-terminated surface and we calculate the defect segregation energy. For
v••O , which plays the most significant role in electrochemical applications of BaZrO3,
we also consider the lattice vibration contributions to the defect segregation energy.
Due to the large computational costs involved in the study of defective systems, the
oxygen vacancies are considered employing thinner slabs containing seven atomic
planes.
6.1. The Clean (001) Surface
As a planar crystalline surface is created, the loss of coordination number affecting
the surface atoms leads to a rearrangement of the electron-charge density and the
ions. The structural relaxation affects mostly the ions on the outer planes. In ABO3
perovskites, a surface rumpling, s, is commonly observed, which is measured by the
relative displacement of the surface oxygen atoms with respect to their nearest
surface metal plane. Other parameters which can describe the system relaxation
are the interplanar distances between the metal ions in the i-th and j-th planes,
∆dij , where the index counting starts from the surface ( 1 = surface metal plane,
2 = subsurface metal plane, and so on).
Table 6.1 reports the surface rumpling and interplanar distances calculated for
the two possible terminations of the BaZrO3 (001) surface. The interplanar dis-
tances are reported only for the outermost metal planes, since their value rapidly
decrease as we go deeper inside the slab. Indeed, from the Table 6.1 we can see
that, while ∆d12 equals 10 % of the original Ba-Zr length, ∆d23 is already half
that value. As mentioned above, the breaking of atomic bonds, that follows the
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BaO termination ZrO2 termination
s (%) ∆d12 (A˚) ∆d23 (A˚) s ∆d12 (A˚) ∆d23 (A˚)
3.62 1.88(-10.4) 2.19(4.26) 1.31 1.88(-10.4) 2.22(5.74)
Table 6.1.: Surface rumpling, s and the interplanar distances between the upper-
most metal layers, ∆d12, ∆d23 . The rumpling is reported as relat-
ive percentile with respect to the calculated bulk lattice constant of
4.195 (A˚). The interplanar distances are reported in A˚; while the val-
ues in brackets refer to the relative percentile value with respect the
Zr-Ba distance along the [001]-direction in bulk BaZrO3. A positive
value indicates an expansion, while a negative one a contraction of the
distance.
surface creation, generates an electron-density redistribution between the two out-
ermost layers, which is illustrated in Figure 6.2. In particular, the electron-density
redistribution increases the degree of covalency of the Zr-O surface bonds. As a
consequence, the bonds are strengthened also between the surface and subsurface
planes; the Ba-Zr distances are reduced and the relative interplanar distances ∆d12
assume a negative value. The attraction of the metal subsurface toward the surface
increases, as a consequence, the interplanar distance ∆d23. These results qualitat-
ively agree with the other first-principles studies of the BaZrO3 (001) surface found
in the literature [144, 145, 146, 147].
Table 6.1 also shows that the surface rumpling, s, is noticeably smaller in ZrO2-
terminated surfaces than in BaO-terminated ones. This could be explained by two
phenomena. Firstly, the electron-density redistribution at the surface, shown in
Figure 6.2, strengthen the covalent Zr-O bonds more than the ionic Ba-O ones,
leading to a smaller rumpling in ZrO2-terminated surfaces. The increase in the
bond covalency can be quantified by the Mulliken overlap charges, which assume a
value of 92 me for the Zr-O surface bond (68 me in the bulk) and a value of 12 me
for the Ba-O surface bonds (approximately 0 in the bulk). The second explana-
tion is related to the electronic structure of bulk BaZrO3 reported in Section 4.2.
BaZrO3 valence band maximum originates mainly from the overlap between oxy-
gen 2p orbitals, but there is some mixing with Zr4d and 4p orbitals, especially for
the bands just below the valence band maximum. In comparison, the mixing with
Ba5d orbitals is practically negligible (Figure 4.3). The surface rumpling causes
the metal-oxygen bond length to increase, reducing the overlap between the atomic
orbitals which compose the valence band maximum. Therefore, a large rumpling on
the ZrO2-terminated surface would increase the system total energy considerably
more strongly than on the BaO surface.
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Figure 6.2.: Electronic density redistribution affecting the (001) surfaces of BaZrO3.
Both the BaO (left) and ZrO2 (right) terminations are considered. The
plot represents the electron-charge density difference between the slab
model and the ideal ionic configuration of bulk BaZrO3. Full lines
indicate an accumulation of charge density and dashed lines a depletion
thereof. It is clear that electron redistribute from the surface toward
the subsurface.
A consequence of the phenomena originating from the surface rumpling is the
increase of the valence band maximum energy for ZrO2-terminated surfaces with
respect to the bulk material. The surface electronic DOS is illustrated in Figure
6.3 for both possible terminations. In Figure 6.3, the DOS is also projected on the
atoms forming the surface, subsurface and other inner planes of the slab (in the
picture, with the designation ‘bulk’ we indicate the slab central plane). For ZrO2-
terminated surfaces, the DOS projected over the surface plane shows an increase
of the oxygen orbitals energy which raise the valence band maximum. The effect
stems from the mixing between O2p and Zr4d orbitals outlined above and is not
present in inner planes or for BaO-terminated surfaces. It is a typical surface state
observed in ABO3 perovskites, which decreases the band gap of the BO2-terminated
(001) surfaces [147, 148]. In the case of BaZrO3, the calculated band gap for ZrO2-
terminated (001) surfaces is 4.54 eV, considerably lower than that calculated for
BaO-terminated surfaces (5.33 eV) and for the bulk material (5.36 eV).
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6.2. Surface Energy and Thermal Stability of its
Terminations
The cleavage, relaxation and surface electronic energies (quantities described in
Section 3.1.1) are reported in Table 6.2. We find that the BaO-terminated surface
has a slighter higher surface energy than the ZrO2-terminated one; however, the
difference is extremely small (0.02 eV) and both termination can be considered
energetically equally favorable. A comparison with the literature shows that such
a small energy difference between the two terminations is common for the BaZrO3
(001) surface [146, 144].
The electronic surface energy gives only a rough approximation to the surface
stability, a more accurate approach relies on the evaluation of the surface energy (per
unit area), ω, expressed in equation (3.25) of Section 3.1.1, which explicitly takes
into consideration the temperature dependence of the atomic chemical potentials. In
Section 3.1.1 we mentioned that, for ABO3 perovskites, only two chemical potentials
are needed to evaluate ω. We have chosen them to be µO and µZr. Their values
can differ from the standard state chemical potential only over restricted ranges,
which are defined by equations analogous to equations (3.40) to (3.44).
Due to the known inability of hybrid functionals to correctly describe the elec-
tronic structure of metals, Ba and Zr molar Gibbs free energies (µ0Ba and µ
0
Zr,
respectively) were evaluated from the experimental formation Gibbs energy of the
relative binary oxides at room temperature (TRT ) and standard pressure (p
◦), ac-
cording to:
µ0Ba(T, p
◦) ≈ gbulkBaO(TRT , p◦)−
1
2
µ0O2 (TRT , p
◦)−∆f,expg0BaO(TRT , p◦); (6.1)
µ0Zr(T, p
◦) ≈ gbulkZrO2 (TRT , p◦)− µ0O2 (TRT , p◦)−∆f,expg0ZrO2 (TRT , p◦). (6.2)
Quantity BaO termination ZrO2 termination
Cleavage Energy (eV/cell) 1.45
Relaxation Energy (eV/cell) -0.14 -0.16
Surface Energy (eV/cell) 1.31 1.29
Table 6.2.: Cleavage energy of the BaZrO3 (001) surface, relaxation and surface
energy calculated for the two different terminations. The surface energy
is calculated including only the electronic contribution to the system
total energy.
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T K ∆fg
0
BaZrO3
eV/ f. unit ∆fg
0
BaO eV/ f. unit ∆fg
0
ZrO2
eV/ f. unit
298.15 -17.48 -5.39 -10.80
500 -16.49 -5.09 -10.12
900 -15.84 -4.90 -9.58
Table 6.3.: Formation Gibbs energy of BaZrO3(s), BaO(s) and ZrO2(s) calculated
at different temperatures per formula unit (f. unit).
The experimental values of the formation energy of BaO (cubic phase, Fm3¯m)
and ZrO2 (monoclinic phase, P21/c) were taken from references [149] and [150],
respectively. All other quantities are calculated from first-principles, as explained
in Section 3.1. For simplicity, the atomic chemical potential of the metal species
are considered to be temperature independent.
From the chemical potentials of metal atoms, one can calculate from first-principles
the molar Gibbs formation energy of BaO(s) (∆fg
0
BaO2
), ZrO2(s) (∆fg
0
ZrO2
) and
BaZrO3(s) (∆fg
0
BaZrO3
), which are reported in Table 6.3 for three selected tem-
peratures: room temperature (298.15 K), SOFCs intermediate- (500 K) and high-
(900 K) temperature working conditions. At this point, we have all the ingredi-
ents needed to evaluate equations (3.40)-(3.44) and to draw the phase diagram in
the (∆µZr,∆µO)-plane. The results are shown in Figure 6.5a for three different
temperatures. Equations (3.40) and (3.41) just impose the upper bound of the
two variables ∆µO and ∆µZr, respectively. Equations (3.47) to (3.49) define the
following three straight lines in the (∆µZr,∆µO)-plane:
∆µZr(T, p) + 3∆µO(T, p) = ∆fg
0
BaZrO3
(T, p); (6.3)
∆µZr(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) = ∆fg
0
BaZrO3
(T, p)−∆fg0BaO(T, p); (6.4)
∆µZr(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) = ∆fg
0
ZrO2
(T, p). (6.5)
These straight lines are illustrated by bold black lines in Figure 6.5a and represent
the points in the (∆µZr,∆µO)-plane where BaZrO3 is in equilibrium with other
compounds. In particular, equation (6.3) establishes the condition in which BaZrO3
is in equilibrium with Ba; equation (6.4) the equilibrium between BaZrO3 and BaO
and equation (6.5) between BaZrO3 and ZrO2. The inequality symbols in equations
(3.42) to (3.44) define the region of the (∆µZr,∆µO)-plane in which a compound
is more stable than the other. Figure 6.5 shows that BaZrO3, and thus its (001)
surface, is stable only on the narrow chemical potential region represented by the
white color. The dashed line represents the points in the (∆µZr,∆µO)-plane where
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Figure 6.4.: Thermal contributions to the Gibbs free energy of BaZrO3 and O. For
BaZrO3, the contributions arise from the vibrational Helmholtz free
energy, F vib; for the oxygen atoms, the contributions arises from the
translational, rotational and vibrational Helmholtz free energy, FT .
the two termination have the same surface energy: ωBaO = ωZrO2 . Below this
dashed line, ωBaO < ωZrO2 and above it, ωBaO > ωZrO2 . At 298.15 K, Figure 6.5a
shows that the (001) surface can have only the BaO termination, since the ZrO2 one
assumes a lower surface energy for values of ∆µZr and ∆µO such that ZrO2 would
segregate from BaZrO3. Increasing the temperature stabilizes the ZrO2 termination
over the BaO one: at 500 K, the (001) surface could show both kind of terminations,
while at 900 K the region in which the BaO termination is stable turns out to be
rather negligible. We want to stress the fact that the temperature effects arise from
the inclusion of the contributions given by lattice vibrations (through F vib) and the
thermal contribution to the free oxygen atom chemical potential (which includes
the translational, rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom, FT ) in the Gibbs
free energy. These quantities affect both the values of the compounds formation
energies (∆fg
0
BaZrO3
, ∆fg
0
BaO and ∆fg
0
ZrO2
), which leads to the shift of the bold
straight lines in Figure 6.5a with the temperature, and the values of the surface
energies (ωBaO and ωZrO2 ), which leads to the shift of the dashed lines. Both F
vib
and FT play an important role since the value they assume are comparable, as
illustrated in Figure 6.4.
As already stated above, the choice of ∆µO and ∆µZr as independent variables
was purely arbitrary. Whereas the chemical potential difference of the gas phase,
∆µO, can be easily tuned in experiments, e.g. through the gas partial pressure,
differences in the chemical potential of metal species are extremely difficult to con-
trol. From the experimental point of view, it can be easier to modify the chemical
potentials of the oxides through their equilibrium vapor pressure. In practice, such
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pressures are extremely low ( ≈ 10−3 Pa at ≈ 1000 K) and very difficult to control.
On the other hand, from a computational point of view, is extremely simple to
replot Figure 6.5a in the (∆µBaO,∆µO)-plane. The procedure is analogous to that
which led to equations (3.40)-(3.44) and results in the following equations:
∆µO(T, p) ≤ 0; (6.6)
∆µBaO(T, p)−∆µO(T, p) ≤ −∆fg0BaO(T, p); (6.7)
∆µBaO(T, p) + 2∆µO(T, p) ≥ ∆fg0BaZrO3 (T, p)−∆fg0BaO(T, p); (6.8)
∆µBaO(T, p) ≤ 0; (6.9)
∆µBaO(T, p) ≥ ∆fg0BaZrO3 (T, p)−∆fg0ZrO2 (T, p)−∆fg0BaO(T, p).
(6.10)
The results are shown in Figure 6.5b and are analogous to those shown in Figure
6.5a. In particular, it is clear that the BaO termination is the most stable at low
temperatures while the ZrO2 termination is stabilized at higher temperatures.
In conclusion, due to the several approximations involved, diagrams like those
of Figure 6.5 might not give precise quantitative predictions; however they can be
used to gain a qualitative insight on the system.
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6.3. Oxygen Vacancies on the (001) Surface
The behavior of point defects at surfaces and interfaces is of fundamental import-
ance for all electrochemical applications. In this Section we report the results for
the atomic and electronic properties of the neutral, v×O , and doubly-charged, v
••
O ,
oxygen vacancies located on the ZrO2-terminated (001) surface of BaZrO3. We
calculate the defect (electronic) segregation energy and for v••O , which is the most
relevant oxygen vacancy involved in practical applications of BaZrO3, also the se-
gregation enthalpy and entropy at non-zero temperatures.
Our computational model employed a symmetric non-stoichiometric slab con-
sisting of 7 atomic planes. To reduce the spurious defect-defect interactions, we
employed a 3 × 3 expansion of the primitive BaZrO3 surface unit cell. Such slabs
contain a total of 162 atoms. To keep the symmetry system as high as possible in
order to reduce the computational costs, oxygen vacancies were placed on both slab
surfaces.
The lattice distortions brought by the defects in the host material are illustrated
in Figure 6.6 and quantified in Table 6.4. As already noticed for oxygen vacancies in
bulk BaZrO3, the doubly-charged vacancy v••O distorts the host lattice much more
than the neutral defect v×O . A comparison between Table 6.4 and Table 5.2 shows
also that oxygen vacancies distort the local structure more on the surface than
inside the bulk. This can be readily explained considering the lower coordination
of the surface atoms, which have more degrees of freedom to rearrange themselves
after the introduction of a point defect.
The electronic density of states (DOS) of surface oxygen vacancy is compared in
Figure 6.7 with that of the clean ZrO2-terminated (001) surface. As in the bulk,
v×O induces a defective level inside the band gap which is fully occupied by two
Figure 6.6.: Lattice relaxations around neutral and charged oxygen vacancies (v×O
and v••O , respectively) on the ZrO2-terminated (001) surface of BaZrO3.
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Distortions v×O v
••
O
∆d(Zr-vO)/d0(Zr-O) (%) 4.87 10.44
∆d(Ba-vO)/d0(Ba-O) (%) 10.15 -7.63
∆d(O-vO)/d0(O-O) (%) 1.70 -17.79
Table 6.4.: Calculated structural distortions induced by oxygen vacancies in two
different charge states on the ZrO2-terminated (001) surface of BaZrO3.
∆d(X-vO)/d0(X-O) indicates the relative displacement of atom X with
respect to the original X-O distance in the pristine surface system (d0(X-
O)). The displacements are reported for the vacancy nearest neighbors
only. A negative sign indicates an inward relaxation, a positive one an
outward relaxation.
electrons. Due to the band gap reduction observed for the ZrO2-terminated surface
and explained in Section 6.1, the empty defective band induced by v••O merges with
the conduction band. The Mulliken charges in the oxygen vacancies are 0.88 e and
0.19 e for v×O and v
••
O , respectively. These values are slightly lower than in the bulk,
in agreement with the charge redistribution illustrated in Figure 6.2 which shows a
depletion of the ionic charges in order to strengthen the Zr-O covalent bonds.
The defect segregation energy is defined as the difference between the defect
formation energy on the surface and in the bulk:
∆segE = ∆fEsurf −∆fEbulk; (6.11)
where ∆fEsurf and ∆fEbulk are the formation energies of the surface and bulk
defect, respectively. In order to avoid the complicated issues involved in the calcu-
lation of the electronic energies of charged 2-dimensional systems, the segregation
energy of v••O was calculated employing charge-compensating defects. In particular,
since our slab model contains two v••O , a Zr vacancy, v
′′′′
Zr , was inserted in the slab
central plane, as far as possible from the oxygen vacancies, in order to maximally
reduce the defect-defect interactions. Segregation enthalpies, ∆segH, and entrop-
ies, ∆segS, are define analogously as the segregation energy in equation (6.11); in
particular, since the introduction of the charged background affects only the sys-
tem electronic energy, the vibrational contributions to ∆segH and ∆segS can be
calculated without introducing any charge-compensating defect.
The calculated (lectronic) segregation energies for v×O and v
••
O amount to 0.46 eV
and −0.73 eV, respectively. This indicates that the migration of v×O from the bulk
toward the surface is energetically unfavorable; whereas, on the other hand, v••O
tends to segregate on the surface. The latter finding agrees with the observation that
acceptor-doped BaZrO3 displays a very high grain boundary resistance, which is
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Figure 6.7.: Comparison between the DOS calculated for oxygen vacancies (v×O and
v••O ) on the ZrO2-terminated (001) surface of BaZrO3 and for the clean
surface. The dashed line emphasizes the valence band maximum while
the blue filling indicates occupied states. In particular, the defective
level induced by v×O is fully occupied, while that induced by v
••
O is
empty and mixed with the conduction band states.
attributed to positively charged grain boundary cores and the subsequent depletion
of mobile protons in the surrounding space charge region [151, 152, 153, 154].
Figure 6.8 illustrate the thermal contributions to the formation and segregation
enthalpy and entropy of v••O arising from lattice vibrations. The oxygen chemical
potential is not included in this plot since its contribution results canceled out as
follow from the definition of the segregation enthalpy or entropy (cf. with equation
(6.11)). From Figure 6.8a, it can be seen that the vibrational contributions to the
defect formation enthalpy, ∆fH
vib, are very similar for v••O situated in the bulk on
on the surface. As a consequence, the segregation enthalpy of v••O assumes a small
constant value around 5 meV. On the other hand, the vibrational contributions to
the formation energy of the surface v••O are noticeably smaller than in the bulk.
Despite the fact that surface oxygen vacancies cause larger local lattice distortions
than in the bulk, the host material structure is overall more distorted when v••O
is located in the bulk rather than on the surface, due to the lower coordination
number of surface species and the fact that the structural distortions affect mostly
the neighboring atoms and quickly subside far from the surface. As a consequence,
v••O shows a positive segregation entropy, which reaches, above 200 K, a constant
value of around 0.45 meV/K. The segregation Helmholtz free energy is therefore
dominated by the entropy term, which encourages the migration of v••O toward the
surface at high temperatures.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.8.: Left: Vibrational contributions to the formation (black lines) and se-
gregation (blue line) enthalpy of v••O . Right: Vibrational contributions
to the formation (black lines) and segregation (blue line) entropy of v••O .
All the quantities are calculated employing ZrO2-terminated BaZrO3
slabs consisting of 7 atomic planes.
In conclusion, in this Chapter, we have studied the two terminations of BaZrO3
(001) surfaces. We have shown how the electronic charge density is redistributed in
different ways according to the surface termination plane and how this affects the
electronic and atomic properties of the surfaces. In particular, for ZrO2-terminated
surfaces, the surface electrons are redistributed between the ions, strengthening
the Zr-O bonds. As the result, the surface rumpling is smaller here than in BaO-
terminated surfaces and a surface state appears just above the valence band max-
imum, reducing the material band gap by ≈ 0.8 eV. On the other hand, the charac-
ter of the surface Ba-O bond remains mostly ionic and the surface rumpling does not
lead to relevant surface states around the bands edges of BaO-terminated surfaces.
We have calculated the surface energy for both terminations and applied a simple
thermodynamic model to take into account realistic environmental conditions. Lat-
tice vibrations play a major role in defining the surface stability as a function of the
temperature. In particular, we found that at low temperatures the BaO termination
turns out to be the most stable but, as the temperature increases, the ZrO2 tends
to become the most stable. However, our thermodynamic model is quite simple
and gives only a qualitative description of the system; among the major limitations
of this model we want to point out the inability to predict phases which have not
been already taken into account introducing the proper chemical potentials (e.g.
as in equations (6.6) - (6.10)), the inability to predict metastable phases and all
the limitations arising from the approximations of the metal chemical potentials,
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viz. their assumed temperature-independence.. Finally, we have studied the neutral
and doubly-charged surface oxygen vacancies. We found that the surface defects
induced larger local lattice distortions than in the bulk; however, due to the reduced
coordination of surface oxygen atoms, the surface structure is overall less affected
than the bulk one. This leads to a formation entropy for the surface v••O larger than
in the bulk case. As a consequence, the segregation entropy of v••O is positive and
thus this defect is stabilized on the surface at high temperature. The segregation
enthalpy of v••O was found to be ≈ −0.7 eV, which coupled with the positive segreg-
ation entropy, suggests the defect strong tendency to segregate toward the surface.
This finding is in agreement with experimental data [151, 152, 153, 154] suggesting
that the segregation of v••O toward the grain boundary cores is the responsible for
the positively charged grain boundaries observed in acceptor-doped BaZrO3.
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Therein
In this last Chapter we consider free-standing ultra-thin films of BaZrO3 terminated
by the (001) surface. Such thin films offer a simple model for investigating the
material behavior in confined regions, such as in the proximity of an interface with
another material or in the grain section close to a boundary.
The thin films are modeled employing symmetrical slabs, analogous to those
described in Chapter 6. Both the AO and BO2 (001) surface terminations are con-
sidered and slabs with a number of atomic planes ranging from 3 to 7 (film thickness
≈ 0.4 to 1.2 nm) are studied in order to assess how the dimensional confinement
affects the system properties.
In the last Section we consider oxygen vacancies (v×O and v
••
O ) inside the thin
films in order to study the 1-dimensional spatial confinement effects on the defect
properties, with particular focus on the role of lattice vibrations and the vibrational
contributions to the defect formation energy.
In the following discussion, we will use the term film unit cell to denote the
volume of the system enclosed between the two film surfaces and spanned by the
two crystal primitive vectors along the film periodic dimensions.
7.1. Defective-free BaZrO3 Ultra-thin Films
Figure 7.1 illustrates the slab model used to model BaZrO3 ultra-thin films; in par-
ticular, it shows films with a thickness of 5 atomic planes. The Zr-O-Zr complex,
which includes an oxygen atom in the slab central plane, is emphasized. The orient-
ation of this complex with respect to the film surface is important when an oxygen
vacancy is introduced in place of the oxygen atom. To stress this fact, we denote,
hereafter, as type-I and type-II the films in which the Zr− vO(O)− Zr complex lies
perpendicular or parallel to the (001) surface, respectively.
Table 7.1 reports the surface rumpling s, and interplanar distances, ∆d12 and
∆d23, between the uppermost metal layers (these quantities are defined in Section
6.1) as a function of the number of atomic planes in the film. The values are
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Figure 7.1.: Slab models employed for modeling BaZrO3 ultra-thin films. Both the
BaO (left) and ZrO2 (right) terminations are considered. The Zr-O-
Zr complex is highlighted. Its orientation can be either perpendicular
(left, type-I ) or parallel (right, type-II ) to the film surface.
compared with those obtained for the 15-plane slabs employed for the study of the
(001) surface (Chapter 6). For the thinnest films made of just 3 atomic planes,
∆d23 is omitted since it is equivalent to ∆d12. BaO-terminated 3-plane films show
a surface rumpling noticeably smaller than in thicker films, phenomenon probably
related to the reduced degrees of freedom of surface atoms in such extremely thin
films. For all other films, the surface relaxation parameters are not noticeably
affected by the slab thickness and quickly converge to the value found in much
thicker slabs.
Figure 7.2 shows the electronic DOS calculated for the thin films and that calcu-
lated previously for the 15-plane slab. The total DOS is projected over the states
of the atoms forming the different slab planes. Each plane can have either BaO or
ZrO2 composition and thus contains two different type of atoms. The ”bulk” des-
ignation employed for 7-plane slabs indicates the atomic plane located at the slab
center. We can notice that the DOS is not noticeably affected by the film thickness
but more by the termination layer type which, on ZrO2-terminated slabs, induces
the surface states at the top of the valence band maximum already discussed in
Section 6.1.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the charge redistribution occurring in type-II ultra-thin films
as a function of the slab thickness. As already pointed out for surfaces in Chapter
6, the electronic charge accumulates toward the surface, increasing the covalency
of the Zr-O bonds. Considering the films inner planes, and, in particular, the slab
central plane, it can be noticed that the electronic density redistribution quickly
approaches the bulk value. When one of the Zr atoms in the Zr-O-Zr complex lies on
the film surface, some electronic charge shifts from the O atom toward this surface
Zr atom, as it may be seen in the panel of Figure 7.3 relative to the 5-plane slab.
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BaO termination ZrO2 termination
Planes s ∆d12 (A˚) ∆d23 (A˚) s ∆d12 (A˚) ∆d23 (A˚)
3 2.17 2.01(-3.95) - 1.37 2.02(-3.74) -
5 3.14 1.92(-8.57) 2.15(2.59) 1.42 1.92(-8.57) 2.19(4.31)
7 3.39 1.90(-9.55) 2.18(4.04) 1.41 1.90(-9.55) 2.21(5.74)
15 3.62 1.88(-10.4) 2.19(4.26) 1.31 1.88(-10.4) 2.22(5.74)
Table 7.1.: Surface rumpling, s and the interplanar distances between the upper-
most metal layers, ∆d12, ∆d23 as a function of the number of atomic
planes in the film. The rumpling is reported as relative percentile with
respect to the calculated bulk lattice constant of 4.195 A˚. The inter-
planar distances are reported in A˚; while the values in brackets refer to
the relative percentile value with respect the Zr-Ba distance along the
[001]-direction in bulk BaZrO3. A positive value indicates an expansion
of relative distances, while a negative value a contraction thereof. ∆d23
is omitted for films made of three atomic planes since it is equivalent to
∆d12.
As the Zr-O-Zr complex lies in the film inner planes and parallel to the surface, the
electronic density redistribution is almost independent on the film thickness and
rapidly assumes the bulk configuration.
Finally, we analyzed the vibrational density of states (VDOS) calculated for the
ultra-thin films. Figure 7.4 reports the VDOS calculated for ZrO2-terminated ultra-
thin films composed of 3, 5 and 7 atomic planes; the bulk VDOS is also shown
for a comparison. Apart from the different intensities, arising from the different
number of atoms in the various systems, the most striking difference between thin
films and the bulk is the appearance of low-frequency modes in the 50 cm−1 region
which are absent in bulk BaZrO3. The analysis of the eigenvectors shows that
these modes originate from the vibrations of surface oxygen atoms and their surface
rumpling. Noteworthy, the VDOS in the 50-100 cm−1 region is almost identical for
5- and 7-plane films and only slightly differs for 3-plane films. Thin films also
show vibrational modes at ≈ 200 cm−1 which do not appear in the bulk and are
related to the vibration of atoms in the subsurface and other outer planes. Overall,
3-plane films show a blue shift of all the phonon frequencies; whereas for thicker
films, the situation is analogous as in the bulk. This fact can be explained by
the already mentioned fact that 3-plane films are too thin to allow for a complete
lattice relaxation; therefore, some elastic strain affects the structure and leads to
an increase of the vibrational frequencies.
In conclusion, except for surface effects, ultra-thin films of BaZrO3 are remarkably
similar to the bulk, with only 3-plane films showing noticeably different properties.
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This indicates that the dimensional confinement has only short-range effects on
these systems.
Figure 7.2.: Total electronic DOS calculated for the BaZrO3 ultra-thin films with
BaO termination (left) and ZrO2 termination (right) and its projection
over the states of the atoms in the different slab planes. Each plane has
either BaO or ZrO2 composition. For having the same scale in every
diagram, the DOS projections are magnified by 5 times.
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Figure 7.2.: (Continued) Total electronic DOS calculated for the BaZrO3 ultra-thin
films with BaO termination (left) and ZrO2 termination (right) and
its projection over the states of the atoms in the different slab planes.
Each plane has either BaO or ZrO2 composition. For having the same
scale in every diagram, the DOS projections are magnified by 5 times.
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Figure 7.3.: Electronic density redistribution for type-II BaZrO3 ultra-thin films
and comparison with the bulk. The plot represents the electron-charge
density difference between the slab model and the ideal ionic config-
uration of bulk BaZrO3. Full lines indicate an accumulation of charge
density and dashed lines a depletion thereof.
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Figure 7.4.: Vibrational density of states of ZrO2-terminated BaZrO3 ultra-thin
films and comparison with the bulk. For the thin films, the vibrational
frequencies were calculated at 9 points of the first Brillouin Zone; for
bulk, at 27 points.
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7.2. Oxygen Vacancies in BaZrO3 Ultra-thin Films
Oxygen vacancies were placed in the slab central plane, we expanded the surface
unit cell 3 × 3 times in order to decrease the spurious defect-defect interactions
arising from the periodic boundary conditions. As before, we consider the vacancy
in two charge states: neutral, v×O , and doubly-charged, v
••
O . As in the previous
Section, the basis set of the removed oxygen ion is kept on the vacant site in
order to obtain a more accurate and flexible description of the electronic charge
density distribution. The distortions brought by the defects on the host structure
are summarized in Table 7.2 as a function of the film thickness. As pointed out
in the previous Sections, the electrostatic interactions between the charged oxygen
vacancy and its neighbors are the main reason for the largest structure relaxation
reported for v••O as compared to v
×
O . For 3-plane films, the lattice distortion affects
the film structure so much that the slab becomes unstable. In particular, we found
that 3-plane films containing v••O produce negative vibrational frequencies; a clear
indication that the obtained structure is metastable and a real system would rather
reconstruct to a different morphology. In contrast, considering films containing v×O ,
Table 7.2 shows that difference in the structural relaxation, with respect to the
bulk, are relevant only for 3-plane film and type-I 5-plane films. In both cases,
this may be related to the system thickness which poses different constraints on the
structural relaxation.
The film type (type-I or type-II ) also plays a role, as can be seen considering 5-
and 7-plane films containing v••O . In type-I films, the Zr-vO-Zr complex lies per-
pendicularly with respect to the film surface; therefore, the outward displacements
of the two Zr atoms are larger than for the type-II films, since, for the formers, only
a few atomic layers damp the electrostatic repulsion affecting the two Zr cations.
Overall, Table 7.2 shows that the thinner the film, the larger the stress induced by
the defect on the local atomic structure.
Regarding the electronic structure, as already shown for bulk BaZrO3, the oxygen
vacancies induce an additional band in the energy gap. In particular, for v×O this
band is fully occupied while remains completely empty for v••O . Table 7.3 presents
the position of the defective band with respect to the conduction band minimum,
∆, its width, δ, and the Mulliken atomic charges, q(vO), calculated for v
×
O and
v••O as a function of the film thickness. The position of the defective band is only
slightly affected by the termination and film type and oscillates around the bulk
value. The defective level lies deeper than for the bulk for all film thicknesses, but
in general, except for 3-plane films, the band position is not particularly affected by
film thickness. On the other hand, the defective band width is widely affected by
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BaO termination ZrO2 termination
No. planes type q(vO) (e) ∆ (eV) δ (eV) type q(vO) (e) ∆ (eV) δ (eV)
v×O
3 II 1.16 2.48 0.13 I 1.09 3.10 0.01
5 I 0.93 1.42 0.01 II 1.04 1.65 0.15
7 II 1.06 1.83 0.11 I 1.03 1.96 0.01
Bulk 1.03 1.74 0.15
v••O
5 I 0.18 0.37 0.09 II 0.20 0.37 0.09
7 II 0.21 0.30 0.13 I 0.19 0.31 0.01
Bulk 0.20 0.18 0.13
Table 7.3.: Mulliken electronic charge localized within the oxygen vacancy, q(vO),
position of the defective level with respect to the conduction band min-
imum, ∆, and its width, δ, calculated forBaZrO3 ultra-thin films as a
function of the film thickness.
the film type; however, the results are almost independent on the film termination
or thickness. In particular, it is considerably smaller for type-I films than for type-II
ones. The reason is related to the nature of the defective band, which, as observed
in the previous Sections, arises mainly from the overlap between the dangling Zrd
orbitals and, in a minor way, from the surrounding O2p orbitals. In type-I films,
the Zr-vO-Zr complex is oriented along the system aperiodic direction and thus the
overlap between the defective wave function is much smaller than in type-II films,
where the orientation of this complex matches with the system periodicity. The
Mulliken atomic charges of the oxygen vacancies are almost independent from the
film thickness and termination type, being close to those calculated for the bulk.
In Figure 7.5 we report the vibrational density of states (VDOS) calculated for
BaZrO3 ZrO2-terminated ultra-thin films containing neutral and doubly-charged
oxygen vacancies. As already observed in Section 5.3, both v×O and v
••
O induce new
vibrational modes at ≈ 600-700 cm−1 which originate from the O-Zr bond stretch
involving the Zr atoms in the Zr-vO-Zr complex and their nearest O ions. Given
the small number of atoms in 3-plane films, the whole VDOS of these systems is
noticeably affected by the introduction of an oxygen vacancy; whereas for thicker
films, differences from the pristine system VDOS are not so apparent. Due to
the larger structural distortions brought by v••O , the blue shift of the vibrational
frequencies, discussed in Section 5.3, can be also observed in thin films.
As already mentioned for oxygen vacancies in bulk BaZrO3 (Section 5.3), the
local strain field induced by oxygen vacancies on the host structure increases the
phonon frequencies and thus decreases the vibrational entropy. This results in a
positive vibrational Helmholtz free energy, ∆fF
vib, defined by equation (5.1). In
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.5.: VDOS calculated for BaZrO3 ZrO2-terminated ultra-thin films consist-
ing of 3-, 5- and 7-atomic planes. The VDOS were calculated expanding
the surface unit cell 3×3 times and, therefore, a total of 9 phonon wave
vectors are included.
Figure 7.6, we show ∆fF
vib as a function of temperature for bulk BaZrO3 and
the ZrO2-terminated 3-, 5- and 7-plane ultra-thin films containing v
×
O and v
••
O . As
already observed for bulk BaZrO3, ∆fF
vib is much larger for v••O than v
×
O , due to
the larger structural distortions induced by charged defects. Remarkably, except for
3-plane films, ∆fF
vib is not particularly affected by the film thickness and assumes
a value very close to that calculated for oxygen vacancies in bulk BaZrO3. Given
the few number of atomic layers in 3-plane films, even a neutral oxygen vacancy
can lead to a noticeable film structural distortion, which is reflected in a value of
∆fF
vib much larger than that observed in thicker films (≈ 0.4 eV vs ≈ 0.1 eV for
v×O in bulk BaZrO3).
As a last point, we plotted in Figure 7.7 the formation energy of v×O calculated
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.6.: Phonons contribution to the formation free energy of v×O and v
••
O as
a function of the temperature for bulk BaZrO3 and ZrO2-terminated
ultra-thin films made of 3, 5 and 7 atomic planes.
at 0 K (electronic part only, the zero-point energy is not taken into account), ∆fE,
as a function of the film thickness for both type of film terminations. It can be
observed that ∆fE shows a step-like behavior: it is close to the value calculated for
bulk BaZrO3 for film consisting of 5 or more atomic planes, and drops by ≈ 0.5 eV
in the thinnest 3-plane films. Thus, the electronic structure of systems containing
neutral defects is not significantly affected by the dimensional confinement, which
can also be explained by the consideration that the electronic density associated to
the defect is mostly located on the vacancy nearest neighbors, as illustrated in Figure
5.2. As the temperature is increased, contributions to the defect formation energy
due to lattice vibrations and the oxygen chemical potential gain importance. For
v×O , only the last term is relevant but its contribution does not depend on the film
thickness. However, for 3-plane films, ∆fF
vib is not negligible around 1000 K. Here
the phonons contributions to the defect formation Gibbs energy becomes almost as
large as the reduction in the electronic defect formation energy observed for 3-plane
films. Therefore, our findings suggest that, at high temperature, lattice vibrations
cause the formation energy of v×O to be almost completely independent on the film
thickness.
In conclusion, in this Chapter we studied the atomic, electronic and vibrational
properties of BaZrO3 ultra-thin films and oxygen vacancies therein. For defective-
free films, we found these properties to be only slightly affected by the thin thickness,
with considerable deviations observed only for 3-plane films. The effects induced by
the introduction of oxygen vacancies are affected only slightly by the film thickness.
The largest differences are found, once again, in the thinnest 3-plane films. In par-
ticular, charged oxygen vacancies distort such films to the point that the employed
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Figure 7.7.: Formation (electronic) energy of v×O in BaZrO3 ultra-thin films as a
function of the film thickness for both possible surface terminations.
slab model cannot give a correct description anymore. For neutral oxygen vacan-
cies, we calculated the defect formation energy as a function of the film thickness.
Considering only the electronic contributions, we found that the formation energy
is almost independent on the film thickness for films consisting of 5-plane films or
more; while it is reduced by ≈ 0.5 eV in 3-plane films. On the other hand, this re-
duction in the defect formation energy is partly compensated at high temperature,
where the phonon contributions to the defect formation energy are much larger for
3-plane films than for thicker ones. This makes the free energy of formation of v×O
almost completely thickness-independent at high temperatures.
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The main objective of this Thesis has been the investigation of oxygen vacancies
in ABO3-type perovskites by means of DFT first-principles calculations; particular
emphasis is laid on the contribution of lattice vibrations to the material thermody-
namic properties.
We have employed BaZrO3 as a prototype for general cubic ABO3 perovskites,
due to its high chemical and thermal stability, absence of phase transitions at or-
dinary pressures and promising technological applications.
The calculations have been done employing a localized Gaussian-like basis set:
for oxygen atoms an all-electron basis set has been used; while quasi-relativistic
pseudo potentials have been employed for describing the core electrons of barium
and zirconium atoms. The exchange-correlation functional has been approximated
through the hybrid version of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional proposed by
Adamo and Barone (knwon as the PBE0 functional) which has proved to accurately
describe many gound-state properties of perovskite materials. Phonon frequencies
have been calculated in the harmonic approximation through the frozen-phonon
method. Oxygen vacancies have been modeled through an expansion of the primit-
ive unit cell and employing periodic boundary conditions (supercell method). The
basis set of the removed oxygen atom has been kept in the vacancy (ghost absis set)
in order to provide a more accurate and flexible description of the electronic charge
density in the vacant site itself. All first-principles calculation have been performed
employing the CRYSTAL computer code.
We have studied BaZrO3 in different phases: bulk, surfaces and ultra-thin films
and for each of such phases, oxygen vacancies, vO, have been considered in different
charge states. For bulk BaZrO3, we have considered the neutral (v
×
O), singly-
charged (v•O) and doubly-charged (v
••
O ) states and we have calculated their Gibbs
energies of formation at different temperatures, employing proper schemes to correct
electrostatic finite-size effects. For surfaces and thin films, oxygen vacancies have
been considered in the neutral and doubly-charged states only. With the charge
of oxygen vacancy, we mean, here, the net charge of the whole supercell. In any
charge state, the system electron density is allowed to redistribute itself over the
whole system self-consistently.
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The main results obtained from this study can be summarized as follows:
Pristine BaZrO3: A comparison with experimental studies shows that our theor-
etical framework is able to accurately describe many ground-state properties of
pristine BaZrO3 such as cell parameters, fundamental band gap, dielectric con-
stants and vibrational frequencies. Additionally, we have been able to correctly
estimate the material heat capacity as a function of the temperature, noticing that,
to obtain a quantitative agreement with the experimental results, the inclusion of
multiple phonon wave vectors in the calculation of the thermodynamic quantities is
required. We have found that considering 27 of such wave vectors provides indeed a
heat capacity value which differs by less than 5 J mol−1 K−1 from the experimental
one.
Oxygen vacancies in bulk BaZrO3: The introduction of an oxygen vacancy affects
the host material in several ways. From the point of view of the electronic structure,
the point defect induces a new defective band in the band gap. This defective level
arises mainly from the overlap between the dangling bonds of the two Zr atoms next
to the vacancy, with a smaller contribution given by the orbitals of the nearest O
atoms. We have found that, with a 2×2×2 supercell expansion of the primitive cell,
finite-size effects related to the interactions between periodically repeated defects
are relevant. On the other hand, the use of a 3×3×3 expansion offers a much better
description of the defect dilute limit. For all three oxygen vacancy charge states, we
have found that some electronic density remains localized within the vacancy itself.
The amount of this electronic charge is considerable for v×O (≈ −1 e) and rapidly
decreases for v•O and v
••
O (≈ −0.7 e and −0.2 e, respectively).
The introduction of the oxygen vacancy distorts the local lattice inducing a mech-
anical stress on the nearest chemical bonds. As the lattice distortions mainly stem
from electrostatic forces, the stress increases with the defect charge. As the chemical
bonds are stiffened by these distortions, the phonon frequencies increase, leading
to a decrease of the vibrational entropy of the defective system with respect to the
perfect system. As a result, at high temperatures, where the entropy contribution
dominated the free energy, the phonon contribution to the defect Gibbs energy
of formation, ∆fF
vib is positive. This effect is particularly large for v••O , where
∆fF
vib is ≈ 1 eV at 1000 K, in agreement with the large lattice distortions induced
by this defect. The contribution of ∆fF
vib therefore affects the relative stability
of oxygen vacancies, making highly charged states to be less thermodynamically
favorable that lower ones at high temperatures.
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BaZrO3 (001) surface and terminations stability: We have considered the two pos-
sible terminations of the BaZrO3 (001) surface: BaO and ZrO2, employing a slab
model consisting of 15 atomic planes. Due to the lower coordination number of
surface atoms, the atomic structure of the outer planes is rearranged in such a way
that the oxygen ions are not coplanar to the metal cations anymore (oxygen surface
rumpling). Furthermore, the electronic density redistributed between the surface
and sub-surface layers. As a consequence, the covalency degree of the Ba-O and,
especially, Zr-O bonds increases compared to the bulk bonds. In particular, the
strengthening of the Zr-O bonds produces a smaller oxygen surface rumpling for
ZrO2-terminated surfaces than for BaO-terminated ones. The electronic structure
of ZrO2-terminated surfaces is also characterized by the presence of surface states
which contribute to the system valence band maximum, leading to a reduction of
the energy gap by ≈ 0.8 eV.
We have also calculated the respective phonon frequencies in order to apply a
simple thermodynamic model to study the relative stability between the BaO and
ZrO2 surface terminations. In our model, the surface is considered to be in equilib-
rium with the bulk and the surrounding atmosphere which acts as a temperature
and particle reservoir. This system has only two degrees of freedom which can be
chosen to be the chemical potentials of two species (we have considered the chem-
ical potentials of O and Zr and of O and BaO). Through the calculation of phonon
frequencies, we have been able to compute the surface energy of both terminations
at different temperatures and plot the relative phase diagrams. We have found that
at low temperatures the BaO termination is the most stable; whereas the ZrO2 one
becomes the energetically most stable at higher temperatures.
Segregation of oxygen vacancies toward the BaZrO3 (001) surface: We have studied
the properties of v×O and v
••
O on the (001) surface of BaZrO3 and calculated their
segregation energy. At 0 K, we have found a positive segregation energy for v×O (≈
0.5 eV). The unfavorable segregation of v×O in BaZrO3 is a feature not common to
all pervoskite oxides, with the segregation being affected by the bond covalency. On
the contrary, for v••O , the segregation energy is negative (≈ −0.7 eV) in agreement
with other perovskite oxides. Due to its role in technological applications, for v••O we
calculated the segregation energy also at non-zero temperatures. To this point, we
need to consider how the host structure is affected by the introduction of the defect.
We have found that, on the one hand, v••O induces larger local lattice distortions
than in the bulk; however, on the other hand, given the lower coordination number
of surface atoms, the surface structure results overall less distorted than the bulk
one. This leads the surface v••O to have a larger surface entropy than the bulk v
••
O .
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Therefore, the segregation entropy of v••O is overall positive and the segregation
energy becomes negative. In other words, the segregation of v••O toward the surface
turns out to be even more favorite at high temperatures.
BaZrO3 ultra-thin films and oxygen vacancies therein: We have considered (001)-
terminated ultra-thin films of BaZrO3, consisting from 3 to 7 atomic planes and
with v×O and v
••
O therein. We have found that the properties of defective-free films
are modestly affected by the film thickness, with the most noticeable differences ob-
served in 3-plane films only. Likewise, the properties of oxygen vacancies resemble
those observed in bulk BaZrO3, with, once again, only 3-plane films showing remark-
ably different properties. In particular, we have calculated the formation energy of
v×O as a function of the film thickness and we have found that, for films consisting
of 5 or more atomic planes, it assumes the bulk value; whereas, for 3-plane films the
formation energy is lower by ≈ 0.5 eV. On the other hand, the phonon contribution
to the defect formation energy, ∆fF
vib, is noticeably larger in 3-plane films than
in thicker ones at high temperatures (≈ 0.4 eV in 3-plane films against ≈ 0.1 eV in
thicker films and bulk at 1000 K). This combination makes the Gibbs formation
energy of v×O almost completely independent on the film thickness at sufficiently
high temperatures. Similarly, for v••O , we have found that for 5- and 7-plane films
∆fF
vib assumes the bulk value; while 3-plane films resulted to be unstable after the
introduction of v••O . In conclusion, the one-dimensional spatial confinement effects,
on the point defect properties considered here, are very sort-ranged for BaZrO3.
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A. Computational Details
The first-principles calculations performed in this work employed the CRYSTAL
computer code [58] in the 09 and 14 version. We used the hybrid functional PBE0
(described in equation 2.57) and a basis set composed by Gaussian-type functions.
For the oxygen atoms, we employed the all-electron split-valence triple-zeta basis
set 8-411G; Ba and Zr core electrons were treated using quasi-relativistic pseudo
potentials taken from the Stuttgart-Cologne pseudopotentials library [155]. The
valence electrons were described using 311(1d)G and 311d31G basis sets, respect-
ively. In order to avoid spurious interactions between the diffuse functions and the
core functions of neighboring atoms, the basis set diffuse exponents smaller than
0.1 bohr−2 were removed, as well as f -electron virtual functions. The employed
basis set is listed below:
Ba:
256 6
INPUT
10 1 2 2 2 1 0
1.000000 0.000000 0
9.526986 427.845816 0
4.487510 204.417530 0
8.315930 293.605864 0
4.292217 294.193316 0
5.916108 112.550402 0
2.874842 181.782621 0
3.589465 -33.473174 0
0 0 3 2.0 1.0
2.3961900 -5.9288950
2.2433050 6.6469340
0.7174020 -0.5514370
0 0 1 0.0 1.0
0.2784460 1.0000000
0 2 3 6.0 1.0
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2.9267420 0.7633590
2.5207180 -1.0220140
0.5240950 0.6498360
0 2 1 0.0 1.0
0.2034280 1.0000000
0 3 3 2.0 1.0
0.9663150 -0.9089380
0.8938280 0.9472400
0.2731950 0.3220570
0 3 1 0.0 1.0
0.1038910 1.0000000
Zr:
240 9
INPUT
12 1 2 2 2 2 0
1.0000000 0.0000000 0
8.2000000 150.2675910 0
4.0897280 18.9762160 0
7.1100000 99.6221240 0
3.5967980 14.1687330 0
5.3500000 35.0451240 0
2.4918210 6.1112590 0
7.5400000 -21.0937760 0
3.7700000 -3.0806940 0
0 0 3 2.0 1.0
5.8737890 -0.9736630
4.2872700 1.7091822
1.4641370 0.2438310
0 0 1 2.0 1.0
0.8312450 1.0000000
0 0 1 0.0 1.0
0.3623350 1.0000000
0 2 2 6.0 1.0
2.8742240 -4.2181013
2.1199010 4.0479431
0 2 2 0.0 1.0
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0.8513640 0.5709451
0.4372920 0.4621080
0 2 1 0.0 1.0
0.2029040 1.0000000
0 3 3 2.0 1.0
2.5801370 -0.16192069
1.8553960 0.38451976
0.6807540 0.81373290
0 3 1 0.0 1.0
0.2566910 1.0000000
0 4 1 0.0 1.0
0.485 1.0
O:
8 5
0 0 8 2.0 1.0
8020.0 0.00108
1338.0 0.00804
255.4 0.05324
69.22 0.1681
23.90 0.3581
9.264 0.3855
3.851 0.1468
1.212 0.0728
0 1 4 6.0 1.0
49.43 -0.00883 0.00958
10.47 -0.0915 0.0696
3.235 -0.0402 0.2065
1.217 0.379 0.347
0 1 1 0.0 1.0
0.4520495 1.0 1.0
0 1 1 0.0 1.0
0.1678880 1.0 1.0
0 3 1 0.0 1.0
0.4509895 1.0
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Oxygen vacancies were obtained removing one oxygen atom from the system. In
general, the basis set of the former oxygen atom was kept in the vacant site (GHOST
atom) for having a more complete set of functions also in the vacancy. To obtain the
defect charge states +1 and +2, one and two electrons were, respectively, removed
from the system. In the charge state +1, the calculations were performed at the
unrestricted Kohn-sham level; in all the other cases, the closed-shell formalism was
employed.
The bielectronic Coulomb and exchange integrals were truncated with the fol-
lowing truncation thresholds: 7, 7, 7, 7, 14 (see the CRYSTAL manual [58] for
details about how this values affect the computation of the bielectronic integrals).
The SCF convergence threshold was set to 10−8 Eh in all except lattice vibrations
calculations, where it was set to 10−11 Eh. The reciprocal space integrals were
calculated using a 8x8x8 Monkhorst-Pack net. In supercell calculations, the mesh
was reduced to keep constant the number of point per unit of volume.
The equilibrium structure was obtained by allowing the system to relax toward
a local minimum of the potential energy surface employing a gradient-based al-
gorithm. The optimization process was considered complete once the forces acting
on the nuclei had a value lower than 0.000 45Eh a0
−1.
Lattice vibrations were calculated in the harmonic approximation, through the
frozen-phonons method (Section 2.3) displacing each atom along the Cartesian co-
ordinates by 0.001 A˚.
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B. Choice of the Monkhorst-Pack mesh
First-principles calculations of periodic systems involve the calculation of integrals
over the first Brillouin Zone (BZ). The integrals are approximated by finite sums
evaluated only at a discrete number of reciprocal space points. Such points should be
carefully selected in order to obtain a correct description of the system. Monkhorst
and Pack discussed a method to generate an uniform mesh of equally-spaced points
in the BZ [85] which became the standard in first-principles calculations of solids.
The generated mesh of points should be dense enough to obtain reliable results
and it is therefore important to assess the quality of this grid by performing con-
vergence tests. It is thus common practice to study the system total energy as a
function on the number of reciprocal space points. The results of this test, obtained
for BaZrO3, are illustrated in Figure B.1.
To preserve the system cubic symmetry, we consider meshes defined by the same
amount of points (shrinking factor, SF) along each of the three primitive reciprocal
lattice vectors. The number of total point in the mesh is thus given by the SF to
the power of three. Figure B.1 clearly shows that the electronic energy of BaZrO3
rapidly converges with the number of points in the Monkhorst-Pack mesh. In
addition, the 83-points mesh employed in this study can be considered dense enough,
since the total energy obtained with such a grid differs only by around 0.005 meV
with respect to the total energy calculated with the most dense grid comprising 323
points.
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Figure B.1.: The plot shows how the system energy is affected by the number of
points included in the Monkhorst-Pack mesh. ∆E represents the differ-
ence in the system electronic energy with respect to the value calculated
employing the most dense mesh, which includes 323 points. The total
number of points in the grid is determined by the shrinking factor, SF,
and is given by SF3.
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C. Determination of the Valence Band
Maximum in Charged Supercells
The energy of periodic systems is defined with respect to an arbitrary value, usually
obtained by setting the system electrostatic Ewald potential to zero. Such reference
is not only system dependent; but it is also affected by the system charge state.
Therefore, a reliable calculation of the formation of charged defects requires to
know this reference shift. In this appendix we outline a method, introduced by
Bailey et al. [156], that can be used to estimate the reference shift. In particular,
the method finds the charged system valence band maximum with respect to the
energy reference used in the pristine bulk material. It is therefore useful to estimate
the electron electrochemical potential of equation 3.62.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the term including both the system valence band
maximum, εV BM , and the potential alignment can be calculated by considering the
difference between the electronic energy of the pristine bulk system, E0(N), and
of the same system without one electron, E0(N − 1): V = E0(N) − E0(N − 1).
Such a difference is however extremely affected by the presence of finite-size effects
arising from the spurious electrostatic interactions present in the charged system
needed to calculate E0(N − 1). Therefore, V should be calculated incrementing
the supercell size until the value converges. Figure C.1 reports the calculated value
of V as a function of the supercell size. It is clear from the picture that, even for
extremely large supercells, we are still far from reaching convergence. This is not
surprising, considering the long range nature of the electrostatic forces affecting the
charged systems. Therefore, to obtain the infinite supercell limit, we have fitted
the calculated points using a function of the form y = A+ bL−1. According to the
study of Makov and Payne discussed in Section 3.2.1, such a function describes how
the electronic energy of a charged supercell asymptotically behaves with respect to
the supercell size, L. We obtained the limit value of 9.21 eV for an infinitely large
system and we use this value to estimate the electrochemical potential of electrons
in systems with charged defects.
Note that in the CRYSTAL code, the potential alignment term included in the
Freysoldt-Neugebauer-Van de Walle correction scheme (equation 3.82) takes into
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Figure C.1.: The plot shows how the quantity V = E0(N)−E0(N−1) as a function
of the reciprocal of the supercell size L−1.
account only a part of the necessary alignment. The reason lies in the method
employed to estimate the electrostatic potential in the CRYSTAL code, which is
explained in reference [157]. To the best of our knowledge, the explicit calculation
and extrapolation of V is the only method which allows us to fully take into account
the reference shift in the electronic energy of charged systems.
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